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journalists, E. P. Mitchell of the New York
papers who have hired the first graduates are
Sun, Harry Andrews of the Los Angeles eager for more. Journalism graduates are
needed by ebrporations whose need for pubnarer Institute at Or jnolT'fo Times, and others who have graduated under
licity is urgent; educational movements need
citizens of Belfast..The War him. He also spoke of the dean of Maine
press agents, for every great cause must be
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.paper Institute at Orono.
r

typewriter. A newspaper man present who had had some correspondence with Mr. Pidgin, and had evidently
found his manuscript of the Horace Greeley
type, greeted this announcement with pleasure.
In the discussion which followed the addresses “Col.” Norton of the Portland
Express,
in

treating of the relations between the edidepartment and the advertising man-

torial

ager summed up his remarks with: “The best
way to aid the advertising power of a newspaper is to give the beat efforts, and in this way

give the advertising agent, the best newspaper possible.”
Mr, Nichols of the Bath
Times, Mr. Hall of the Bangor Commercial
Mr. Evans of the
Piscataquis Observer
part in the discussion, which was both

and
took

interesting
TKo

and

instructive.
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by students of the University in
Pulp and Paper courses, from pulp

the

Maine

contribut-

by firms which appreciate the value of this
training for young paper makers. The protheir way to Orono last cess was described in the
er men on
program and many of
success of
the visitors availed themselves of the oppor,n 5Ume doubt as to the
the
at
Uniheld
Institute to be
tunity to witness the making of this handSlh.
of the made
Ma e under the auspices
paper. At the close of the afternoon
..rtnient, assisted by the Press Club session, and earlier, the visitors were conof the Bangor News, O. L Hall | ducted about the grounds by students detailed
oii.mercial and A. H. Brown of for that purpose and shown the different buildbelieve its j ings, etc.
veu Enterprise, and we
ed

J.rtf

P
*

apprehensions.

j ike

itr.

These

were t

session opened with
great enthusiasm and inter:uil program was most successAmong the newspapermen
out.
-.ition to those mentioned above,
of the leadwmg representatives
the first

ance,

■

..

M

W.

George
Portland Evening Express, Ar-Mness manager of the Lewiston
N chols of the Bath Times, with

i the State:
re

|

staffs of these and other

the

^

Norton,

the
-g the representatives of
A. H. Jones of the Rockland
tie (semi-weekly); R. T.

|

The second session

Reporter, Skowhegan; J. H. Ogier,
Gao, George F. Huff, Dexter
.- inborn, Norway Advertiser; Irv-

^
v,

|£.'.

Guilford Register; Henry C.
Bulletin; Charles H. Fogg.
Mines, Houlton; Liston P. Evans,
-erver, Dover; Chas. A. Pilsbury,

|
[C,

|0s;„;.

Journal, Belfast. Among the
was John
Francis Sprague
uthor, historian and editor of
The
urnal of Maine History.
.n

Uj

r,;
;j.

Club, students in the English
jit
'hers interested, were well repreUcfcta. '.he sessions, and perhaps here is
^

_

any to express appreciation
courtesies extended the visitors,
as

e

per.
tR:

fo.-rtable reception at the fraternity
nes.api the evident desire of every student
«ke this visit to the University of Maine
ilorg *> be remembered by the recipients
tr

by

a

held in the gymnaprepared and

dinner

Home Economics department
under the supervision of Professor Francis R.
Freeman, head of the department. Daintily
appointed tables, two lengthwise and one

served

the

the center of the spacious hall, were
with covers for about 80
people and every

across

l<»id
seat

was

occupied. The gymnasium

was

dec-

orated in green and

white, the colors of the
Sophomore class, who had a banquet there the
day before. The menu, from grape fruit to

mints, was faultlessly prepared and
Usually the post prandial exerfollow the serving of the final course,

coffee and

Patten^ deftly

h

was

sium in connection with

cises
but

served.
this

occasion, in order not to unduly
prolong the session, the speaking began soon
after the first course, and so noiselessly did
the

on

white-gowned young women remove the
bring on another course that neith-

dishes and
er

the speakers

nor

the

listeners

were

in the

least disturbed.
W. O. Fuller, who was to
have spoken on “The Press," was unable to be
present and Major E. H. Kelley was called upon unexpectedly, but was
equal to the occasion.
He was followed by Prof. L. H. Merrill, whose

subject was “The Press and Science," and who
seemed to be laboring under the delusion that
what the newspapers don't know about science
would make

a

ing, secretary
Trade,

then

Carnegie library.

E. M Bland-

of the Maine State

Rnrtlra

nn

“Tho

Proaa

Board of
nnH

Rnai.

ness,” mentioning some of the early newspapers of the State, giving reminiscences of oldtime Maine journalists and paying an eloquent
ill hospitality.
tributeto the present workers of the press. In
--j
ii___
regretting the absence of President Fuller of
library at 3 o’clock, Friday afternoon, the Maine Press association he said there
John C. Millett of the English deB :.
were five ex-presidents present,
including in
jtitiiL introduced Mr. A. H. Jones of the the list Mr Evans of Dover. This was a misrier Gazette as the presiding of- take.
Blarid1
Mr. Evans was the choice of the assov W
Fuller, who was to have presided ciation, but refused to accept the office, which
at
in
ken
the banquet
theeven- all
jfc.fi.vrecognize that he would have honored. It so
[»a> ieia::iedat home, much to the regret of happened that three ex-presidents were seatmaty friends and admirers. Mr. Jones in- ed together Robbins, Pilsbury and
Ogier, who
ISDceo at the first speaker Dean J. N. Hart
were elected in the order given—and near
the'
rsity, who welcomed the visiting them was ex-President Jones of Rockland.
•.

expressed

and

s§[;

the

hope

that

.-rived from this institute will be
itttiBe
an annual pilgrimage to Orono to
Kikt '.if
benefits of such an innovation
it;!,.

tit New-; aper Institute. He expressed the
f the University of the publicity

pretiai
pern:-

a

Ksbic

1

by the newspapers of the State,
I niversity is an educator along
take a great pleasure indeed in

k

Dr—

l

^coming

another educational

Ke, the Press, the

phase of

our

people’s university

Francois J, Kueny, instructor in Romance
Bguaget-r who had been connected for some
fee With the Western
Advertising Co. of St.
*ie. resented some interesting facts about
freeicar advertising in the larger cities. His
fyer *86 National Advertising and he adteted membership in national organizations
fe sijve:;isr
g rather than placing faith in
rt.

leaewgj:.;.r

Prof.

Kueny character.zed

the merchants of opwhich take one or two cents

men as
ass

the millions of
give this
worth of
r

'.e

reading peoreading public one
optimism,

Aroostook

e-1 taker and

Times, Houlton,
confessed that the

him, “Independence
11

of the

niewhat puzzling, and that he
oil of the work of getting out a

>

•'•■wepaper, speaking from personal
Like most, if not all weekly news-

^r?

J

fit

two press days, printing one
and the other on the day of pub-

r.Hs

toturday

Kr'

He Baid that on
making up on the
atiiication his matter came out within
•bdtfui, over or under, and one
country
or*v
sometimes has to carry over from
* to
four columns, because of advertising
ate, or to set additional matter be“fe of
advertising ordered out at the last
,u would like to know how he does it.
°* the Camden Herald
spoke on
s"& Rates,” basing his remarks on
•? |J

£•*>«*
,,

committee

v

advertising at
meeting of the Maine Press

January
1

on

embodying

the results of ened to the editors and
publishers

Newspapers.
■

He said it

was

found

divergence of advertisSlate and he thought the newsulo get together and agree upon
great

h

!s

1

uniform rate based upon

a

cir-

Sumething may and should
direction, but circulation is not
basis for the advertising
The quality of the
^wgpaper.

^
^

he

character of its circulation
factors. Years ago the Maine
lblh>n adopted rates for advertising

It

'‘Jit

^
'•

ifu

ri|aii!g and they

were

printed

year

lhe annnal

reports, but we doubt
*
folloWed ‘hem and finally their
"aB discontinued.
We fear that
Vi,
Blc btine case
k
now, although there is
*
W' v Ul tbac *he Maine press would
tbe adoption and adherence to
*UCir
rate®*or advertising and job printing.
K
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business manager of
eubject was “Things

litre,. Jr ‘'T
Nunj' read
iter*

1
^

B'

Bangor

to tell the
Poetical paper on soliciting
Arthur Staple** of the Lewis-

ieRCe

lifter

the

a

interestingly from
in

departments

his many
of

news-

expressed the hope that fair
!»} aJ*
maV govern every Maine
V ,DEfCUracy
6
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in

appreciation of his chief,
iogiey, and ot the distinguished

President Aley of the University was the
speaker and the subject assigned him was
“The Press and Education.”
He said in part:
“Every person engaged in educational work
must appreciate the value and the service of
the press, I was once a member of the Education Press Association of America; and in
this capacity I learned to appreciate not only
the tremendous power for good possessed
by
the American press, but also the splendid use
to which this power is put. Later, as head of
a university in a western State, I came in intinext

mate contact with many reporters; and never,
in all my experience, have I had a confidence

The Supreme

Judicial Court

The first jury case was tried Thursday, when
Perley F Gordon of Swanville brought suit
against Wallace K Howard of the lumber firm
of H F Andrews & Co, Bargof. The plaintiff
The future of ihe American claimed that on Oct 24ih. 1914, he sold the delatures enact.
people is in the hands of educated journalists.” fendant a quantity of lumber valued at $70 63,
the price agreed upon, but that defendant
The exercises were followed by an informal
found fault with the quality and had refused
reception. The writer specially enjoyed meetto pay. Gordon and Mrs. Charles Marr of
ing Dr. Williams, as about 40 years ago, when
and who heard
he had been a Washington correspondent for Swanville,with whom he boards
the trade, were on the witness stand. Howard,
six years, Mr. Williams came to the National
the defendant, and Mr. Ayer of Bangor, the
Capitol to represent the Philadelphia Press, of
surveyor for the Andrews Co, testified that
which he later became the editor. It
may not the
lumber was not worth the price asked.
be of any interest now, but John W.
Forney,
prominent in journalism and politics in his The respondent claimed that he agreed to pay
day, then enjoyed the distinction of being the the market value of the lumber after it had
"editor of two papers, both daily”—the Phila- been graded at the Penobscot Box factory at
Brewer, but the iffer was refused. The jury
delphia Press and Wasbington Chronicle.
returned a verdict for the plaintiff of $58.75.
the
Saturday morning
University Cadets H C Buzzell for plaintiff; Charles P Connors of
were early astir in their neat kahki
uniforms Bangor for defendant.
for a practice drill, with.the band,
'rue’
iMmrTUP.KTS.
preparatory
to "an exceptional militarv maneuver” in the
The Grand Jury reported Thursday at 12.80,
afternoon under the supervision of Lieut. F.
returning nine indictments as follows:
S. Clark, U. S. A. Unfortunately for some
John Paul Nichols of Winterport, for larwho would have enjoyed
witnessing the drill, ceny.
were
held
the
they
third session of the Inby
Allen L Eldridge, Belfast, common nuisance.
stitute at the Library, and two of the downHerbert Tozier, Swanville, for larceny.
river contingent were obliged to leave before
Herbert H Stubbs, Newport, cheating by
its close to take the boat at
Bangor for home. false pretenses.
Arthur Staples of the Lewiston Journal
Libbeus Curtis, Jackson, desertion of wife
presided at this session and there were
interesting and children.
and instructive papers by
George W. Norton,
William C Mason, Belfast, single sale and
managing editor of the Portland
illegal possession of intoxicating liquors.
vertiser; Lawrence T. Smyth, city editor of the
Daniel Carter, Belfast, common nuisance
Bangor News; Oliver L. Hall, editor of the and single sale f intoxicating liquor.
Bangor Commercial; and Talcott Williams, diAllen R Dyer of Montville, selling mortrector of the School of Journalism on the
Pul- gaged personal property without notice.
itzer Foundation, in the order
named. All
Walter C Mahoney, Northport, perjury.
were of interest, but the writer
CRIMINAL CASES.
only had the

Express-Ad-' J

privilege ,of listening to one of the speakers
and space will not permit of
quoting from the
excellent reports in the Bangor dailies. Later
they may call for comment.
c. A p.

Allen L Eldridge, indicted for

common

nui-

arraigned Thursday afternoon and
pleaded not guilty. County Attorney ^Walter
was

sance,

claimed that Eldridge had been selling Jamaica ginger for tippliDg purposes and
TO THE CITIZENS OF BELFAST:
placed Sheriff F. A. Uushman on the witness
stand, who testified that he had seen indicaLast week the City of Belfast was
confronted tions of such sales in men around the respondwith two law suits, the time set for
trial being
ent’s grocery store, and William Whitehead |
Thursday, April 22nd, at 10 A. M. These suits
and Fred D Johnson took oath that they had
were brought by
attorney James S. Harriman
bought Jamaica ginger of him for drinking
for damages to the
properties owned by G.
purposes. Arthur Ritchie for the respondent
Frank Harriman and W.A. Clark,which
alleged claimed that it was sold only as a medicine and
damages were caused by lowering the grade of
with no intention of violating the law. He
Miller Street, two years
ago. Had this work
called no witnesses in defence. After about
been done at the time in a
proper and more
deliberation the jury returned a verconciliatory spirit, and reasonable respect two hours
dict of guilty. Judge Hanson continued the
shown to the abutters,
undoubtedly all trouble case for sentence as
long as Eldridge rafrained
could have been averted at small
expense; if
from violating the law of selling Jamaica
indeed, any expense at all, for the actual damginger and committed no further infractions
age to the property amounts to
practically of the law.
nothing. But Lawyer Harriman, under a staWilliam C Mason was arraigned Thursday
tute which holds a city liable for
damage caus- afternoon and pleaded guilty to a single sale.
ed by lowering the grade of a
street, and per- Judge Hanson sentenced him to a fine of $100
haps, at the time, excited by discourteous and
and $10 costs, which he paid. H C Buzzell repundiplomatic treatment, brought suit against
resented Mason.
the City and Mr. Clark did
likewise.
Daniel Carter was arraigned Friday foreThese suitB were put over for one reason
or
to a single sale and
another until this term.

A Cowan

Wednesday evening

City’s liability. They also called in Mr.
Harriman, who talked $1,600 damages, but
finally offered to settle for $150 for Harriman

the

$50 for Clark.

Tho

.IllHop than

annf

faw

.--J

the prospects carefully. Should the case be
tried and Mr. Harriman
beaten, or the award

negligible, he undoubtedly would appeal to the
Law Court, and should the amount be unreasonable it would
unquestionably be the duty of

likewise take it to the Law Court
event, the cost of trial and law expenses would far exceed the offers of settlement. Judge Hanson advised me, as
Mayor of
the city, to settle, ps there was no chance
for
the city to get out of it in any other
way near-

the

city

tuui

ly

as

to

cheaply,

to Bave

the

whether the

city won or lost,
city further expense I took the

Judge’s advice and settled the cases.
I am fully aware of the bad precedent established in settling such cases after a suit has
been brought, but it would have been worse
had the city been beaten in trial. Whichever
turned the course was undesirable and
I decided on the course which would cause the
city least expense. The effects of constant
fighting in our city affairs are very apparent
way I

The Churches,

K...

U.n.nn

A

D_II

I

have found

an

ally

in

the

news-

papers, which have not only been anxious to
exploit the best in educational development,

in

Herbert Hamlin returned
Houlton.
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Bel-

Mrs. Louise J. Pratt, who after a visit in
Honolulu went to Japan and China, is on her
way home.

morning
11 o’clock, and
Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are welcome.

Otis Ellis returned
Saturday from Skowhewhere he had been employed
selling
washing machines.

Miss Katherine C. Quimby returned last
Saturday from a visit in Havana and Sunday
resumed her place in the Unitarian choir,
which had been filled during her absence by
Mrs. C. W. Wescott.

gan.

ifc Mr. and Mrs. Luther A. Hammons spent the
past week in Boston and vicinity,arriving home

Tuesday morning.
Sunday, April 26th, was “Go to Church SunMrs, Gershom Robinson was called to Thomday,” and had been so announced in many aston
Monday by the sudden death of her
but
the
rain
as
the
bells
ways,
were ringjust
mother, Mrs, Clark.
for
the
ing
morning services kept many at
Mr. and Mrs. I. L. Perry left Wednesday
home and the attendance in all the churches
on a
business and pleasure trip to Boston and
was below the average.
will return Saturday.
At the Baptist church this week the services
Mrs. Amos Clement returned Saturday from
will be as follows: This. Thumriav
7 an n
Orono. where she was the guest of her
son,
James D. Clement.

Aff_

Scripture

and gave

an

appropriate

Dr.

Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Dilworth of Madison
called on Belfast, friends Monday on their
way
to Northport for a short visit.
Miss Beulah F. Philbrook,
principal of the
Islesboro High school, has been a guest for
several days of Miss Frances A.
Sargent.
Wil.iam Dilworth, who has been clerking for
E. W. Webber, is now
employed in

Harry
Dyer’j clothing store.—Madison Bulletin.
Frank P. Wilson, Esq., of New York has re-

turned from professional visits in Detroit
Cleveland, Kansas City, St. Louis and Buffalo.'
The many Belfast friends of Mrs. Allen McLane will be glad to know that she will

Chauncey S Curtis, Winterport, for grossly
wantonly and cruelly refusing and neglecting
to provide suitable maintenance for libellant
appearance from term to term.
Mary F Burgess, Burnham, Libt vs Lewi*
State vs Herbert H Stubbs of Newport, infor gross and onfirmec
dicted for cheating under false pretences. De- Burgess, Thomaston,
habits of intoxication and use of intoxicating
fendant was arraigned Saturday afternoon and
liquors.
pleaded not guilty. The case was opened to a
Carrie E Danielson, Libt vs Wilber S Danjury with Arthur Overlock foreman. The case
ielson, both of Winterport, for cruel and abus
was taken from the jury and a verdict of not
ive treatment and gross and confirmed habit)
guilty ordered by the court, on account of a of
intoxication.
partial settlement of the chattel mortgage on
Annie M Hustus, Libt vs Alfred E Hustus
which the case was founded, and this admisboth of Monroe, for cruel and abusive treat
sion was made by Green to whom the defend-

Thursday

May Simpson.
Jennie M Monroe, Libt

depleted treasury and in the amount of
unsettled matters standing against the
city.
In settling these cases I regret that men
the
of
Belfast their home felt concalling
city
our

j

—

»

4

their meeting

At

April

21st

a

Past

season,

Ellis returned last

Chelmsford, Mass., where they

Mrs. C. R. Hill of Winterport were
on the Boston boat last
Saturday,
their way to visit their son in Massachu-

on

Mr. and Mrs. JohmT. Davis left
Monday for
few days visit in Calais and on their return
will begin housekeeping in the E. R. Conner
house,corner of Court and Miller streets.
a

Ralph C.

Johnson and

Belfast this

family

and J.

Beasou

are coming to
G, Abom lma ltceiy-

orders to build a garage at their summer
home on Primrose Hill, to be completed by the
first of June,

ed

Dr, O. S. Vickery has returned from a short
vacation in Boston, where he met the director
of Camp Quantabacook and the
camp counsellors and attended the banquet of the New
England alumni of Syracuse University.

sermon on

Mrs. Carrie Pendleton will arrive in Boston
this week from Florida. She left her sister,
Mrs.

Fessenden,

J. A.

in

Washington,

C.,

D.

Miss Maude Gammans, who accompanied
them, is visiting her brother in New York,

and

D. J. Dickens of Camden attended the State
post office clerks in Waterville

convention of

week and

last

appointed a delegate to the
post office clerks, to be

was

national convention of
held in Los

Argeles, Calif,,

in

September.

George M. Stone, who has been in this city
for the past month, called here by the serious
illness of hiB sister, Mrs. Charles H, Walden,
left

Monday

last

for his home

Mrs, Walden is

Mont.

now

in

Lewiston,

convalescent.

Mrs. C. C. Pineo and little daughter,KatherE and Miss Katherine C. Quimby arrived

ine

Saturday evening by train and are at
Quimby home on Miller street. Mr. Pineo
been transferred from Havana

to

the
has

Rica.

Costa

Mr. and Mrs. Selwyn Thompson were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse E. Wilson in Fort
Collins, Colo., when on their return from the
Pacific Coast. A later telegram said they were
in Chicago, guests of Prof, and Mrs. Charles E.
Paul, and they are sonn expected home.

j*

j

and Mrs. Emery Varney, who spent the
Portland, where they were married

Mr.

winter in
on

j

|
!

18th, and who have been spending a
in Pittsfield, are guests of Mrs. Var-

Jan.

days

few

Rockport,

visit in

where

they

will be guests of

Mrs, Maria Tibbetts, ihey will go to INorthport to open their cottage for the season, Mrs.
Varney was formerly Mrs. Georgiana Tuttle of

Silver Cro;s j this city.

Lodge, Knights of Pythias, entertained £
number of guests, including Associate Justice
George M. Hanson of Calais,who was presiding
i at the April term of the Supreme Judicial court
and who is

E. W.

this

setts.

Hammons.
i
*

lrom

avenue

Mr. and

Plans are being perfected for the semi-centennial celebration of Timothy Chase Lodge,
F. and A. M., to be held Thursday, May 13th,
and the following committees have been appointed: General committee, S. A. Parker,
Rev. A. A. Blair, Robert P. Chase, Allen L.
Curtis, Frank A. Bramhall, Willis S. Hatch;
program, Messrs. Parker, Blair and Willis G.
Haseltine; supper, Messrs. Curtis and Bramhall and Charles F. Swift; music, Robert P.
Chase, Charles A. Harmon and Luther A.

to Bessie

Northport

passengers

annual inspection of King Solomon’s
Council, No. 1, took place Tuesday evening
under the direction of Wilmer J. Dorman,
Grand Principal Conductor of the Work, There
was work in the Royal Master, Select and Super Excellent degrees. A banquet was served
at 6.30 o’clock by the ladies of the Universalist
church. The menu was baked beans, cold ham,
mashed potatoes, hot rolls, pickles, pies, assorted cake and coffee.

Bessie May Ingersoll Libt vs Irving A Inger
soil, both of Belfast, for cruel and abus v<
treatment. Libellants name to be change)

on

passed the winter with their son, Herberl E
Ellis.

The

ment.

cottage

Mr. and Mrs.

“““

case was

occupy

her

j

sold the property in question.
case of State vs. Warren Haskell, for
assault and battery, appealed, was nol prossed
on payment of $15.

in

Saturday.

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday
at

ment.

The

was

Mrs. M. C. Hill, who had been
visiting her
sister in Bangor, returned home last

m., the prayer meeting; Sunday, at 10.46 a. m.,
filed to be settled for $5.25. Neither party.
morning service, with sermon by the pastor;
M R Baker vs E W Kneeland. Morse; A L
Sunday school at noon; Christian Endeavor at
Blanchard. Continued.
6.30, and evening service at 7.30 p. m.
Wallace Ellia vs E A Mudgett.
Buzzell;
The services in the Congregational church
Green. Defaulted by agreement for $10 and
next Sunday will be as follows: At 10 45 a. m.,
full costs.
Willis P Harvey, petition for partition vs morning worship and sermon; subject,' “The
Laura A (Harvey) Nickerson. Cook; Bangs. ; Meaning of the House of God.” Communion
service will follow; at 12,10 p. m., Bible school
Continued.
Mason & Hall vs L L Foster. Buzzell; Fos- The subject for the mid-week meeting this,
Thursday, evening at 7.30, will be “The Cross
ter. Defaulted.
The meeting of Castle North Friday
Eben E Hall vs George P Blethen. Buzzell; Roads.
evening is postponed owing to the Grammar
Brown, Jr. Continued.
Hattie E Riggs, admx, vs F E Hatch, et als; school play.
Ritchie; Dunton & Morse. Neither party; no
At the Methodist church next Sunday mornfurther action.
ing the pastor, Rev. Horace B. Sellers, will
A E Nickerson, assignee, vs J W Sweetser.
speak on “Calm in Storm” and in the evening
Bangs; Buzzell. Defaulted.
on “Hid in a Napkfn,” At 2 p. m. Mr. Sellers
B M Barker vs J O Clifford. Libby; Pattan- will
speak in East Northport. The Junior
gall & Plumstead. Defaulted and continued League will meet at 3 p- m. Sunday under the
for judgment.
direction of Mrs. C. E. Read. Prayer meeting
T E Gushee, et al, vs H F Cummings. will be held
this, Thursday evening. Friday,
and
Dunton
&
Andrews
&
Morse;
Thompson
from 7 to 8 p. m., the choir will rehearse, and
Nelson. Defaulted.
at 8.16 the Baraca class will meet at the ParO S Ellis, petition for partition, vs Hattie
sonage with the pastor. Monday evening the
Ward. Dunton & Morse; W Knowlton. ConK. O. K. A. will meet in the vestry and Tuesday
tinued.
evening there will be a meeting of the official
F W Brown vs A P Sleeper. Brown; Sleeper
board.
Continued.
Canton Pallas, Patriarchs Militant, I. O. O.
L L Rogejs vs L J Ward. Dunton & Morse;
Manson & Coolidge. George E Johnson apF.,in uniform,and many O.fd Fellows in civilian
suits, attended the services at the Universalpointed auditor.
Searsport National Bank vs C M Mudgett. 1st church last Sunday morning to observe the
Ritchie; Gillin & Gillin. Demurrer filed; de- 96th anniversary of their order. Rev. Arthur
murrer overruled
and continued for judgA. Blair, the pastor, read several selections of

ant

Saturday from

John C. Clement of Seal Harbor
fast several days the past week.

Rev. A. E. Wilson’s sermon subject next
Sunday morning at the Unitarian church is,
“Accepting Life as a Challenge.’’

vs Benj H Monroe
CIVIL CASES.
both of Searsport, for failure to support
The cases of George Frank Harriman of
of their minor child, Thelma M
!
New York vs the City of Belfast, and William Custody
given to the mother, the father to pay $8 pe
but have sent reporters who have striven to
A. Clark of Belfast vs City of Belfast, were |
; month for her support.
learn matters of real news value and to set
after a conference of the atGertrude M Ellis, Searsport, Libt vs Cliftoi t
strained to put the city to unfair and unneces- settled Thursday
them forth accurately. The press can, I betorney of the plaintiffs, James S. Harriman, P Ellis, Liberty, lor adultery. Care and cus
sary expense, especially while it, the city, is
I lieve, do more to exalt education in the minds
with Mayor Coombs oi Belfast, City solicitor I
tody of their minor child, Merton A, given t
struggling under its present burden of debts.
of the people than all other agencies combined;
Doak and Judge Hanson, as follows: The city [ the mother, the father to pay $8
Chaeles R. Coombs, Mayor.
per mont!
! and so it is a personal pleasure to welcome
to
Mr.
Harriman
asto
damages
pay
agrees
j for his support.
! here, and sit in fellowship with, the men who
to
THE WAK NEWS.
! sessed at $150 and costs and
grade the prop- j Alice M Chute, Belfast, Libt vs Lyman L
: represent the press of this great State.
erty under his directions; to Mr. Clark $50 and ! Chut.*, North Lovell, Me, for utter desertior
As usual the news irom the European battleThe
costs and to grade under his directions.
Libellant’s name to be changed to Alice JJ [
j Glenn I. Tucker of the Pulitzer school of fields is conflicting, but it is evident that des- cases were
brought to recover from the city Labonta.
Mew York city, whose topic was I
j journalism,
perate fighting is in progress in the east and for damages alleged to have been done to
Gertrude H Jones, Unity, Libt vs Walter ! p
j “The Press and Young Men,” spoke briefly, and
in the west and that they may prove the deproperty owned by the plaintiffs in Miller Jones, Chicago, 111, for utter desertion.
told of the installation the day before of
cisive battles, The allies have resumed activ- street by the city cutting down the grade and
Lon R Curtis, Guilford,Libt vs Amanda Low
Omega Chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, the first ities
by land and sea in the attempt to gain thus interfering with the entrances to the
Curtis, Troy, for adultery.
chapter of this fraternity to be installed east the DardenelleB ana
the
Ha
but
Mr.
Harriman
owns
riman
deConstantinople,
property.
Carrie E Wellman, Liberty, Libt vs Ro f
of Ohio. The chapter is composed of memtails are lacking.
Russia’s Black Sea fleet homestead and Mr. Clark what is known as
Wellman of parts unknown, for gross and con
bers of the three upper classes in the U. of M.
bombarded the outer forts of the Bosphorus the Towne house. Miller street.
firmed habits of intoxication.
Press Club, and the officers are as follows:
for a second time Sunday, shelling at
Friday morning at 10.30 the first of three
long
Grace L Emmons, Libt vs Ralph L Emmons
J. E. Doyle, ’15, Danvers, Mass.; Stephen P.
the
fortifications of the eastern gateway cases with the same conditions of Lewis A
range
both of Belfast, for cruel and abusive treat
Danforth, *16, Dover; George P. Creighton. ’17. to
Barker and his mother, Margaret A Barker of ment.
Constantinople,
Thomaston; Owen Frank Stephens, '17, AuSeven thousand Christian Armenians killed;
Brookline, Mass., formerly of Bangor, against
Alonzo Reynolds, Burnham, Libt vb Rut
burn; Paul Gould, ’17, Portland; A. F. Sher3,000 wounded; more than 60,000 fugitives, or Walter B. Gould of Winterport to recover $625
Reynolds, Belfast, for desertion.
man, ’16, Bar Harbor; E. D. Patten, ’16, TopspriBoneis; 12 towns destroyed; more than 600 for billiard table and supplies and $935 for
Bertha E Knowlton, Libt vs Harry C Know]
ham; Weston B. Haskell, *17, Auburn.
square miles of territory laid waste. This law library belonging to Lewis A and $277 for ton, both of Belfast, for cruel and abusiv e
The speaker of the evening, Talcott Wil- briefly summarizes another page of bloody household furnishings belonging to Mrs. Bar- treatment.
liams, the head of the Pulitzer school of jour- Turkish history as told in reports to Petrograd ker in the Bangor home, recently sold Mr.
£,Lucy G Peters, Belfast, Libt, vs Mauric a
Gould, came up for trial. The first case was Peters, Bethel, for cruel and abusive treal
nalists, was happily introduced by President from Tiflis, Tabriz and Teheran.
Aley, He received an enthusiastic greeting,
Yesterday’s news, in brief: Allied armies in opened as one in trover. Witnesses for plain, ment.
held the close attention of his audience the west check German rush, and take offen- tiff were Ellery Bowden, Esq, of Winterport,
Robert M Robbins, Belfast, Libt, vs Anni
throughout his address and was heartily ap- sive. lurks claim to have driven back allied Mr Littlefield of Bangor and Mr Barker. The P Robbins, Athol, Mass, for utter desertion.
Pftftded at its close. His subject was “The forces at Dardanelles; but French claim cap- defence introduced Mr Smyth of Bangor an exThursa E Jackson, Brooks, Libt, vs Rodney
Press and the Public,” and we wish we could ture of Turkish forts and English Admiralty pert on this class of property, who valued the w
jacKson, waiao, lor cruet ana anusive treat
print it in full, but can give only the closing statement declares troops landed on Gallipoli property at issue at $75, and Clement of Win- inent.
defendant.
a
friend
of
the
3
are
About
paragraphs:
terport,
peninsula
making good progress.
Arline L Chase, Belfast, Libt, vs Clifton V r
o’clock the case was taken from the jury and
“My contact with the weekly newspaper
Chase, Waldo, for gross and confirmed habit 3
has convinced me that in no other depart- SILVER CUP FOR CLEANEST v CITY.
entered neither party; no further action. Barof intoxication and non support,
ment of journalism does the newspaper play
ker of Brookline and Blanchard of Bangor for
so directly the part of the teacher as in the
Maude F Marstou, Northport, Libt vs Willi 3
New England Campaign Committee Makes
When I was chosen head of the
plaintiffs; Simpson of Baneor and W A Cowan H Mars ton', Rockland, for utter desertion.
country.
A
New
Move
To
Arouse
Interest.
at
of
college
journalism
Columbia, Pres. Butfor defendant.
Alfreda L Page, Brooks. Libt, vs Fred 1
ler could not understand why I withheld
At the meeting of the New England Clean
D. K. Drake of Frankfort vs The Bangor
news of the appointment for three weeks.
Page of parts unknown, for utter desertionand Paint Up Committee, held April 23d at
Up
and Aroostock R. R. was opened before the
It was to have that announcement appear in the Boston
Bertha E Wood, Libt, vs Ralph M Wood
City Club, the treasurer, James B.
the weekly newspapers of the country, and it Lord, reported receipts
amounting to $2070, jury Friday afternoon, The action was brought both of Belfast, for utter desertion.
was real publicity for me to have my photocomprising contributions from forty-two firms to recover the value of a bull and heifer killed
Nellie B Hall, Libt, vs Alfred J. Hail, botl
graph and a sketch in 12,000 weekly journals and individuals. The expenses have been $1823. on the defendant's road in October, 1914. The
|
throughout the country. The New York World Contributions have also been received for the
of Belfast, for gross and confirmed habits o
claimed
track
was
that
the
not
couldn’t have used me better for space and Boston Clean Up Committee fund
plaintiff
prop- intoxication.
Care and custody of their mino:
amounting
position if I had eloped with Mary Garden, but to $400,
erly fenced and the defence was that the cat- children,
Ralph, Walter, Albert, Hermar
the announcement that gave the journalism
Secretary Joseph N. Baker reported that 350 tle were trespassing even before they reached
course most publicity was that in the thousands
Claude, Harry and Jeff, given to the mother.
cities and towns in New England were taking
owner
the tracks and that their
was not
of American weeklies, as proven by the inquir- up the matter in an active
propOla M Stevens, Libt, vs Wilbert A Stevens
way. Of this numies that came from rural residents.
ber about eighty cities and towns have organ- erly caring for them. At 4 o'clock Saturday both of Knox, for cruel and abusive treatment
“My young friends, let me again impress ized. Word was received from the Greater Ver- afternoon the jury returned a verdict for the Libellant's name to be changed to Ola M Col
upon you the necessity of a knowledge of his- mont Association that it had started a Statedefendant. Robert F Dunton for plaintiff; son.
tory, economics and a mastery of statistics for wide movement for a clean-up campaign.
Lillian M Richards of Searsport, Libt, vi 1
our profession.
You should study unremitLouis K. Rourke, commissioner of public Judge Halliday of Newport for defendant.
Harry H Richards of Camden, for adultery
tingly. There is no eight hour law in journal- works, Boston, spoke of the work that the
name to be changed to Lillian N.
Libellant's
The juries were discharged at 11.45 a m
ism. Joseph Pulitzer never allowed to con- Boston
Hall..
City Committee had been doing in
of business
tinue on the World's editorial staff a man who
six
last
after
days
Saturday
just
citizens
to
the
W Pitcher, Libt, vs Sarah F Pitch
Philemon
arousing
importance of coopera4jd not read a book a week. For myself, I have ting during the clean-up period to be held and the court finally adjourned that afternoon. er, both of Belfast, for adultery.
never known a newspaper man to reach emiMaude L Thomas, Libt, vs Clinton F Thom
May 1 to 15.
divorces were decreed, an unusual
nence in
journalism wfco was not a great
To stimulate a spirit of rivalry between the Twenty-nine
as, both of Lincolnvilie, for cruel and abusivi
reader.
cities and towns that are to hold clean-up week, number. Of the 31 eases assigned for trial treatment.
“The place of the school of journalism in it was decided to purchase a silver
in another
Lura M Dunton, Libt, vs Grover C Dunton
cup, to be only one reached a jury verdict;
education is secure. More than 80 colleges of awarded to the community that makes
both of Belfast, for adultery. Custody o
the best the judge ordered a verdict, and one was
in
are
existence
in
this country, and showing. Governor Walsh and Mayor Curley
journalism
minor child given to the mother, th<
their
of attorneys. Othevery graduate in journalism is engaged either will be asked to issue a> proclamation in regard withdrawn by agreement
father to pay |2 per week in payments ever}
in newspaper or periodical work. The news* 1 to the week.— Boston Transcript.
era were disposed of as follows:
two weeks for the child’a-eupport.

betrayed.

PERSONAL.

There will be the usual services at the Universalist Church next Sunday morning. Sunday
school at noon.

continued for sentence. He gave
$100 surety on his own recognizance for his
the

In any

and

C Edward Britto vs F L Mars ton. Sleeper;
Continued.
Stembee Co vs Harold McKeen, et als,
Cahners; Gould. Continued.
Dr J B Darling vs P G Willey & Co. Buzzell; Smalley. Referred by agreement to
s
Walter A Cowan.
Arthur Ritchie vs L H Reynolds et als.
Ritchie; Brown. Defaulted.
Wm H Bevan vs Geo B Staples. Ritchie;
Buzzell. Defaulted by agreement.
lot Agr Corp vs Harry Clark and same vs
Arthur Clark, Connors; Towle. Defaulted.
Campbell Electric Co vs E C Britto. Ritchie;
Buzzell. Continued.
Angie F Garcelon vs Clair White. Ritchie;
Buzzell and Dunton & Morse. Continued.
Rosilla Hardy vs M A Seavey. Halliday;
Mitchell and Dunton & Morse. Demurrer filed;
demurrer sustained and plaintiff has right to
amend by July 1,1915.
Grover C Gray, appeal from decision of Judge
of Probate. Mitchell and Halliday; Dunton &
Morse. Heard by Judge Saturday evening; appeal dismissed and decree of Probate Court
affirmed.
Erastus Braley vs A C Twitchell, app. Lib-

Beedy.

Arthur Ritchie vs P Porter. Ritchie; An- “Duty, Love and Death,” the three fundadrews & Nelson. Defaulted by agreement mental experiences of life, treating them genfor $77.75 and costs.
erally and applying the truths to the principles
Waite, Randlett & Co, vs C L Wright. Dun- I of the Order. Mrs. E. P, Frost, who spent the
ton & Morse; Brown. Defaulted.
| past winter on the Pacifi ccoast, has resumed
J her place in the choir, much to the pleasure of
noon and pleaded guilty
DIVORCES DECREED.
| her many admirers.
The single sale
common nuisance as indicted.
The following divorces’were decreed:
case was nol prossed and on the nuisance case
Rodena D Bean, Liberty, Libt vs Earl E
SECRET SOCIETIES.
Judge Hanson sentenced him to be confined in Bean, Medway, Mass., for utter desertion.
the county jail for a term of 60 days.
Custody of minor child given to the mother.
The 11th session of the Grand Council of
State vs Edward C Mardeh of Swanville, inClara L. Patterson, Libt vs George W. Pat- the Royal Arcanum was opened at 10.30 a. m
dicted at the 1915 January term for keeping tomnn hnth nf Rplf»st fnr npulppt tn annnnrl
1
April 27ih, in Waterville, with the grand
a drinking house and tippling shop, paid to C J
and maintain libellant. Mother to have the
regent, Rev. A. A. Blair of Belfast, presiding.
Pattee, county treasurer, $110, per G I Keating care and
custody of their two minor children, The session was of purely a business nature
clerk of courts.
the father to pay $2 per week for their supand the reports for the past year were given
State vs John Paul Nichols, an appealed
port.
by the several officers. Hiram C. Wilson of
into
was
delivered
larceny case; defendant
Katheryne B Curtis, Bucksport, Libt, vs Portland was elected Grand Regent,

and again Thursday morning Judge G. M. Hanson of Calais
accompanied by City Solicitor
Doak examined the property and considered

and
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EAST

John Hiil is quite ill with measles

Mrs

Supreme Chancellor, H. F

BELFAST.

F. N. Saveay is cot tintd .o the house
Sawyer of Bangor, Senior Vice Chancellor ant
with an ulcerated throat.
others. The rank of Knight was conferred or
Mr. Alvin Clark n.ade a business trip to
|
one candidate .after which a bounteous banque
! Rockland last Thursday,returning Saturday,
the Pythian Sisters. S. A
was served by
Mr. Albert McKeen has moved from R. W.
Parker acted as toast-master and introducec
the speakers, Judge Hanson, Vice Chancello | Patters!.all's house toThebe Staples house.
Mrs.

■

There will be a 15 cent supper at Trinity
Sawyer and Rev. Horace B. Sellers the latte |
The speeches were able am I I church tonight, to which the
a new member.
public are invited
interesting aDd were enthusiastically received
The supper at Masons Mills chapel last Fri.At the 33rd annual grand commandery.U. C
the
day night was a decided
■

G. C., meeting held in Bangor April 21st, th<
following officers were elected for the ensuing

tive; Patience Thompson, South Portland, Alt

Rep.; Hugh Murray, Woodfords,

At the

OF

regular

THE

GRANGES.

session of Seven Star

Grange

Troy, April 17th, two were ii structed in th
First and Second degrees, and three name 3
balloted upon and accepted. Voted to hav
ladies’ night in four weeks, and gentlemen' 3
night in six weeks, and the defeated side wi *
>

furnish supper for the

Grange.

eeting of Seaside Grange last Frida 1
evenin g the program was opened with sirgin ?
by the chorus, followed by a leaning, “Put M e
Off at Syracuse,” b> Miss Louisa Lynn. Th *
topic for discussion: Which has done the moE
good in the world, money or brains? was opened by John Innes, and discussed at length by
him.
He was followed ty Elijah Ritchie, Mis B
Lucy Cochran, Mrs. Lura Ritchie and othen
Several new names were received and at th g
At the

Mrs. Ralph Friend of Waterville was a weekend gued of her brother and wife, Mr. and
Mrs, Geo. Hibbard, Searsport Ave.

Perley Stanley

Mrs.

is

ill with

grip

at the

her parents, Mr. ai d Mrs. George A,
Leavitt. Dr. J C. Ham is attending her.

home of

Mr. and Mrs.
home on Swan
the winter in
son, Herbert E.

Miss

The announcement of Congressman Ashe r
Binds that he will he a candidate fo r
nomir alien in 1he 1616 primaries sounds goo i
to the Republicans of the First Maine difitrict

Ellen

week from tit

E. W.

Lake

Ellis have opened their
avenue

after

spending

Chelmsford, Mass., with their
Ellis.

O’Leary returned heme
Waldo County hospital, w

last
here

spent the winter for metical treatment.
n uch in | roved and is at the heme of
her sister, Mrs. Kate O’Leary.

she

She is

m

meeting tomorrow, Friday night, the first an 1
second degrees will be conferred on candidatei
This alsewill be Ladies’ night an, d the sistei
will yll the chairs and give the entertain men t
A week fun Friday will he Gentle men’s nigh t
C.

Mass., after
Gentner cottage.
sea.

Charles Hall of Searsport avenue has sold
his pair of black horses to Ralph L. Cooper,
who will use them in his lumber business.

Fir

Comr.

NEWS

Wm. Brown will return today to Chela two weeks’ stay at the

Mrs.

Herbert McKenney, Portland, G. C,
Catherine L. Putman; Portland, V. G. C.
Martha E. Passford, Bangor. G. P,; Horao
Mitchell, Kittery Point, G. K. R.; William F
Varnum, Orient Mills, M. L.; Harry D. Easlei
East Deering, G. H.; Phelia A. Abbott, Spring
vale, G. W. I. G ; Charles Averhill, Auburn, G
W, C. G.; F. W. Brown, Belfast, grand trustee ;
year:

Sup.

society

success,

clearing $11.15.

Smith went to Rccklar.d Monvisit her aunt, Mrs. Allred Crcckett
..
L_*

Mrs. Everett

day

to

*..

her

Saturday

after an extended visit with
mother, Mrs. T. L. Shute.

next

Mrs.T.P.Leaman gave a luncheonWednesday
afternoon to the Ladies’ Aid of the Trinity
c huich, entertainirg port of the
circle, and on
Friday entertainirg the remaining part at her
hospitable heme on Seorspcrt Avenue.

Mrs. G. W. Paiterscn has returned to he
< me ir Castine after
spending the past win*
t er in (ol icinio ai d several other places of
interest.
___'
h

Arthur Thomb6 of Castine
recently sold the
two-masted schemer Rceie E., to F. L. Robbins of Belfast.

--

ta

i

Some Old-Time

the Portland AdT.rti.er who achieved eucceea
in other flelda. It ebonld aleo be old that in
more recent years, and at the present time,.
Maine newspaper men have well maintained
If your hair it losing color* too dry* brittle*
the prestige of the past, and the new school
thin* or the scalp itches* immediately begin
of journalism will no doubt add to tbeir num- the use of Parisian
Sage. The first application
bers.
stops itching head* removes all dandruff* invigorates the scalp, and beautifies your hair
until it is soft* fluffy and gloriously radiant.
Court.
Parisian Sage supplies all hair needs and
contains the exact elements needed to make it
grow long* thick and beautiful. It is delicately
Following is a report of the April term of perfumed and not expensive at A. A. Howes &
the Waldo County Probate Court, Judge James Co's.
You will be delighted with this invigorating
Libby of Unity presiding and Charles P.Hazeltine acting register in the absence of Register toilet necessity for nothing else is so beneficial
as Parisian Sage or so quickly gives the hair
Arthur W. Leonard.
that enviable charm and fascination.
The following wills were presented for probate: Chandler Swift, late of Belfast; Clara P;
Conference
Parsons, late of Belfast; Mary A Coombs, late The
of Belfast; James E. Lovett, late of WinterTo be Held at Augusta May 4-6 Will Be
port; Edwin S. Stevens, late of Unity; Charles
89th Anniversary of the Conference and
A. Moody, late of Lihcolhville.
108th of the Missionary Society.
Petition for license to sell real estate was

TO HAVE BEAUTIFUL Maife
HAIR—NO DANDRUFF The Journal has received

Journalists.

The first annual Newspaper Institute held
at the University of Maine, Orono, April
an outcome of the recent
23d and 24th
addition to the curriculum of that practical institution of learning of a course
an
journalism suggests fnention, though
necessarily brief, of some of the early Maine
newspaper men who won distinction abroad
First, because he was the first newspaper man
with whom the present writer became familiar
as a reader of the New Mirror, and later the
Home Journal, Nathaniel Parker Willis is re
called. He was a brignt star in the literary
firmament of his day and his light still shines
although he died nearly half a century ago.
He was born in Portland and his father, Na—

Probate

—

Congregational

thaniel Willis, was one of the publishers of
the Eastern Argus (weekly) the first number
-of which was issued Sept. 8, 1603, He later became prominent in Boston journalism and was
the founder of The Youth’s Companion. Four

presented
Unity.

"v*“

culated weekly story paper or its aay, Dut
which, with its many imitators, long since
ceased publication. Nathaniel Parker Willis
is included in the American Men of Letters
•series published by Houghtons, Mifflin & Co.,
Boston, and this firm also published a few
years ago a collection of his writings. He
was the author of several books, the best

known, “Penciling, by the Way” and “Letters
from Under a Bridge.” The first named told
•of his travels abroad, where he was entertained by the nobility and the most distinguished
of that

day.

He died

on

his 61st birth-

day, Jan. 20, 1867, at his beautiful estate,
wild-on-Hudson.

Idle-

George Stillman Hillard, lawyer, editor, poet
:and distinguished man of letters, was the
grandson of George Stillman, one of the earliest and most distinguished citizens of Machias.
He settled there as early as 1769 and assisted
in building the first meetinghouse. Mr. Hillard was born in Machias in 1808, graduated
?from Harvard in 1828, and was admitted to the
fear in Boston in 1833 In that year he became
one of the editors of the Christian Register
t Unitarian) and later was one of the editors of
the Boston Courier, the leading Whig organ of
that day. He was the author of the “Life of
John Smith,” “Six Months in Italy,” etc., and
<died in 1879. Chailes T. CongdoD in his “Record of Fifty Years of Journalism,” said: “Mr.
Hillard, who could write brilliant essays, construct clever books which the committees
were only too glad to introduce into the
schools, tell in elegant language of his travels
in Italy, critically collate the works of Walter
fcavage Landor and edit Chaucer, proved how
little he understood the science of public af-

Petitions for license to sell real estate

nillnn'iiv

the

engaged

was

trad< ,but began writing because he hud

in

some-

thing to say— first in the Boundary Gazette,
published in Calais, then in the Portland Advertiser, the Boston Atlas, the leading Whig
paper in New England, and the Boston Courier, when it was the leading daily newspaper
•this side of New York. His writings in the
•Courier attracted the attention of Horace
Greeley, who wrote him this characteristic
note:
“Will you
write me some letters? You are writing such abominably bad
ories
are

putting

can

give

you
into them and

all your unreason
of the pure juice.”

me some

to Mr. Pike

becoming a regular

contributor to

people than any newspaper of the
present day. In the aDti-slavery campaign,
and during the Civil war, Mr. Pike was Mr.
Greeley's right hand man and did valiant serAmerican

vice.

He

■when he

was

ran

a

for

candidate for office but once,
Congress in 1850 in the old 5th

Maine district and was defeated byT.J. D. Fuller. In recognition of his distinguished services in the cause of the Union President Lincoln appointed Mr. Pike Minister to The
Hague, but after holding the office for five
years he became tired of it and resigned to resume writing for the press.
During reconstruction in South Carolina he visited that
State and his letters to The Tribune were later
Dubkshed in book form under the title of “The
Prostrate State.” C. n his death in 1882 Chas.
A. Dana, who was associated with Mr. Pike on
'Tire Tribune, paid him a marked tribute in the
editorial columns of the New York Sun.
Portland was the birthplace of James and
^Erastus Brooks, distinguished journalists and
prominent in politics. James studied law in
Portland,wrote for newspapers and in 18:2 went

Washington
correspondent
pioneer in that line. Later he became
to

and

as a

was a

the

the Portland Advertiser and travelled
in Europe, sending home letters to the Advertiser. On his return he stopped in New York
and arranged with parties there to establish an

editor of

evening paper, the Express, but
-'-eToarn to Portland when he had
y mother Erestus in charge and to
«■

*ctrfccrrial connection with hoth

promised to
placed his
keep up his

nanerR.

He din

Portland, however, and soon became prominent in politics in New York.
He
served two terms in Congress before the Civil
War, was again elected to the House in 1865
and served continuously until 1873, and died in
notTeturn to

His brother Erastus
that year.
Yankee at Wiscasset and later the

edited the
Gazette at
Haverhill, Mass., and about 1840 went to Washington as correspondent for several New York
papers. He was nominated by the Democrats
3or Governor of New York, but was defeated.
He served several terms in the legislature of
the Empire State a d was quite as prominent
in public life as his brother James,with whom
he was associated in the publication of the
Evening Express. The paper was successful under their management and later was
* ronsolidated with the Mail,an evening paper,
<*©orge Mellville Weston was born in Au?guBta in 1816, graduated from Bowdoin in
1834,and was admitted to the bar in 1837. He
practiced law in Augusta for, five years and
edited The Age, the leading Democratic organ
in the State, until after the campaign of 1844,
“in which he won distinction as a political
writer of great intellectual ability/* He then
amoved to Bangor, where he continued the
^practice of law and was engaged in editorial
'‘Work. Later he went to Washington and was
Ube editor of Free Soil papers that succeeded
The National Era, and was the first editor of
The National Republican. He was the author
of books on money, silver and alavery which
4?ave bim a wide reputation as a writer o*
.signal ability. He died in 1887.
Thu list* might be extended indefinitely.
Portland waa the birthplaca of many diatinguished journalists in addition to thoae men*
tionod, and there were many graduates from

firot

a n

H

final

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

1.30. Devotional Service, Rev F V Stanley,
Hallowell
Business.
2.00. Address, An Aroostook Outpost, Rev
Frederick Parker, Sherman Mills.
2 16.
Woman’s Hour.
prayer.
2.20. Address, Alaska, Rev C E Burton, D
D, New York.
2.50.
Address, Educational Work, Mrs

Hankemeyer.
3.20. Offering.

Note. The annual meeting of the Women's
Union will be held in the Unitarian church
Thursday morning at 9.30.
3 30.
Address, Religious Education, Rev
William Erwing. I) D, Boston.
4 00. Address, Sunday School Work, A T

FREEDOM.

Bailey,

This led

The Tribune,and he was always spoken of by
Mr. Greeley as the best political writer in the
During his connection with The
country.
Tribune, in which he became a stockholder, it
was the most influential paper in this country
and its utterances carried more weight with the

YV intprnnrt

late of Searsmont.

fancy

for the Boston Courier that I

rif

Warrants and inventories were returned in
estate of Elsie E. Banks, late of Belfast; Joseph H. Carleton, late of Winterport; Sarah M.
Dow, late of Prospect; Howard Snow, late of
Burnham; Lucius F. McDonald, late of Belfast;
Emma F. McDonald, late of Belfast; Frank
Rowe, late of Brooks; Charles A. Warren,
late of Monroe;'James F. Kingsbury, late of
Frankfort; James L. Chase, late of Waldo;
Louisa Minturn, late of New York; Carrie F.
Norton, late of Palermo; Charles E. Bowen of
Brooks; Annie S. C. Cooper, late of Belfast;
Howard R. Taylor, late of Unity; Ada J. Cobb,

Maine produced another journalist
and author, no less distinguished, in James
He

Intp

Benjamin F. Pendleton, late of Searspoit, third
and final; John F. Sanford, late of Freedom,
first and final; Warren J Weymouth, late of
Prospect, first.

party.

Pike of Calais.

8.30. Devotional Service, Rev. G. M. Woodwell, South Bristol.
I. Reports of Officers. Trustees, Hon. G.
C. Moses, Bath; Treasurer, G F Carey, Portland; Auditor, Ozman Adams, Portland Superintendent, Rev. Charles Harbutt.
II. Reports of Committees: Finance, Regular Work, W S Bass, Wilton; Equalizing Fund,
Rev A D Leavitt, Portland; Business,Rev Langdon Quimby, Gardiner; State Work, Rev Dr
Clark, Bangor; Benevolence, Rev H W Webb,
Bucksport; Ministerial Standing, Rev R B
Mathews. Ellsworth.
11.
Discussion, Rev H O Worthley, East
Machias; Rev S T Livingston, Bridgton.
11 30. Addresses, A Story from the Maine
Sea Coast, Rev George Smith, Little Deer Isle.
How a Church Came to Self-Support, Rev
C L Woodworth, Weld.

granted in estates of Charles E. Bowen
of Brooks; George A. Hatch, late of Morrill.
Petition for allowance was granted in estate
of Harrison H. Davis, late of Liberty.
Accounts were allowed in estates of. Hazel
M. Flanders and Frank L. Flanders, minors of
Liberty, guardian’s second; William H. Wight,
late of Belfast, first and final; Sarah J. Colson
of Searsport, guardian’s second; Harry A.

Eastern

Shepherd

--

in, Auburn.

were

were

Civil war, when the
Boston Whies “fell without a murmur, and out
of sheer fright, into the arms of the Demo-

vrauc

.....------

presented in estates of Andrew M. Patterson, D.7.45. President’s Address, Rev. C, M. Clark,
D., Bangor.
late of Belfast; George W. Ward, late of Troy;
Sermon, Rev. C. W. Goodrich, Brunswick.
Sarah Elizabeth French, minor of Walpole, Communion administered by Rev. D. L. Wilson, Bath; Rev, W. H. Mouseley Portland.
Mass.
WEDNESDAY MORNING.
Petitions for license to sell personal estate

This refers to Mr. Hillard’s prohis course during the agi-

fairs,” etc.

«lavery attitude and
nation leading up to

Daisy M. Berry, minor,

Prof. Calvin M. Clark* D. D.* of Bangor*
president of the Congregational Conference
Petition for collateral inheritance tax was and Missionary Society of Maine will be the
presented in estate of Mary A. White, late of principal speaker at the 89th anniversary of
Belfast.
the conference and 108th of the missionary
Accounts were presented in estates of Mary society, which will be held with the South
E. Mathews, late of Searsport, first and final; church in
Augusta on May 4 6. Entertainment
Albert F. Mathews, late of Searsport, first
will be provided during the sessions of the
and hnal; Eli Whitcomb, late of Waldo, final;
conference to all pastors and delegates. DinAlfred L. Bowden, late of Burnham, first and
final; David V. Porter, late of Winterport, first
prices. Committees on registration, informaand final; Charles A. Warren, late of Monroe,
tion and hospitality will be at the vestry of
first and final; Edgar A. Bunker, late of Islesthe church. All persons expecting to attend
boro, first and final; Emma S. Bailey, late of are
requested to notify Rev. C. D. Boothby as
Palermo, first and final; Geneva A. Varney,
early as May 1. The program is as follows:
late of Belfast, first and final; Charles B.
TUESDAY AFTERNOON,
Stephenson, late of Belfast, first and final;
1.30. Devotional Service, Rev. W. F. Eng
Alfred W. Pullen, Palermo, guardian’s fifth
lish, Jr., Saco
and final and also guardian’s resignation.
140. Organization,
Address of Welcome; Rev. C. D. Boothby,
Petitions for probate of wills were allowed
in estates of John B. Lowell, late of Winter- Augusta.
Response by the President, Rev. C. M
port; Catherine Sullivan, late of Searsport; Clark, D D., bangor.
2 00
Business
Mary J, Sweetser, late of Searsport; William
Appointment of Committees and Reports.
A. Monroe, late of Belfast; William F. Bow3 00.
Addresses:
den, late of Frankfort; Hattie E. Howes, late
The First Step Toward Christian Unity.
of Belfast.
Co-operative Effort, Prin. W. G. Mallett,
Petitions for administration were allowed in Farmington.
Can the Churches Organize Against Party
estates of Louisa B. Bennett, late of Troy; Asa
Slavery and Social Sins? Judge L. A. Emery,
late
of
Sarah
Ellen
F, Higgs,
Belfast;
Snell, Ellsworth.
A United Church in Behalf of Reformatory
late of Stockton Springs; Alice M. Lowell, late
of Montville; Sarah R. Gardner, late of Bel- and Remedial Work, J. D, Murphy, Bangor.
4.30. Discussion, Rev. J. E. Newton, Rockfast; Judith C. Crocker, late of Winterport; Sa- land; Rev. R. A. McDonald, Calais.
rah B, Neally, late of Winterport; Manley
TUESDAY EVENING.
Foote, late of Searsport.
7.30. Devotional Service, Rev. H. P. Wood-

members of his family inherited great literary
•ability—Nathaniel P., the youngest son; Richard Storrs, editor, com{ oser and poet; Sarah
Payson, widely known by her pen name of
*'Fanny Fern,” and Julia Dean, an able book reviewer, who all her life did anonymous literary
■work. Fanny Fern was a contributor to Bonner’s New York Ledger, the most widely cir-

people

in estate of

of

j

Mrs, Nettie Yeaton from Lynn, Mass., is
here caring for her mother, who has been very
sick.

I

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Worth are getting ready
to move back to the farm in Unity after
pass-

ing the
lage.

winter

in their home here in the vil-

grippe is raging terribly here and in the
surrounding towns. Dr. A. M. Small has more
he

calls than he can attend to and hasn't known
for several weeks what a good night's rest

South Hadley.
4 15.
Missions as Affected by the European
War, Rev E M Noyes, Newton Center.
5.
Ministerial Relief Society.
6.15. Fraternal greetings.
WEDNESDAY

7. 30.
Devotional Service, Rev. L H. Stoughton, Alfred.
Collection for Ministerial Relief.
7 45.
Address, Representing the Home Mis
eionary Society, Rev. C. D. Burton, D. D New
York.
8 15.
Address, The South, Our 20th Century
Missionary Field, Rev. F. E. Jenkins, D. D.,
Lowell.

was.

Your village correspondent has been very
sick since March 15th and was unable to write
the weekly news. 1 am feeling better and
will try to be as punctual in the future as in
the past.
Hon. Geo. E. Bryant is having a bathroom
built in his home here Charles Bryant is doing the carpenter work. He is also having all
the rooms newly painted and whitened by
Fred N. Flye.

PROTEST OF LOBSTER FISHERMEN.
The lobster fishermen all along the Maine coast
from Cliff Island to Eastport are up in arms
against the carrying out of an act passed by
the last Legislature entitled "An act to provide
for the granting of lobster licenses and giving
State wide jurisdiction to wardens.” They

claim that the act is directly antagonistic to
the best interests of the lobster fishing industry
of the Maine coast, and if allowed to become a
law will work great hardships and impose un-

necessary burdens upon the ;fishermen. They
propose to invoke the referendum as to this
act and are sending out petitions to all the
coast towns for signatures. The principal objection the fishermen find to the law is the
almost unlimited power conferred upon the
wardens, they being empowered in case of
short lobsters being found in the possession of
a fisherman to take away his license and practically put him out of business, they having
similar authority over the smacksman and the
dealer. Although the interested parties make
out a pretty good case it is very doubtful if
they can secure enough signatures to bring it

EVER WATCHFUL
A Little Care May Save Many Belfast
Readers Future Trouble.
Watch the kidney secretions.
See that they have the amber hue of health;
The discharge not excessive or infrequent;
Contain no “brick-dust like” sediment.
Doan's Kidney Pills are especially for weak

THURSDAY

MORNING.

8 30 Devotional Service, Rev. C. F. Sargent,
Buxton.
Business and Addresses,
9 00. The Revi/al of Real Christianity, Rev.
H L. McCann, Portland.
9.30 The Two-fold Mission of Christianity,
Rev. O. W. Peterson, Newcastle.
10. What Can Be Done to Eliminate Denominational Rivalries and Waste in Our State,
Rev. C. F. Robinson, Waterville.
The Missionary Appeal of Our State
10 30.
for a United Church, Rev. W. C. Curtis, Bethel,
11.
Discussion. Rev. T. H. Wilson, Skowhegan; Rev. A. C. Townsend. Cumberland Center.

Closing business. Adjournment.
THURSDAY

MORNING.

Women’s Home Missionary Union.
9.i0, Executive Meeting.
Devotional Service, Mrs. C. D. Boothby.
10
10.05. Memorial Service, for Mrs. D. N.
Beach.
10.20.

Reports:

Secretary, Mrs. F. A. Hamblen; Treasurer,
C. E. Leach; Auditor, Mrs. W. B. Johnson;
Junior Work. Miss Edith Scammon; Literature,
Mrs. Dorr Hudson; Boxes and Barrels, Mrs. A.
B. Hall.
Address, Miss Florence L. Ellis.
Business Session, Miss Georgia Rogers.
Questionaire, Mrs. W. B. Johnson.
Mrs.

Some Forms of Rheumatism Curable.
Rheumatism is

pains

in the

a

disease characterized by

joints and muscles.

The most

Chronic Rheumatism, Rheumatic Headaches, Sciatic Rheumatism and Lumbago. All these types can be
helped absolutely by applying some good liniment that penetrates. An application of Sloan's
Liniment two or three times a day to the
affected part will give instant relief. Sloan’
Liniment is good for pain, and especially
Rheumatic Pain, because it penetrates to the
seat of the trouble, soothes the afflicted part
and draws the pain. “Sloan's Liniment is all
medicine.” Get a 25c bottle now.
Keep it
handy in case of emergency,
common

kidneys.
Let a Belfast citizen tell you how they work.
“About four years ago I suffered from kidney complaint,” says Herbert E. Patterson of
High street, Belfast. “The kidney secretions
were irregular in passage and contained sediment. Often the passages were too frequent,
then again scanty and attended by a scalding
sensation. I used nearly every remedy 1 had
ever heard of, but without good results.
I
finally read of Doan's Kidney Pills and at once
procured a supply at Poor & Son’s Drug Store.
After taking three boxes, I was cured and today I am in good health. It gives me pleasure
to recommend Doan’s Kidney Pills to my
friends and neighbors.”
Mr. Pattereon is only one of many Belfast
people who have gratefully endorsed Doan’s
Kidney Pills. If your back aches—if your
kidneys bother you, don’t simply ask for a kidney remedy—ask DISTINCTLY FOR DOAN’S
KIDNEY PILLS, the same that; Mr. Patterson
had—the remedy backed by home testimony.
60c at all stores. Foster-Milburn Co., Props.,
Buffalo, N. Y. “When Your B|ck is Lame—
Remember the Name.”

EVENING.

forms

are:

Acute and

SWANVILLE

CENTER.

David Moody is gaining nicely
The roads

are

SsW Diegb.

Folks in

...

jf^^APPL? TRE ES

Someone hu advanced the opinion that
invitation, the letter “e” in the moat unfortunate
good for 1915, to attend the Exposition in character in the English alphabet, because it is
always out of cash, forever in
San Diego, California,, sent by request
debt, never out of danger, and in hell all
We
are
also
of
E. Blethen.
an

Mr. Arthur

the time.
For some reason, he overlooked the fortunates of the letter, so
we will call his attention to the fact that
“e” is never in war and always in peace.
It is the beginning of existence, the commencement of ease and the end of
trouble. Without it there would be no
meat, no life and no heaven. It is the
center of
makes love perfect
member of the executive committee of and withouthonesty,
it there would be no editors,
the Federated State Societies.
With devils, nor news.—Charleston (W. Va.)
Mrs. Blethen he conducts the Hotel Arno Gazette.
in San Diego, a comfortable homelike
family hotel with special attention given
to ladies traveling alone, elderly people
There can be neither comfort nor good
and families. Maine people visiting San health where
constipation exists. Most
Diego should patronize the Hotel Arno.
people suffer from this cause at intervals,
From the report of the meeting of the many are chronic victims.
The old-time remedies for this very
State of Maine Society March 12th by
Mrs. J. W. Watson, historian, we quote common complaint are nauseating doses
of some
*
powerful purgatives that leave
as follows:
the condition worse than before.
In the new laxative, Pinklets, is preAmong the guests of the society were
the Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Newell, natives
sented a dainty, sugar-coated granule,
of Maine, who have passed over a quarthat is free from unpleasant effects, does
ter of a century in Japan; Mrs. Flornot upset the stomach nor gripe but simence Collins Porter, a native of Maine,
ply gives nature the needed assistance.
now in cnarge 01 me seven cuuuues caOnce use Pinklets and you will never rehibit at the Exposition; Dr. and Mrs.
turn to salts, oil and harsh purgatives.
Bates of Bangor, Me., and Mr. and Mrs.
Write the Dr. Williams Medicine Co.,
H. D. Black of Malden, Mass., formerly
N. Y., for a free sample, or
Schenectady,
from Maine. These several gentlemen
get a full-size 25-cent bottle el Pinklets
and Mrs. Porter gave interesting talks
from your own druggist.
along the varying lines of their experi-

indebted to Mr. Blethen for copies of
The Federation, a monthly publication
representing the federation of the State
and other societies of San Diego. Mr.
Blethen was born in Unity in 1870, is
treasurer of the Maine society and a

CONSTIPATION OR COMFOHT?

ence.

In the January number of The Federation MrB. Watson tells how this State of
Maine Society came to be organized:

The raiding

New Year’s greetings to friends of the
I send this greetold Pine Tree State.
ing to those in our new home in San
and
more
a
hearty o e to all in
Diego,
the old home State and also the wish
that before 1916 many will come to oar
Exposition and see for themselves why
we are so charmed with this new home
beside the Blue Pacific, and our dream
on the hill in our 14 hundred acre park.
Pen cannot picture the loveliness, the
Every turn
eye can hardly grasp it a 1.
brings out new beauties always changing
and restful, always pleasing. Come and
see us in 1915 is the wish of our society.
We will be here to welcome and enter-

AND

U

Is at

g

Packed and delivered at express office.

PATTON’S

U

ni mb
White lead,

if

Plumbing

scrubbing brushes,

etc. |

CONTRACTOR.

A. A.Howes&Co.
Groceries, Drugs

Clarion

and Medicines.

MM

position; we hold regular meetings on
the second Friday of each month with a
Husiness meeting, followed by a bountiWe have had the compliful supper.
ment paid us often of having the most
talent of any one society, and I believe
t to be so.
We can usually call on three
nr four of an evening for songs or recitations and piano solos without any warnMaine surely has no
ng beforehand.
leed to blush for her sons and daughters
n any place or time;
they always give
rood accounts of themselves and I beieve they live up to the State Motto
“Dirigo,” (meaning we lead). At our
ast meeting we had a very pleasant surarise in the return of Mr. and Mrs. A.E.
Rogers of Orono, and Miss Linnie S.
Lord, also of Orono. Last year they
:ame as guests, this time they came as
permanent residents. The call of our sunshine and lovely climate was too strong
for them. They came, and came to
stay. We welcomed them with a glad
sand. They all became members. We
had many guests, among them Mr. and
Mrs. L. E. Newton, Mrs. McLain, Miss
M. K. Jorden, Miss Lord, Mrs. Bowen,
Mr. and Mrs. Rogers. And such a supper! We had a most enjoyable time as
nm,.l

Altkn.,.rk

nn

I #1

nr*

67 Church

1915 Model

new

mocking bird, morning and evening hears;
Murmurous waves breaking white on the
of the

Electric starter, Electric
Will be

sold at

lights,

bargain to cl

a

Etc.
se

up

a

partnership.

j

F. L. WHI

TTEN, Belfast.

j

Seed Peas

|

2
S

Shoes

Repaired.

Have your shoes

repaired

Garden Seeds
In Bulk and

Package,

at

Chas. F. Swift’s,
Masonic Temple.

M.R.KnowIton

ord

S

WILLARD A. JOHNSON

i

Next door to M. A. Sanborn’s, Mam

3m5

;

Water Glass
Eggs

are

Cheap

Now is the time to put them down.
We have the best Water Glass on the market

A. A. HOWES &
GROCERIES,

co.,
MEDICINES

DRUGS,

For Special Bargains in City.
Farm and shore

Property.

One farm in Monroe, a mile from the village
on the Bangor road, has good buildings, 120
acres of land, pine lumber and wood enough to
pay for the farm. It is near a mill. This one
only one of several real bargains Inquire of
M. R. KNOWLTON,
3wl6
Howes’ Block, M ain Street.

shore;
Fogs waking up from the crest of the ocean;
Langurous moon sailing into the west;
Fruitage of tree and vine, all the year summer time—
Harbor of safety and haven of rest,”

Morrison’s

E. H. BOYINGTON,
Eye-Sight Specialist
OF

Woman loves a clear, rosy complexion. Burdock Blood Bitters is splendid for purifying
the blood, clearing the skin, restoring sound
digestion. All druggists sell it. Price $1.00.

every

Saturday

Fruit

AT THE

Opera House Block, Church St.

BOYINGTON OPTICAL CO.,
44 South Main Street, Winteroort, Maine

For Sale
a

FOR SALE.
New York
From

Forest House, Monroe, Wednesday p. m..
May 5th.
York's Hotel, Brooks, Thursday, May 6th.
The Hotel, Thorndike, Friday a m.. May 7th.
Central House, Unity, Friday p. m May 7th.
Bellows' House, Freedom, Saturday a. m.,
May 8th.

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law,

Sand and gravel delivered at
BELFAST, MAINE.
reasonable price. $
Probate practlct
Practice In all Courts.
CHAS. M. HALL.
2tf
specialty.
Tel. 306
Seanport Ave.

yield

Pippins.

of last summer,

bushels per

OFFICE DAYS. MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS.

ntf

Mrs. Mary Robertson of Belfast is with Miss
Louise Cunningham.

Seed Potatoes

THE

I WIuL BE AT THE

fine

Miss Cora Riley is with her sister. Mrs.
Thayer, for this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Neally of Monroe
were guests Sunday of Mrs. Briggs.
Arthur Dolliber is finishing the chambers
and putting on dormer windows for Mrs. Sarah
Brown, which will greatly improve the looks

good

All Work Guaranteed by

3w26

sTe

on
a

in

|

AND

[Sales

Mrs. Watson Robertson is in failing health
this spring.

acre.

PRICE (subject to market chan;.,
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS A
Delivered at Farm in Hope.
HERBERT E.

HAW'

Hop,

lOtf

NOTICE OF

FORECLOSURE

Pearl Crockett of
the County of An-"
State of Maine, by his mortgage
the eighteenth day of October, l-111
corded in Waldo Registry of Deeds.
Page 18, conveyed.to me, the unders1^"1
E. Hart of Burnham, Maine, a cerum
parcel of land situate in Burnham.
County of Waldo and State of ^1
bounded and described as follows.
the north by land of Chute & Mite he
heirs and !
land of
west

;

WHEREAS,
field, in

by

^
n

^

^

Libby

Branch Railroad; on the east by 11'
road leading from Burnham to t
the buildings thereon; also another r
land on the east side of said count)
the stable thereon and one rod of la'

u

1

|

east side of said stable, being the sun; ^
•
,j
ises deeded to said Pearl Crockett
* ‘,l
^
Hart, by deed dated October lb. n u
in
said
of
whereas the condition
py
been and now is broken, now, then
ret){
reason of the breach of the condition
■

Savings Bank Belfast Savings Bank

of her residence.

Belfast

Miss Ruby Gray, a student at the Maine
Central Institute, won the second prize in the
speaking contest in the freshman class of 75,
and ten of the class took part. Her subject
was “The Man of Sorrow,” who was Abraham

Notice iB hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 13,919, issued by this bank, has been
lost and application has been made for a duplicate book according to laws regulating issuing
new books,
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer,

Lincoln.

Main©.

Belfast,

now.

Fred Littlefield is preparing to build
stable.

Street,

BUCK AUTO

AAA1A

"Low swaying pepper bow, bloom of magnolia;
Summer and sunshine and roses galore;

Ranges.

■

i-or dale

make up in quality what others have

in quantity. I believe Rose Thorpes description of San Diego would be appropriate here:

HALL, I
and Heating

W- A

Brooms, brushes and mops, wash
tubs, scrubbing boards, washing

A

Jocfzrrg

and boiled oil,

raw

soaps,

i||c=ioEZ3|[o1ft

=3oe:~

shellacs, varnishes, liquid veneer,
furniture polish, dryer, brushes,
putty and glass.

powders,

Address

PEARL BROOK FARM, Belfast, Maine.

cur

merchants ard ladies in club and all public work, although New York claims the
first place in an organized society, I,
still as mo her of this society, claim this
lo be the first to adopt a constitution and
by-laws. We went on like the book until
it was deemed a wise thing to incorporate;
now we hold the distinction of being the
Hilly incorporated State society in San
Diego. We also own shares in the Ex-

Song

~

we

carry everything
needed in these lines

Diego.

we

hand and

!

T
Note abundance of fine roots. The following choice varieties were budded
on French crab tree roots, known to be the hardiest, and grow n at Pearl
Brook Farm, Belfast, Maine.
Without question they are hardier than
jl
Southern trees. 1 have 5,000 of the following choice varieties to offer
I
McINTOSH RED
NORTHERN SPY
DELICIOUS, tire choicest of all
BALDWIN
KINGS
STAYMAU WINESAPS
SPITZENBURG.

p|

review of our society. Early in
the fall or late summer of 1907, the New
Englanders had a held day at Coronado
Tent City, and I bethought myself I
would att-nd. My daughter and myself
went over, hoping to find some one we
knew, or that we might make the acquaintance of some New England people.
On returning from the outing we did
meet a lady from Brooks, Maine, and another from Stockton, and one from Augusta; ourselves from Searsmont. That
night I resolved I would form a State of
Maine Society in the city at this time. 1
put a notice in the paper with our phone
number, and asked all interested in forming a society to call me. However, we
three from Maine had had several meetings and this was the plan we carried
out: I received three calls before 9.S0 a.
We bem., after the notice appeared.
gan with eight members and met afternoons and had such social, pleasant times
we just could not leave the men out, so
we decided on one evening and one day
meeting and those were good days. We
met ihursday.
well, tianow een was
near and we had a party at Mrs. WatBon’s, corner Laurel and Fifth street,
and such a supper as only the good New
England housewife can prepare; such
beans and brown bread, mince, apple and
pumpkin pies, doughnuts,cake and coffee.
The house large and commodious, was
stored to overflowing; we had 75 for supper that night and from then on we began a live society that has been a credit
to ourselves, our home State and to San

register we have the names of
some of the leading men and women in
the city— bankers, clergy, attorneys,

6 to 7 feet, 25c

O

a

On

No. 2.
I
No. 3.
X
XX
5 to 6 feet, 20c 4 to 5 feet, 15c

XXX

tain you.
I think it would be well at this time to

give

Two-Year-Old Apple Trees
No. 1.

now.

improving rapidly

»-

THE LETTER "E."

Belfast, April 7.1915—Swlt

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 13,920, issued by this bank, has been
lost and application haa been made for a dupli- I claim a foreclosure of said mortgafc''
Dated at Burnham, Maine, this ninth
cate book according to laws regulating issuing
JOHN E. HA'
new books.
April. 1916.
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.

Belfast, April 7,1915—8wl4

Byhi,AttorneyB.MANSoN&c00UI^

—

Rate in

by Over-Feeding.

Caused

clover or alfalf* a little of which is left in
the brooder at all times.
From this time
the bran feeding is
decreased
and the

W*rl"’;t

<;e
g'

ffcdu

Chicks

clearly indicate that a
0f the losses in brooding
overcome by proper system
Mtjecially during the early
ts

P

healthy, they will
Vo and
on
the other
roUs stock; if,
sickly and puny as chicks,

111

,| ;,t
-aHC

will never make

ature

n

breeders

or

r9

ld-

and

are

15
10
2
5
5
5

certain
ii;ed
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,'1'

genfact that the person
ssfully raise chicks from

..

a

hatched until they

,re

1

fin’e

It is

molro

ill

o

are

atloouaa r\r

It might almost
TV business.
person who can successS until they are two weeks

*’

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

barley

broken rice
chick grit
oyster shells (fine)
chick charcoal

I

can
na is

ozs.

/njrWL

noticed a
X\\V=n many others taking this
remedy, and I have yet
failed to see a case where
the continued use of PeruU Vvm
na did not complete a sat-

fine salt.

!_I

to

i,:d

jr

as

ij.

very great
well as literally,

p. nds upon the methods
■"

fore them at all times, grit,
oyster Bhell
and chick charcoal. They also receive
daily a limited amount of green food in
the form of finely chopped
sprouted oats.

Lafe Siggins’ dog “Spot,” cum outer
bushes last week and sot his teeth
inter old man Harvey’s leg. Suze More
was cumin’ long ther road, and Suze sed
it wasn’t morn ten minits fore “Spot’1
was ded.
Lafe took on turribly, an’ sed
thet he wood hev ther old man fined for

the writer, fully 90
aths in baby chicks are

a

might

be added,

that the latter should be used

liberally.

of

publik

nusence

if he hed

happened

to

hev hed more’n

but az he didn’t

hev

to

one dog,
dogs ernough he hed

give

et up

as

he couldn’t make a kase.
Thets ther way thet things seams tei

has said, “When I go out to feed, I
take a pailful of grain and another of
sense” and it

reason-

sum

men

common

in

Perkins’ Corner News.

_l.

right through sum folkses lives, wen
good things cums erlong they aint got

run
a

nothin’ ter
use?

Professor Wm. F. Schoppe,
Montana Experiment Station,

Ther

corner

MONROE.

|

it with—so whats ther

feller

It is still quite sickly; Mrs. Elwin Dickey is
suffering with a bad cold and her mother, Mrs.
Watson Robinson, who is an invalid, is not as
well. Her father is suffering from the pre-

T. H. s.

Mk. and MRS, L. M, KENNISTON

qualities.
yfl *t**II wHICatire
have
great

Fresh water is given each day and
whenever necessary.
changed
success of the poultry
With any system of feeding there must
go a good proportion of common sense
r, evident that upon the
and a careful study of conditions, if the
,mie during the very early best results are to be
obtained.
life depends its sucOr.e of our most successful poultrya
ex-

r"

known company,
*erfectly reliable.

l

an

Constantanooples

*sfactory cure
L lx joM able time.”

n

powerful quick

there gard.

lbs. bran
lbs. corn meal
lbs. barley meal
lbs. ground oats
lbs. Bhorts
lbs. meet scraps

R OQl'rloe tKo irmina

say that
a fine

catarrh

for

up

Bozeman,

was
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Of Cam fen Observe the 50th

Anniversary

of Their Marriage.

Camden, April 21. Mr. and Mrs. L
M. Kenniston celebrated the 50th anni
versary of their wedding this week a
the home of their
daughter, Mrs. Silai 1
Heal. An informal reception was hell
from 2 to 5 and 7 to 8, after which danc
ing was enjoyed. Many of their friendi
gathered to extend congratulations anc
wish them future years of happiness
Mr. Kenniston was born in Appletor

vailing epidemic.
The service for the Odd Fellows,with sermon
by Mr. Whitcomb of Bangor,was well attended considering the bad day. Mr. Fletcher,who
accompanied Mr. Whitcomb, will stop in town
and speak in the village church next Sunday
afternoon and at the Center in the forenoon.

b Hazel Fogg,the 8-years-old girl of Fred Fogg,
fell down cellar and was quite badly injured.
It is feared she has a fracture of the leg or
hip. It is a hard case. They have the sympathy of every one. Dr, Watson was summoned. He advised them to take her to Ban■Timer 9K 1Q9Q
.1 1M
XT’ ..nniatnn
was
Clementine, daughter of the latf ! gor hospital and he accomnanied the nnrontH
Josiah and Susan (Simonton) Heming- there with the child.
way, was born in Camden, May 21,
1837, in the house in which they
State Of Trade.
now live.
They were married in Easi
Boston, April 18, 1865, at the Saratoga
Expansion. Trade moving into new and
street Methodist Episcopal church, by
ground. Some slow lines waking up.
Rev. Albinus 0. Hamilton. George W. j higher
Buying for future more marked in textiles.
Burkett of Belfast is the only person I| Cottons lead in strength. Consumption enor*
now living who was present at the wedmous.
Crop reports good. Needed rains help
ding. The happy couple have resided in wheat. Large increase in spring-wheat area.
Camden fifty-two years and they were Southern advices more cheerful. War orders
still coming.
Export trade at new high,levels.
generously remembered with gold, silvei Collections
better. Wheat exports very large.
china, cut glass and a substantial purse Foreigners buying new
crop wheat, Bank clearof gold, the latter gift being from Camings gain over recent years.Bradstreets, April
den commandery, Knights Templar, Sea- 26th.
side chapter, O. E. S.,ar;d a few intimate
friends. In his younger days Mr. KenThe
of harsh physics is gone. People
niston was a successful teacher and for want day
mild, easy laxatives, Doan's Regulets
thirty years held the responsible posi- have satisfied thousands. 25c at all drug stores
tion of superintendent of the Camden
Anchor Works. Congratulations by telCapt. Horace Smith Drowned.
and letter arrived all

a

Montana.
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So with

search of food.

.-her

own

instinct, she will

“remedies” instead
“infallible cures” as they
gorge used to be called. In many cases, how-

I about with her from place
stopping long enough in
allow the chicks to
w ho will say that

:,i;

an

old

t■ roller.y

brood chicks?

Jiso.

enters, he upsets

na-

i;:

.an

Joes

30

with the best of

Hock.
t

ll'

see

**..
r«r.t

I;

inr.

are

all hu-

the little fellows eat

then, to

:y and

We

grow. We hate to
feed them. This

so we

proper, hut it must not be
13 best to keep the little

hungry during the first
ften but never allowing

:

ei'

The reason for this

ant.

chicks

h

ir

1

allowed

all

these

preparations

of “cures”

ever, they can not even be
remedies.
A

“cherry balsam”,

the

“cure”

of

for

regarded

“hemorrhage of
represented

lungs”,

the

as

and

which it

would “strike at the

was tound on
very root ot tne disease
to be nothing but a solution in
water and alcohol of opium, sugar, ben-

analysis

zaldehyde, inorganic
matter.

It contained

tract

balsam.

A

salts
no

and

coloring

cherry bark

ex-

elaborate “cure” consisted of
different preparations which the

more

five

or

need to make them

ther name—the results

long experi-

Oivinced by

v:

f the west where

t

rt

~

ad

a
solution of water and
alcohol; and fifth, codeine tablets. Even
the strongest constitution could nardly

stand

“White Diarrhea’’

ment.

we

and

quinine

hear

as

st)

by the
fully con-

defined

and I

ti

am

per cent of these

inproper feeding
the chick’s life,
r

icks,

during

system of brooding
1 find it difficult to

many systems and
i of which are good and
are

toyed here is only one of
ssful ones, but there must
a or
key to the problem.
I careful study, I would

■

■

1

owing in order of imporat them, as rules to be

k

•ur‘1'^ the first two weeks:
of brooding that supplies
wi'h an abundance of fresh
ni

1

.."J

vv»

farm,

ov-v.

_...

won

ElUUUt

ther
looks ov it fust rate, an he tole Josh thet
he would send home fer ther muny to
make ther first paymunt 6n it, so he
moved frum ther tarvarn up ter Josh’s
ter stay til ther muny cum.
Wall arter
a few
days ned went by Hinks got er

check

an

an

he liked

Josh cashed it fer him fer

hundred,an forty dollars

an

a

he took ther

muny. Josh tole him where ter go an
he started ter go over ter see ther widder’s nephew an ter call in an see Ez

Harlow, down

ter

ther

village

and

buy

furnature thet Ez hed when he an his
wife Martha kept house before she run

sum

prolonged

a

course

of such

a

treat-

can

have

these

individual reports receive

be measured
come

the

by

under
in

the fact that cases
observation of

the

which

mail

department
irtv of heat, ranging from
concerns doing a business of this kind
raiure to a temperature
have received as many as 4,000 letters a
!
under the hover. Such a
!

easily kept

order

day.

clean.

Josh

on

store

an

his way back went inter ther
spent erbout all of ther check
for things he needed, an paid Sam Barlow a bill thet he owed him outen it.
Sam sent ther check over ter ther city
ter have it put onter hi3 bank account
and pretty soon ther feller ter ther bank
sent it back ter Sam, marked “Nothin

or sumthin like rhet, an Sam sed
patient
receiving doin,”
at a comparatively low price, the indi- it ment thet ther feller hed went an
vidual attention of a trained specialist. drawed all ther muny ;outen ther bank
For this purpose, sympton blanks are afore ther check got ther, an Sam sed
employed. These contain a number of thet Josh wood hev ter make thet paper
questions about the patient’s symptoms, good. So Josh went over ter Square
the number varying from a dozen or so Holmes’s an borrered sum muny more’n
The patient is he hed, fer it took erbout all he got fer
to as many as 70 or 80.
led to believe that the information which the cow ter cash ther check with, an he
he furnishes in reply to these questions, paid Sam his muny.
Then JoBh got his darnder up, an went
will be carefully considered before any
medicine is prescribed for him, though down ter ther village an got out a warrant fer Mister Hinks, an Josh, be give
every physician knows that an accurate
diagnosis cannot possibly be made in this it ter Si Hubbard, ther town constable,
way. As a matter of fact none is at- an I pity thet feller when Si gets him!
I don’t no as he will darst ter cum
tempted and the degree of attention

which

yi.rniir sense.

■

j

T

—

v»v

charter member and first commander of
Camden
Commandery, serving three
years. He was a charter member and
second noble grand of Mt.- Battie Lodge,
I. 0. 0. F. He was elected senior grand
warden of the Grand Lodge of Maine in
1888 and was a charter member and first
patron of Seaside chapter, O. E. S., of
Camden.
The golden wedding of this

x

ceived the heartiest wishes of all tor a
and happy future, and that they
may celebrate their diamond wedding is
the wish of a host of friends.

long

back arter he reads whot it says erbout
him in ther Clarion; if he hed been any-

thing

he woodn’t hev gone an
drawed all ther muny outen ther bank
ov a man

afore Josh got ther with thet check.
Si sed in the paper “thet he wood rest
thet feller on sight, an they aint s0

patient has submitted his green down in Perkins’ Corner as they
“diagnosis report” he is urged to pur- mite he. hv posh!
Jim Parsons hez a machanikal turn ov
chase a supply of the medicine. If he
■Station has been to feed
does so, he is then urged to purchase mind, an hez invented sum things thet
irks as follows:
more. If he states that he has experienc- wood have made him famous if hed adto the brooders during
ed no beneficial effects he is told that he vertised them right. Jim cum home
After

the

wholesome food. Feed
sparingly. The system
1

i,
r

thus eliminating the
breaking them. A

placed in the brooder,

so

has not taken enough, and this process
is likely to continue until the limits of

frum

a

ter the

visit ter his sister Clara’s

over

Ducktrap,

over

an

wile he

waz

of the ruler of Russia is now shown ir
the condition of his army. Their fighting
effectiveness is higher than that of the
French and fully equal to the English,
measured by the physical fitness of the
units composing the forces. On the othei
hand, the German soldiers nearly all car
ry flasks of whisky or other spirits. Ivar
the Siberian knows this, and I fear that
the famous edict is sometimes broker
when a batch of prisoners is gathered in.
The flasks are certainly contraband ol
war.”

to

it.

The next

his

*J0»8 flnjQ x»jo

chaser will reveal their worthlessness.

oe, an seed sumthin sailin overhead in
the air. Dan runs inter ther house an

wakes up his Granser, Uncle Abram
Dodge, an tole hini thet a German Bub-

^B
B

Your grocer will have it. Good grocers like

B

Neurasthenia is a condition of nervous
exhaustion in which the system fails to

recuperate

EVERY EVENING

and

Saturday

sibly

Admission,

nausea.

vvuo

Dyoteiu

tuiu

»»imu

tu

cuiu

How to Eat” will be sent free by the Dr.
Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N.
Y., if you mention this paper.

specialty. If yot
have anything u
sell drop me
posta card and you will receive a prompt can.
WALTKB H. wOOMBb,
Corner Cross and Federal Str ts. Belfast.
a

<

o’clock,

5

o’clock.

10 Cents

-

Ladies’

Skates, 15c.

Skates,

25c.

YOUB

Clocks

and

Jewelry

of. and be sure to have your work done

Old

W. M.

THAYER,

Jeweler,

by

Phoenix Row.

PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding
Is situated
W

& Transient Stable

ashirgtcn street just eft tfain street. 1 have single and
double hitches, tucltoards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your
patronage issolicited. Telephones-stable 235 2, house 61-13.
Iy28
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.
on

Here’s Proof

n^r^ET^OUR^CROPS^^^DECIDlT^n
|$

£

SLOANS

j|

LINIMENT

■ for neuralgia, sciatica, sprains and
I bruises.
All Druggists, 25c.
9|
■ Send four cents in stamps for a
TRIAL BOTTLE
■

I

Or. Earl S. Sloan, Inc.
Philadelphia, Pa.

| Dept. B.

They will
in

I

tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.
JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AUENTS.

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPAI\Y, NEV\ YORK

t
(

|

Spend that Money
j

In Belfast!

1 RUCKING

AND

you will be

helping yourSelf

and Belfast a3
that stays at heme benefits
everybody else, because it bccsts business.
well.

prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
piano moving a specialty.
Leave orders at the stable, corner of Wain
and Cross streets, and they will receive
prompt attention. Telephone connection.
am

Every

dollar

ALSU, you PROTECT yourself. You SEE what
buy before you pay for it, the size, shape, color,
kind—everything that’s important, and that you

Furniture and

after unusual demands upon

The treatment is one of nutrition of the
cells, requiring a non-alcoholic
tonic. As the nerves get their nourishment from the blood the treatment must
be directed towards building up the blood.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills act directly on
the blood and with proper regulation of
the diet have proved of the greatest benefit in many cases of neurasthenia.
A
tendency to anemia, or bloodlessness,
shown by most neurasthenic patients, is
also corrected by these tonic pills. Your
own druggist sells Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills. Begin the treatment today before
your condition becomes chronic.
Two useful books “Diseases oftheNer-

to 10

Afternoon 2 to

Gents’

Afternoons.

Holiday

Evening 7.30

Watches,

*‘I wish to write and tell you about a
fall I had down fourteen steps, and bruised
my neck and hip very bad.
I could not
sleep at all. I sent my wife for a 25 cent
bottle of your Liniment and in two days’
time I was on my feet again.”—Charles
Hyde, 1325% Prairie Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

you

have to take for granted when you buy from mail
order houses. You don’t have to bother with
money
orders or checks or stamps, or risk loose
money in
the mails.
You don’t have to wait for days or
weeks for delivery. And if anything is
wrong or
needs changing, it can be arranged in a jiffy—with
a man ON THE SPOT.

W. W. BLAZO,

its nervous energy.
Its symptoms are
over-sensitiveness, irritability, a disposition to worry over trifles, headache, posnerve

'^A

Ooliseum Rink

your Liniment both internal and external
and I found quick relief, and now am
well and strong again.”—Geo. Curtis, 225
N. 15th St., Springfield, III.

terrible price for

Many people pay
success, sacrificing for it health and happiness. Neurasthenia, a typically American disease, is due to worry over the
struggle for success more than to any
other one thing.
a

NYE,

of absolute statements.
Thus these preparations continue to find
a sale despite the fact that a little trouble on the part of the prospective pur-

Goes farther—a help in household economy
—because it is milled by a special process

as

AT THE

Here What Others Say:
*‘I highly recommend your Liniment
as the best remedy for rheumatism I ever
used. Before using it I spent large sums
of money trying to get relief of the misery
and pains in limbs and body, so I tried

THE PRICE OF SUCCESS

credulity have been reached. If, on ther he saw a woman thet moved ther
the other hand, he decides at the begin- frum ther city, I guess Chicago, makin
v are
fed the first time on
FRANK A.
not to purchase the medicine it is preserves, an arter Jim hed got home an
*1118 is sprinkled on a pie- ning
to be offered to him at successively done up his chores he went over ter see
ifi;i 111 a
likely
chick grit. The bran is lower
prices until he is at last induced to Bill Kimball, an hed a big can made, an Undertakerand Licensed
them for fifteen or twenty believe that he cannot afford to ignore Jim took it home and stewed
^
up a lot ov
such
a
*hen removed. During the
bargain. This is carried to such Btuff and filled it morn harf
Embalmer.
full and
an extent that a “treatment”, the
origBcrewed ther cower on tite and sot it
llr".;'“‘■vs thcy are fed four times a inal price of which is $25, may be offered
ay. On the third and there- at the end of six months for
CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY.
([
$2.50.
outside ov ther barn, til he got a charnce
I*u'
As a matter of fact the successful
m>d-day feeds of bran is
'!
ter finish up his preservins. Jim throwed
in,.
SEARSPORT and 60 MAIN ST.. BELFAST
”tllf‘y are given a feeding of treatment of tuberculosis requires his checked boss.blanket over
iet.
it, an then
much more than the mere giving of
grain fed in a fine chopped
medicine and, moreover, what will help he forgot all about it.
Tleephone connections at both places.
S8t.r
one case will not necessarily
A little wile arterwards, one mornin All calls answered* promptly.
help another.
Claims that are absolutely unwarerbout four o’clock, Dan Simmons went
Be
con
a-hand
ranted are no longer permitted on the.
goods of every delabels of medicines shipped in interstate out ter ther barn ter feed up his
scription. Furnian
he
looked up inter the air ter
ture. bedding, cai
commerce, but the wording may be'such itock,
pets, stoves, etc
aB
to convey a misleading impression lee whot kind ov a
day it wuz going te r
Antique furniturt
without the use
access

"R

Wonderful for pastry, too, and just

ROLLER SKATING

RHEUMATISM

180,000,000 RUSSIANS ON THE
WATER WAGON.

■

M
'R
I

FOR SALE AT YOOR CROCERS

The acute agonizing pain of
rheumatism is soothed at once
by Sloan’s Liniment. Do not
rub—it penetrates to the sore
spot, bringing a comfort not
dreamed of until tried. Get a
bottle today.

happy couple was greatly enjoyed by a
large number of friends and they re-

~^g

e1* William Tell Flo../

Rheumatism
Young and

jLr!iU

good

^

BUY

For

j^B

family

Hiram council at Rockland in 1881, the
Claremont Commandery of Rockland in
1887 and the Scottish Rite, 32nd degree,
in 1897. He was eminent commander of
Claremont Commandery in 1884 and a

credulous

(Maine) where “White
In the marketing of such preparations
nightmare to many poul- considerable
ingenuity is frequently
r
90 percent of the
shown. One of the main objects is to
ota are not caused by
that he is
persuade the

1

-,

ther widder’s

example, for [

“consumption”

was

or

u; ~ 1.

or

^fr^l Wj

^

i

with ther tin pedler. Wal, ther
patient was to take separately. away
In the May American Magazine Capnext mornin’ Josh waited til near noon
These were, first, the medicine proper,
tain Granville Fortescue writes an article
not be necessary for the
fer
Hinks
ter
cum
an
he thot he entitled, “Battling for Warsaw.
back,
the essential ingredients of which were
It is
the store of food found in
found to be morphine, cinnamic acid and hed got lost, so he hitched up old an account of the great war on the eastjuentiy, it remains in the
ern
frontier of Germany. Following is
arsenic—not a very safe mixture to take “Pomp” an driv over ter see Ez, an he
an extract:
Shortly fermentation
foun out thet Hinks hadn’t never been
a tonic which was
second,
habitually;
“When
Russia went to war the Czai
h
rial action starts and
to contain iron but did not; ther; so Josh, thot then, so he sed, thet with a stroke of his pen put one hundrec
in numbers.
The symp- supposed
Hinks hed gone over ter Onionville and eighty million people on the watei
third, a “cough mixture” made up of
:
simple: diarrhea, dull
wagon. Anri, believe me, this watei
and codeine which mebby ter get sum furniture of the furalcohol,
chloroform,
wagon ‘ikon’ is no bluff. It is harder t(
high death rate. The
is a derivative of opium or morphine; niture dealer, sum iron bedsteads, mebget a drink in Russia today than it is at
called “White Diarlike
ther
summer
folks
hev.
So
Lake Mohonk. How wise was this edict
fourth, a mixture which contained some by,

want
,i

are

ther care of ther place fer the widder’s
nephew thet lived over ter Spragg’s
Mills.

and fraudulent claims are made, there
has been a marked tendency to label

BjtB

Ipfl

Light, tender, mouth-melting cake, the
kind that you are proud to serve, whether
it is just a cake you stirred up for the
or a splendid big ricn one for

e

r

fl|

Makes Cakes like This! j

a

g
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stoppin’ down ter
ther tarvern thet nobody seamed ter no
tan the use of undesirjh in a few cases, this Tuberculosis “Remedies” That much erbout, ’cept thet he sed as how
day from
his name was Hinks, an thet he was a egraph
:
over feeding,
distant friends and the house was a bank
Are Worthless.
a lookin’ erround ter better
prospekter
Bangor, April 23. Captain Horace Smith of
of flowers sent by loving friends, fifty
r v. ss of incubation, while
Seal Harbor, Me., master of schooner Mineola,
his self by settlin’ down and buyin’ a pinks being sent
members
of
the
by
and
it
No Real Cure Possible From Any Of The !
while boarding his vessel at Stern's Mills, East
developed
grown,
place fer his own. Arter he hed stuck Eastern Star. During the reception Master Hampden, today fell between the vessel and
nost the entire white and
Patent Preparations Investigated by GovThomas
French, Jr.,eighteen months old, the whaaf and was drowned. The body was
erround fer a wile, he lowed thet ther
walked the
ernment Scientist.
■f : he yolk. During the very
of the room and pre- recovered and taken in charge by Coroner KelVVidder Spillins place was jest erbout sented Mrs.length
Kenniston with a large leher. A bruise on the head indicates that
and
about
incubation
just
Washington, D. C., April 25, 1915. whot he was lookin’
fer. When ther last bunch of pinks. He made a charming Captain Smith struck the schooner or the
■hick starts to break its way After investigating under the Food and
wharf in his fall and was thus rendered unconof ther Clarion cum out it sed thet picture and acted his part in a manner
he yolk is absorbed or Drugs Act, a large number of prepara- coppy
that would have done credit to an older scious.
Josh Cummins hed sold ther cow thet he
.riv cavitv, so that when tions advertised as consumption cures,
person. During the evening Rev. L. D.
first prize with over ter Union fair Evans
re-married the couple. Mrs.Kenrhed it still has this un- the Department of Agriculture has not got
last year to sum city feller thet wanted niston was gowned in black and white
.o.l in the body. The yolk been able to discover any that can in any
Refreshments were served during
ter get some prize stock tegather ter sell silk.
i'll1 intestine by the urnbil- sense be regarded as “cures” for tuberthe evening and there was a handsome
milk ter them city feller friends ov his
vident intention of Na- culosis. Some contain drugs that may
wedding cake. They have one daughter,
thet didn’t hev no cows of ther own. Mrs. Silas
Heal, and one granddaughter,
food matter contained in at times afford some temporary relief
The widder’s place jined Josh’s on ther Mrs. H. D. Small. Mr. Kenniston reI used up by the chicks from the distressing symptoms of the
North. Ther wasn’t nobody livin’ on ceived the degree from Amity lodge, F.
and A. M. in 1863 and was master of the
stages of development. disease, but this is all. Since the pasther widder’s place, the winders was all
with
the
addition
of
federal
lodge in 1868. He received the degree
rves,
sage
legislation prohibiting
boarded up, an ther sign thet sed “For from Keystone
chapter, R. A. M., in
the parent bird provides, the shipment in interstate commerce of
Sail” was almost faded out. Josh hed 1869 and was high priest of the ordpr in
g are strong enough to medicinal preparations for which false
1884. He became a member of King
this 1 do

By

feeding.

r
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Years

peas

lbs.

20
10
10
10
10
10
20

raise strong, healthy
key of success to many
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teacher.
teen, an lets her go, an down cums the
Mm. A. F. Durham who is in Bangor hospisubmareen and Uncle Abram. The sub
J^hR|
tal, where she has undergone an operation, is
mareen turned out ter be Jim’s pre
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serves, so full ov gas thet they riz at ! doing well.
Mrs. Maud Hartley has been to Frye, Me.,
flew over Perkins' Corners; but sum O'
ther folks down here think thet Jim war to visit her sister and accompany her daughter
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^
days there.
Turks in
ter be 01

Using

All changes in feeding are made slowly and the chicks are always watched
carefully. At the end of the second
week they are generally
ready for the
Dry Mash, which is kept before them all
the time. This Dry Mash contains:

;

^

How-

15 lbs.

show purposes.

r

|lt"

whole-

15 lbs. cracked wheat

u]„,n

t he progress made by
several stages
jurmg their
k-pends the success of
ot'ks. If they are reared

clean,

satisfactory.

I

Abram ris

“After

For the grain,

ever, we prefer to mix our own
which consists of:

xt few months a vast
clucks will be hatched out
the road to maturity.

|

grain increased.

any mixture made up of
some grain will be

growtn.

f

J. o. METCALF. Mabol. Mo.

gradually

r

msreen wss Mllin over the bouse.

126 Waldo Avenue, Eelfast.

For Sale

Trade with Journal Advertisers!
$39.00

Read

what they have to say-You’d better.
the
LEADING TRADERS of this locality.
They
They would not be advertising, otherwise.

-AT-

over

are

JACKSON & HALL’S

James

They have goods that it will pay you to buy. They
could not afford to advertise if this were not true.

Duncan, C. E„

They

SEARSPORT. MAINE,
Land

Surveying,
Valuation of

General

It’s

Timberlands,

Topographic and
Hydrographic Surveys,
Engine ering^Work.
lyrll

are, without

They will

exception, honorable.

If we were not sure of
you right.
would not accept them as advertisers.

use

cheaper

this,

we

in the end, and ALWAYS safer, to
Buy from those who

patronize them.

Advertise in The Journal.
Farm

For

sale

Consisting of 120 acres of fertile soil, not
rocky; splendid hay and potato land; timber
and wcod enough to pay entire cost; beautiful
buildings and an elegant borne.
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN,
Frank Grady, caretaker; no trespassing under penalty of law. Address
42 HIGH STREET. BELFAST.
tf9
F. E. ELKINS,
Hours—9to 12 and 2 to 5, or by appointment.
131 Eureka Street,
4wl6
San Francisco, Californa
Telephone 227>11

TO LET

Dr. Edith F. Kidder,

FLAT, 6
FURNISHED
ond floor, set tubs, hot

rooms

and bath,

sec-

and cold water, 10
minutes’ walk from postofflce, 3 minutes from
salt water. Suitable for summer use. Inquire
of
MRS. E. L. MACOMBER,

16tf

11 Bay View St., Belfast, Maine.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

Republican Journal

The

The following transfers of real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending April 28, 1915:
Annie T Park, Stockton Springs, to Elizabeth M Goodere, do; land and buildingB in

BELFAST. THURSDAY. APRIL 29. 1915
PUBLISHED

The

EVERY

THURSDAY

BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.

Stockton Springs.
Irvin W Peirce, Belmont, to James E Jackson, do; land in Belmont.
II 0 Burgess, Belfast, to A L Wright, Pittsfield; land in Montville.
Frank W Hatch, Islesboro, to Laura E Hatch,
do; land and buildings in Islesboro.
Nancy M Clark, et al, Frankfort, to Thornton F Clark, do; land and buildings in Frank-

} Bu“Onager

Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three

months.

fort,
Nellie M Heagan, Frankfort, to Nancy M
Heagan, do; land and buildings in Frankfort.
Nancy M Heagan, Frankfort, to Nellie M
Heagan, do; land and buildings in Frankfort.
Hollis A Dean, Lincolnville, et als, to C E
Dearborn, do; land in Lincolnville.

Unless we are greatly mistaken the
“brother” who writes the charming
nature sketches in the Lewiston Sun,

deservedly complimented by

and who is
a

contemporary, is

a

"sister.”

Frank G

Another German pirate ship has been
interned at Norfolk. Her brave skipper,

sinking

who had been
chant

vessels,

awaiting

run

the

gauntlet

him outside the

R.

in circulation in Washi ngton that President Wilson will not be
If that
a candidate for a second term.

Mary Agnes
Dnlf.nf

Fred H Morang,

Benjamin A. Jones, et al, Burnham
Goodwin, do; land and buildings

to Nash
in

Burn-

ham.

a rumor

be true he may never know just what the
American people think of him and of his

Morang, Palermo,

to

to
in

do; land in Palermo.
Selena I Merry, Thorndike, to John H Merry,
do; land and buildings in Thorndike,

Capes.
There is

Sargent, Belfast,
lansl anrl hnili4in»n

Peter

defenceless mer-

dared not

of the cruisers

Vanno

|

Alfred L. Estes, and John C. Lamb, Troy, to
Mrs. C. A. Coffin, do; land and buildings in

Troy.

Mra. Adeline (Harwood) Fish, wife of John
Fish, died April 19th at her home in Hope»

OBITUARY.
"~'OT

aged 78 years and 9 months.

*

APPLETON.

She had been in

Rev. L. F. Cook of Sharon, Mass., haa been
as pastor of the fiaptiat church.

After five days of suffering from pneumonia,
poor health for a long time. Mrs. Fish was
Lucy, wife of George Hillman, died at her the
daughter of Solomon and Sally Harwood
home in Bangor, March 26th, aged 78 years.
of Hope, one of a family of eight children.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Hillman were born in Troy,
She married John Fish of South Hope and
which was their home until several years after
they had one son, Elwyn, now of New York
their marriage. The deceased was the oldest
and who married Mias Nellie Sibley of
city,
of a family of six children of the late Rufus
She leaves besides her husband, who is
Hope.
and Patience Plummer. Of her father's fam84 years old and very feeble, but has cared for
ily, two brothers, Emulus of Pittsfield, Alton ber
very tenderly, the son and a granddaughof Bangor, and one sister, MisB Olinda Plumter, Miss Laura Fish; a brother, Samuel Harmer of Troy, remain.
Mrs. Hillman was the
wood of Lincolnville, and a sister-in-law, Mrs.
mother of 15 children, 9 of whom are living
Julia Harwood.
who
Charles
and
Willie, Rufas, Hiram,
George,
The remains of Mrs. Herbert Richards of
reside in Bangor, and one daughter, Mrs.Emma
The two oldest daughters, Mrs. Jamaica Plain, Mass., arrived by boat Tuesday
Gilbert.
Amanda Emerson and Mrs. Patience Emerson, and a prayer service was held at the Coombs’
reside in Winn and Mrs. Dora Clark in Bow- undertaking rooms at 10 a. m., Rev. Haraden
doinham. There are alBO 36 or more grand- S. Pearl of the Congregational church officiatchildren, and several great grandchildren, also ing. The interment was in the family lot in
the Head of the Tide cemetery. Mrs. Richgreat, great grandchildren. When fen years
of age the deceased experienced religion, and ards was born in Belfast, the daughter of the
late John and Sarah Shuman, and her girlhood
from that time until her death her faith and
trust in the wisdom and goodness of her was passed in Belfast on what is now the
Heavenly Father never faltered. Through Merriam place. She died in the Boston city
sickness, death and the many trials and hard- hospital of pneumonia, aged 63 years. One
brother, Elijah S. Shuman of Belfast, survives
“***»'“
but believed it was God’s will and all was for Her remairs were accompanied to Belfast by
or. Walter V. O’Malley of Jamaica Plain.
the best. She was a sincere, devoted Chris-

engaged

Dr. Darling of Hyde Park, Mass.,
viiftor at Dr. B. N. Kellar’s.

in the home

or

Dell Cummings sold a cow recently to Mr.
Libby, the cattle dealer, for $100. Her girth
was

came

from His

hand.

after a vacation of two weeks on account of
the prevalence of measles in the village.
Mr. and Mrs. Cook and little son have
moved into one of Fred Davidson’s tenements,
the one known as “the Ulmer house.”
Mrs. Annie Davidson of Boston, a native
of Appleton, is a guest of her mother, Mrs.
Ed. Butler. Mrs. Davidson is negotiating for
the “Walker place,” now occupied by Ederick
Edgecomb, Mr. Davidson, who has employment in a restaurant in Boston, will arrive
later.

been

years.
Alfred L. Estes, Troy, to Frank C. Shaw, do;
remarked by those who knew her daily life:
Troy.
“She is a true Christian and a wonderful womWINTERPORT.
Hattie E. Sprague and Nina G. Harris, Belan.” Until the last her countenance remained
to
John
P.
land
and
buildfast,
Sylvester, do;
Miss Hilda Williams of Boston visited Mrs.
Another big department store has gone
fair and youthful, her hair the same beautiful
ings in Belmont.
into bankruptcy-the A. D. Matthews
brown. Ihe undertaker remarked: “She is the Georee (irant last wenk.
William H. Blake, Palermo, to Wilmarth
fairest person of her age I have ever seen.”
Son’s of Brooklyn, N. Y. It looked at
Arthur Fisher of Boston is visiting his sister
Ashe, Swanville; land and buildings in Palermo.
She was unselfish, mindful of others, forget- Miss Mary Fisher, Main street.
one time as though the small retail stores
Jesse M. Rhoades, Liberty, to Celestia R.
ful of self, ever looking upon the sunny side
would be driven out of business, but they Rhoades, do; land and buildings in Liberty.
Mrs. Belle Erskine and daughter, Miss Rose,
the trials, thinking only of the returned to Boston
on Saturday’s steamer.
seem to be holding their own, at least,
William A. Ripley, Searsmont, to C. S. forgetting
of
no
and
this
blessings
life,
happy disposition
while many of their formidable com- Adams, do; land in Searsmont.
Mrs. Charles Davis and son of Bangor passed to be operated and was taken to Rockland, the
doubt preserved her youth.
For some years
Marcellus R. Knowlton, Belfast, to Roy G.
the week-end with Mrs. Augusta Snow, Lin- principal injury being to the top.
petitors have gone to the wall.
her sight gradually failed, yet until her last
and Grace E. Ridley, do; land and buildings in
coln street.
illness she had cared for her home and husA schooner sailed from Boston last Belfast.
Woman loves a clear, rosy complexion. BurA camp of Camp Fire Girls is to be
band who, since a serious illness 4 years ago,
organ- dock Blood Bitters is splendid for purifying
week for Africa whose cargo consisted
Hattie E Ward, Readfleld, to Oscar S. Ellis,
ized
under the guardianship of Miss Catherine the blood, clearing the skin, restoring sound
has been in failing health, but could not be
mainly of New England rum. This is a Brewer; land in Stockton Springs.
All druggists sell it.
Price $1 CO.
their home Haley, and applications are now being received digestion.
Oscar S. Ellis, Brewer, to Hattie E. Ward, persuaded by the children to leave
trade that dates hack many years, but
and live with them, yet some were living so by the organizing committee.
land in Stockton Springs.
in earlier days the cargoes included bibles Readfleld;
PROSPECT.
near they could daily look after and care for
Mrs. Frank Wakefield, who was taken from
Mary E. Hall, et als, Belfast, to Arthur
and the cabins were filled with missiontheir every need and want. In her youth* the home of her mother, Mrs. James Mason, to
land
and
in
Belfast.
Ritchie,
do;
buildings
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brown were recent j
aries going out to convert the heathen
Fred A. Lane, Prospect, to Norman H. Mrs. Hillman was a successful teacher, always Russell’s Hospital, Brewer, a week ago, was visitors in
Bang r.
who were to drink the rum.
a scholarly mind, with a remarkable
removed
from the hospital on Saturday to her
possessing
land
in
Welch; do;
Prospect.
Mrs. Helen Gray of Bangor has been in town
memory. She seemed to know the bible thor- home in Dexter.
Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Cummings
In an address, April 20th, at the anoughly and during her hours of suffering kept
The Winterport Ferry has recently been visiting
The News of Brooks.
Mr. F, L. Ward, and Chester Wood were at
repeating passages of scripture to herself; and taken by Capt. W. S. Tainter and it is undernual luncheon of the Associated Press in
Swan Lake last week for a day's fishing.
about an hour before passing away sang dis- stood that a motor boat is to be used for
New York city President Wilson said:
pasStanley J. Roberts has begun work on the tinctly these lines.
that
is
an
The Knights of Pythias plan to have a “May
a
service.
A
wants
float
man
for
senger
of
scrap
If any
transportation
highways.
“The cross is not greater than Hi9 Grace,
automobiles is also promised, and this will also Ball'' on the evening of April 30th, at their hall.
interesting scrap and worth while, I am
j
The
storm
cannot
hide
His
blessed face.”
Will S. Jones is having his house shingled
his man. I warn him that he is not gobe much appreciated as there has been no acMiss Wing of Newbury, Vt.f has been a guest
These were her last words. Troy friends
ing to draw me into the scrap for his and otherwise improved and repaired.
commodations for the latter the past two sea- of Miss
Lopez, the teacher at the Clark school.
extend
much
to the bereaved famadvertisement but if he is looking for
sympathy
Mrs. A. B. Payson is still confined to her
sons.
Mr. and Mrs. A, E. Cunningham of Swanville
trouble that is the trouble of men in
ilyj
room, but is thought to be recevering from
The following invitations have been issued
general and I can help a little, why then, her illness.
spent Sunday with her mother, Mrs. Uceba |
Walter
J.
died
25th
at
his
home
Upham
April
the
it.
by
I am in for
Epworth League to its High school Marden.
Mrs. Aphia Thompson and her sister, Mrs. No. 61 Belmont avenue. He was taken ill with members and their friends:
Respectfully referred to “Jess” WilMr. A. E. Dockham, who has lately been in
followed
and
later
measles,
inLaura Jacobs, are at the Hamm homestea'd for
grip
developed
“A Elburnj Nnevegi”
lard, the heavy-weight champion of the
Bethel, Vt, called on relatives and friends here
to pneumonia, which caused his death. Mr.
the summer.
Thursday April twenty-ninth,
world.
last week.
1915
was born in Weston, Mass., Dec. 17,
M. J. Dow has the fence repaired around his Upham
E. M. Srteyv
8 l’kocc
Mr. and Mrs. John Boyd and her daughter
Another victim of the“mouth disease”; famous Sprout Hill pasture and will fill it with 1873, the only child of James and Emma Cooper
Oyu ear diictvn.
Upham. He was engaged in farming in Wes- Chafing dish refreshments, also information, Ada of Frankfort spent Sunday with Mrs.
and that he should be called to account young stock for the summer.
ton, where he married Miss Lillian Simmons, furniahed by IV Department Committee.
Boyd’s parents,Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Killman.
by Secretary Bryan is suggestive of Sa- ; Mrs. Will M. Welch of Auburn has been
of Belfast. They moved to Belfast
Garfield Lodge, I. O. 0. F. and Mizpah ReThe Point and Ferry schools were not in sesIn a recent address visiting the family of Dr. A. E. Kilgore. We formerly
tan rebuking sin.
in October, 1910, bought ihe John F. Chapman bekah
case of scarlet
Lodge attended the Methodist church on sion the past week .owing
Rear Admiral Peary predicted that with- are always glad to see her here,
place and engaged in farming. Mr. Upham bunday, April 25th, and were addressed by fever. No new cases having appeared the
in a hundred years “we should either be
Mrs. E G. Roberts has returned home prac- was a devoted
husband, an indulgent father Rev. A. J. Lockhart. This occasion was Mr. schools will re-open Monday.
eliminated as a nation or we shall occupy tically cured of her illness and takes much and a man respected by all who knew him. He Lockhart’s first service in the
pulpit since havMrs. M. A. Littlefield, Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
in
with
ner neighbors. We
associating
the entire North American world seg- pleasure
initea with the Baptist church m Weston and
ing been returned from Conference for the
Mrs J. G. James of Bangor were in
are
glad to have her with us again so well and May 4, 1911, joined the Belfast Baptist church eighth year. The united fraternities have at- Shute, and
ment.” In a statement given to the
town Saturday on their way to Searsport to atletter.
With
his
of
little
children
tended
jy
and
that this was considered
family
annually
press Secretary Bryan says:
tend the funeral of their brother and uncle,
I Such a prediction from an obscure man It E. 0. Stantial has two small boats which he le was a regular attendant at church and Sun- hits most able address to them seems a fitting Mr. Thomas
Heagan.
has
built
at
his place and they look as if they
would be toDlish; from one m ms position
Jay school. He was also a member of Waldo tribute to the ability of the pastor, and exMr. Thomas Heagan, whose home had alit is a little less than a crime. His pre- might float all right. Mr. Stantial is one of the Lodge and of Penobscot Encampment, I. O. O, presses the confidence and esteem of his
peodiction is based upon an assumption which ingenious men of Brooks and can do many F. He is survived by his wife, four little sons ple.
ways been in Prospect until a few years ago,
has been demonstrated to be false
died April 20th at the home of his nephew,
ind a daughter, Randall, Eugene, Rachael,Rodthings in the carpenter line.
SWANVILLE CENTER.
namely, that a nation must constantly
William Smart, in Searsport. The remains
iey and Morris, and his parents. His father
Mrs. Susan Holbrook,who has been confined to
expand or go into decay.
were brought to Maple Grove Cemetery Saturthe house quite closeiyby reason^f poor health, irrived by train Monday evening to remain for
Mrs. Eli Knowlton is quite comrortable. *
day for interment.
William H. Van Benschoten.for the des now calling upon her
neighbors and seems the funeral, which took place Wednesday at 3
Mr. Everett Bartlett of
fense.declared that Col. Roosevelt meant to be invigorated by the warm
Winterport was the j
f>. m his pastor, Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant,
weather.
spring
guest of his nephew, Fred Barden, part of last j
nothing personal to Mr. Barnes nor to She has been one of our most
The Odd Fellows attended in a
prominent so- officiating,
week.
Charles F. Murphy of Tammany Hall,
The
remains
will
be
taken
to
Weston
on
jody.
ladies
and
we
are glad to see her out
ciety
who alsowas mentioned in the statement,
E. H. Littlefield and H. P. White each got a I
;he morning train this, Thursday, morning acand that those names were simply “al- igain.
4-pound salmon and Fred Borden got two of !
companied by his father and w dow.
gebraic terms.”
Mrs. Grace Dow Bachelder has taken the
Took Hood’s Sarsaparilla and the Sore
like weight recently at Swan lake.
This item is from the report of the school at Chase’s Corner in Jackson and is
and Swelling Disappeared.
The death April 16th, of James A. French
Miss Charlotte Staples of Belfast
is'teaching j
libel suit of William Barnes vs. Theodore igain a school teacher. It makes a change in Boston, Mass., removed a well known resi
in district 1 and 2 and is
South
Berwick, Me.—Mrs. Hannah
with
Miss
boarding
Roosevelt, on trial in Syracuse, N. Y. from the store and in that sense will be pleas- dent of W aldo County and a former merchant Louise
a resident of this town, writing
Cunningham. Perley Hustus is carry- I Blake, date^of
ant
to
her.
Feb. (5. l'Jio, says:
She
is
a
Normal
school
stateunder
graduate
in
of this city. He was ill but about ten days and
“Nothing personal’’ defamatory
ing the pupils.
“it was a good day for me when a
and holds a State certificate, and with her
death came suddenly. Mr. French was horn in
ments of the most vitriolic character!
Mr. Fletcher of Waterville spoke at Monpaper advertising Hood s Sarsaparilla
former experience it is easy for her to pick up Lincolnville, and was aged 76 years. He was
1 found in it
was left at my home.
Col. Roosevelt himself when on the witroe Center church last
and
school work again.
will speak
Sunday
ne letter from a woman whose case
the son of Mrs. Mary A. and the late Philander
ness stand said that he did not charge
there next Sunday, when the
1
had a missimilar to mine.
Sunday school
We learn with regret of the death in Knox French, and his mother still resides there at
Mr. Barnes with being personally corw:li be organized.
step on a flight of stairs and injured
than
90
In
life
he
of
more
the
3f our friend George Leonard. A cripple al^
years.
early
age
A sore two inches across
my ankle.
Horace Robertson of New
rupt.
Perhaps everything he said in ais life, he made the best of
Hampshire, who formed, and walking to favor tiie
existing circum- removed to Boston, where he engaged in the was called to
defamation of Barnes. Penrose and other
Brooks
to
I
sore
attend
the
burial of
sprained my ankle.
restuarant business on Pearl street and where,
stances and had a smile and .a pleasant word
“Rheumatism set in, but the sore
Republicans should be taken as Pick- for everyone. He worked as a shoemaker out for the time that he was in business in this his brother, was in town last week to visit relbad, all
increased and became so
atives and now is in vlonroe.
wickian. That would render all libel suits and cobbler and was not only _,elf
Ella Knight |
swollen and inflamed and discharging,
supporting city, he spent his life. He married
shoe and
A fire started in Ed
He
of Somerville, who died some years ago.
but left some property at bis death.
unnecessary and futile.
Thompson’s back field that I could not put on my
He was
Some nights
then I could not walk.
and would have been a
was a man with many friends and during his
very fond of music ar d in his younger years
conflagration but for I would have to get up and rub it
the men fishing on Swan lake
Mr. Barnes was right in contending was in demand at
brief business stay in this city made many
and the timely
the dances and sociables, as
three or four times and when I would
arrival of the hose team from
that a political party should have lead- he could entertain
oere. The funeral took place on Tuesday afBelfast, After put it on the floor in the morning I
very nicely in musical acsome
hard
would almost faint away, but readwork
as
the
well
the
interYou
have
fire was subdued.
ers.
an army
ternoon from the Briggs Chapel and
might
complishments,
ing about the cure in a case like mine
in Melwithout officers. As to calling them
Mr. Frank Robertson, formerly of this town,
Silver Crown Temple, Pythian Sisters, had ment was in the Wyoming Cemetery
by Hood’s Sarsaparilla, 1 decided to
take this medicine:
rose, Mass, The deceased is survived by his who was recently in the Maine General Hosbosses, there was never, until the adThe envery pleasant evening last Friday.
“Before I had taken all of the secFrench of pital.
Portland, for surgical treatment, was
vent of President Wilson, such a politi- tertainment was under the direction of a fine mother; by one sister, Miss Adelaide
ond bottle the sore had healed and
and by two brothers, Capt. E. W.
a
Lincolnville,
card
given post
shower from relatives and
cal boss in this country as Col. Roose- committee led by Mrs. A. B. Gowen, and was
the swelling had all gone down. My
I inFrench of Hartford, Conn., and Uapt. M. F. old schoolmates for which he is very grateful,
foot soon became entirely well.
velt. The political leader—call him boss n the form of a Patriot’s Day celebration and
Belfast.
of
as
creased in weight and was generally
Avenue,
French
it
Northport
a weary hour of sufferbrightened
many
the
national
colors
in
the
decpredominated
if you will—confers with other leaders
helped. I cannot say enough in praise
ing. His friends will be pleased to learn that
nations. The refreshment table had a very
and am glad to recommend Hood’s."
Mr. Frank J. Higgins, who for many years
and pays some heed to the sentiments of
he is now at home and up around the house
Remember to ask for Hood’s Sarand when tested the
irove the mail stage between^ Rockland and
his followers; but Col. Roosevelt was the appetizing appearance,
and is gaining nicely.
saparilla and insist on having it.
to be as good as they looked,
iupplies
proved
the electric road was built»
before
Jamden,
_I
whole thing—a law unto himself. When
rhere certainly are some good cooks and
lied April 17th at his home in Lincolnville,
he subsided his party disappeared. As caterers in Mrs. Gowen’s
family, and she had iged about 80 years. In his stage driving
to President Wilson, everybody knows the display a la California. But we advise the
lays he was one of the best known men on the
that he has usurped the functions of the Sisterhood that this grade of refreshments *oad and his courtesy and kindness were unilegislative branch of the government cannot be kept up and had better be curtailed, versally acknowledged and appreciated by the
and has been as great a despot as the for we cannot all afford to furnish that class travelling public and the business men on his
style.
No man had more friends and none
route.
Czar of Russia.

administration.

land in

j

_

—
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REDUCTION

was ever

A Boston daily in publishing the story
of a young women in quest of employment told of her
ment
store.

salesroom
The

given, but

experiences in the baseof a large department

name

one

of the firm was not

of the

largest

concerns

in

Boston at once withdrew its advertising
from the paper in question and assigned
as a reason for its action the publication
of this article. The newspaper says
that “the issue involved is the fundamental issue cf the freedom of the press
from financial influence,” and that view
of it is taken by the governor of Massachusetts, the mayor of Boston, and by
many leading citizens. Gov. Walsh says:
“Any attempt to control the news columns of our newspapers by the threat
of a loss of advertising revenue is, in
my opinion, an effort to tamper with a
free press and will be severely condemned by the New England public.” There
should be even greater condemnation for
a newspaper that to compel advertisers
to patronize it threatens them with opposition, declares them dishonest and extortionate, and thus reflects upon the entire business community.
Waldo County W. C. T- U.
The annual convention of the Waldo County
Woman’s Chtistian Temperance Union will be
held in Jackson early in June. Mrs. Howland
of Massachusetts will be the evening speaker.
Will local treasurers remember that the Willard offerings are to be sent in good season
this year? Will they not also make special
effort to collect all the dues? Each union is
asked to try and secure six new members
above all losses. Corresponding secretaries
should send reports to Mrs. Frost by June 1st
and local superintendents should report to their
county superintendent, whether anything has
E. F. M.
been done or not.
North Searamont, Ms., April 23,191G.

SWANVILLE.
Mrs.

Sarah Crockett is in poor health.

Mrs. Rufus Bartlett is convalescing.
W. Nickerson spent the week-end in Bluehill.
J.

Miss Julia Chase returned to Everett, Mass.
Monday,
The L. A.

S. will meet with Mrs. J. W. Nick-

Friday, May 7th.
Mrs. H. F. M. Phillips is in Unity helping
care for her brother-in-law, John Bacon,

erson

W. E. Damm is having repairs made on his
house, Mr. Simpson of Dixmont is the carpenter.
Mrs. A. E. Nickerson has gone to Boston, and
Mrs. Howard of North Searsport is keeping
house for Mr. N.

truer

to ms tnenas.

ror

many years,

company with his son, he kept a livery, sale
and boarding stable on Washington street,
Camden.
When, by reason of advanced age
be desired to retire from active business he
removed to a farm in Lincolnville, where he
passed his declining years happily and to the
last, usefully. He is survived by his wife and
one son, Mr, Edward Higgins.

of bronchitis, aged 69years and 4’months. She
was the daughter of the late Hiram and Sarah
Clement Mixer of Knox. The funeral was at
the home of her sister, Mrs. Elsie Payscn, in
Knox, April 26th. The bearers were Frank
Swett, Hermon Paul, J. N. Linneken and Henry
Roberts. Annie B. Carter of Belfast, Spiritualist, officiated. Many sympathizing friends
and relatives who loved her will miss the
••touch of the vanished hand and the sound of
the voice that is still," Juftt one more has
passed from this world to that one over there to
make “the sweet beyond more fair." A, B,C.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Henry Black have received an invitation to the
wedding and reception of their daughter, Grace
Libby, and Stuart Day Truesdell, Ensign U. S.
N., Wednesday evefoing, May 12th, at 8 o'clock,
Universalist church, Chelsea, Mass. RecepThe funeral of Mrs. Angelia Brackett, who
tion immediately after the ceremony in the
died April *15th, was held April 18th at her
church parlor.
late home in Pittsfield. Rev. A. E. Wright,
Tuesday afternoon, April 20th, fire started in pastor of the Universalist church, officiated,
a pile of brush back of Ed. Thompson's and
reading several selections which were comran down over the hill toward “The Pines" opposed by Mrs. Brackett. The remains were
posite Hotel Marden. A strong wind was taken that afternoon to Detroit, where the inblowing and at one time it looked as though terment was made. The bearers were Charles
everything would be devoured by the flames. E. Vickery, F. E. Mayo, E. N. Shayr and
Ten firemen came from Belfast in autos and Clarence
Tyler. The out-of-town relatives
with a crew of men in town the fire was got
present were Mrs. Kate Decrow, Mr. and Mrs,
control.
The
far
as
Maunder
engine got as
Ansel Decrow of Brooks, Miss Maude Brackett
on's Mills,
of
of
and Mrs.
Friends in town of

Eczema spreads rapidly, itching almost
drives you mad; For quick relief, Doan's Ointment ia well recommended.
60c at all stores.

Waterville, Mr.
Henry Gage
Plymouth, Ada Wing of Waterville, Rufus
Longley of Plymouth and Charles Brackett of
Newport.

COAL

J

Cottage to Let or Sell. Finest location
between Camden and Bangor, on Belfast shore
overlooking Penobscot Bay; will let or sell my !
cottage of 7 rooms (built by the day), with one
acre of land; garage; tennis
court; grove of
trees; excellent boating; fishing and bathing;
used only by myself. Dr. George F. Fames, 1
249 Newbury street, Boston.
Furnished Cottage. To let for the season,
a 7-room furnished
cottage delightfully situated on the North Shore, Northport. Water in
the

cottage and water closet.

Apply

to A. A,

Howes, Belfast.

—situated in Searsport, Maine,

on

|

j

Penobscot

Bay consisting of 9 rooms, with electric
lights, running water, etc., delightful location,
—

beautiful shade trees, would let the rooms
singly, fine boating and bathing.
Address,
(Mrs.) M. S. Dodge, Searsport, Maine.
Furnished Cottages At Belfast, Me, on
Penobscot Bay two furnished cottages for rent

by

month

One Lot

sleeping rooms, new
beds, large living rooms, fireplace, kitchens
piped with pure spring water; no other cottages near; fresh vegetables, milk and eggs
near. Maurice D.
Towle, Belfast, Maine.
season; three

or

For Rent

for the

Season.

Women

Cottages

furnished, 6
six or eight

Rent

to

at Swan Lake
Two
cottages, would accommodate

room

Fine

from

steamboat landing in Searspc rt. Good
trout and salmon. Telephone service
if desired.
For further information telephone
279 6, or write A. Stinson, North
Searsport, Me.
For Sale or Rent. Furnished seven-room

Per!'

Friday and
Saturday onlv

All mail and t
ders given ran

large corner rooms with all
conveniences, corner High and Comstreets. Apply to Mrs. John W. Jones

Rent.

For

39c.

Also two

High street,

33

old

Colonial house

>

:

JamesH.i'

Bel fast.
Fine

i

For

cottage and five acres land. Beautiful shore
privilege and unexcelled view of mountains
and West Penobscot.
Write H. M. Farrow,
Islesboro. Me.
To Let. Furnished room or the house
alj
furnished. For particulars apply to S, S. L.
7
Shute, Park Street.
To Let. A new bungalow on the shore front
with beautiful view of bay and river. Fireplace, dining room, kitchen and four sleeping

mercial

Neati fi gk«

woven.

fishing,

modern

Jersey

Union Suits

persons, at the head of Swan Lake.
Fine oak grove; boats, ice and wood furnished;
within short walk of good country store; 6 miles

rooms.

s

Lisle 50c.
Summer W,^

The cosy little

Megunticook cottage at Temple Heights. Inquire of Harry W. Clark, 83 Main St„ Belfast.

sur-

by ^ acre of beautiful grounds, known
as the Sibley home; 14 rooms, bath, modern
plumbing, steam heat, cemented cellar, maids'
rounded

Flower

aath, fine stables, furnished except bed linen
and silverware; considered most beautiful resdence in Belfast. Apply to Orrin J. Dickey,

Belfast,

Me.

Farm

The News of Belfast.
There will be a Masquerade Skating Carnival
the Coliseum Riak May 10th, with $38 in
:ash prizes.
Farther particulars next week.

■

it

Gar del

North Church Guild met in the church
Monday with but a small attendance,
»wing to the thunder shower, which prevented
The hosnany who had planned to attend.
;esses were Mrs. J. W. Jones, Mrs. Zenas Hartshorn and Miss Annette Holt.
They served
Itlicious home made candies and a very pleasThe

>ark»rs

evening

int

was

spent No business

was

trans-

icted.

Hospital Notes. Mr. R. F. Meader of Mora medical
patient, entered the Waldo

4

rill,

County hospital last Friday_Mrs. Andrew
Cumasky and daughter Helen, aged 6 years,
ire both medical patients.... Miss W ilhelmin a
Eastman of Liberty was operated on last
I’hursday and is improving. .Mrs. Joseph Kellock of Searsport came in last Thursday ill
with typhoid and is improving... Miss Blanche
Dyer of Thorndike came in last Tuesday as a
medical patient.
Edward Harrington and Peter J. Doherty,
aged 14 years, two Bangor boys, were arrested
Tuesday by City Marshal George W. Frisbee,

[f
Best Vari
in all lines.
Ask for

catalogue.

U. HOWES M

assisted

by their uncle, who came here for
them. They left their homes last Saturday
noon and walked here and had slept in cars at
the depot. When they learned that they were
under the eye of the city marshal they started
Northport way, but were overtaken at Kelley’s
Cove and were sent home,

Groceries,
Drugs and

INfledicini

FOR SALE

-331N pC-

in

Mrs. Verena Mixer Dolloff, wife of the late
Ephraim Dolloff of Searsmont, passed to the
higher life April 23rd after two weexs’ illness

Furnished House in Searsport. To let for
the summer a most desirable furnished house
in Searsport on a seven-acre lot running to
private shore. There are 12 rooms, 2 baths, 4
fire-places, 2 porches, electricity, stable and

Rev. Eugene Prescott and wife of Giddis,
Furnished Room. A furnished room, with
North Dakota, with Mr. Prescott and a young modern conveniences, in a pleasant location
man from Rockland,
while returning from will be let for the season to a man and wife or
Washington last Thursday afternoon with an single person. Apply to E S. McDonald, 43
automobile, Mr. Prescott acting as chauffeur, Congress street, Belfast.
met with an accident while descending the
To Let. Cottage at Temple Heights, Norththe lull from the Ridge and near the residence port. Living room and kitchen on first floor;
of the Misses Ripley. The steering gear and i room for four beds on second floor. Apply to
brake refused to work and the car ran into the ! Wm. M. Greenlaw, Belfast.
ditch and was overturned. The chauffeur was |
Belfast. Furnished cottage at the Battery
thrown from the car as it went over.the others to rent for the season. Eight large rooms and
were confined within it until help arrived,
| bath; fireplace; spacious verandas; an acre of
when they were extric ted, badly shaken up, land; tennis; croquet; bathing; boating; beautij ful view across
uui
Penobscot bay; good markets;
me
xuriunaieiy not seriously
injured.
owner of the car was notified of the accident ( city water; two miles from town;
secluded;
by phone and came with another car and took small attractive colony. Apply to Will Rusthe party to Rockland to the home of Mr. Pres- sell Howard, Williamstown, Mass.
cott. Tha ditched auto was also in condition
To Let
The first floor of a furnished house

wherever she

Often has it

6 feet and 8 inches.

if You Have Accommodations to Offer Make
Them Known Now.

Harry Pease has returned from Rahway, garage. An unusual opportunity for any one
N. J., where he spent the winter with his who wants a first class summer place. Address
Mrs. Albert V. Nickels, 180 Huntington avenue
sister, Mrs. Carrie Woodruff.
Our village schools began again Monday Boston, Mass.

tian,
The remains of Harold Burgess were brought
might be, daily, hourly, revealed patience, to Troy April 24th from his late home in Pittsresignation, perfect trust, thanking God morn- field for interment in Fairview
Cemetery.
ing and evening for the blessings and mercies Troy was his former home. His age was 71
that

wss a re-

cent

-----*--—-*

whose life

FOR SUMMER VISITORS.

PRICES

FIVE-PASSENGER CHALMER DE.troit auto, all in good running order. New

ONE

tires all around.
Telephone 14-11

LET

Searsport,

THE SI
cottage. ii

FOR

ro furnished
in

the North

Shore,

■

Nort

:ottage and water closet.

ARTHUR E. COLSON,

4wl5

shall make
On and after May 1st
the following prices on coal, delivered

1

A.

14

Maine.

we

within the

city limits and put in

on a

level:

$7.85

STOVE,
EGG,
CHESTNUT,
FRANKLIN CHESTNUT,
PEA,

$1.00, 50c. and 25c.

8.10
8.75
6.60

Thanking you for your patronage in
a

I

7.85

A discount of 25c. per ton is allowed
for cash in thirty days.
It is further agreed and understood
that to obtain the above prices the coal is
to be delivered at our convenience.
the past and hoping for
the future, we remain
Yours truly,

I Have You. Tried Our

continuance in

Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.

HOSIERV

j—SILK
I

In

j-

Black, Palm Beach, Cadet, Navy, Suede ami U!ll!

|

The finest

:;

Please—when

II
■

x

goods

we

have

buying look

ever

put

over our

count*.

at our Forest & Essex

Ml;>

VESTS and LINEN SUITS

|

BETTER TH \N

CARLE &
|

"

GORDON DYEDs^

*vlli

JONES

.HHKHHItUlWIr*4+4+4++*+&lrMr’*‘':''

j

j

The News of Belfast.

|

W. J. Price will open their

and Mrs.

•flr,

home and store at

Quantabacook

amp
>0ks for

There will be

boys

ha3

from

Bayside today,
received a gift of
friend in Mont-

a

r Vjj
!
j

quorum at the meeting of the
immittee last Mondav evening and it
jrned to April 28th.
Lhletic Club of the Universalist Church
v,> a may basket fend home-made candy
vestry tomorrow, Friday, afternoon
was no

tel

.unty Commissioners

were

session

in

urthouse Tuesday auditing the fi*
the close of the April term of court,

;ii

aldo County Veteran Association will
Frederick Ritchie Grange hall, Waldo,
May 6th. If stormy, the next fair

v.

Houston Small entertained the Duauction club last Monday afternoon,

;

Wednesday,

f

!

the

regular day

of

meetingSbute of

Alonzo A.

.is of

Hartford,

it formerly of Belfast, will be glad to
he is convalescing from an operation
ruat in a Hartford hospital.

R. Knowlton, who recently bought
Martin Patterson house on Bay-

;us
w

et, has sold it to Roy G. $nd Grace E
this city, who will occupy it.

Lord will

Mrs. Samuel H.
\\
li

ilband house on Northport
who has been

r.ts,

has

returnea

iu Ills

May

move

avenue,

occupying

oeaispuic

the

name.

Dickey has rented for William
city, his cottage at Temple
the months of July, August and
Miss Virginia Lounsbury of New

f this

dance at Silver Harvest

Stockings

The current imrression that the newly enacthour law applies to the sardine indu try
is not correct, this industry being expressly
exempted from its provisions by reason cf the
fact that the work is not continuous, whether
taken by the day, week or month and because

perishable

Advertised Letters. The following letremained uncalled for in the Belfast post
office for the week ending April 27th. Ladies

kind, they

Emily Curtis. Mrs. ('has. Clinch, Senior.
Miss Grace R. Emerson, Mrs. Polly Gray. Miss
Whittemore.
Gentlemen—T. J
Anderson,
Percy Cann, Robert Emery, Forrest Green,
Frank Peppers, Joe Riddick, George R Wood.
Miss

Peters of

NeWburyport,

con-

are

Harold Dutton, son of O. S. Dutton of Mormet with an accident while teaming in which he sustained a compound fracture
of his left leg. The body of the cart was not
securely fastened and gave way on a rough
piece of road, thrbwing Harold to the ground.

rill,recently

|

3 pairs Women’s Silk
Holeproofs,
$3.00; 3 pairs Men’s Silk Hole-

|

proofs, $2.00.

You will find these wonderful stockings for sale only at

Mass

recently arrived in Belfast to succeed Mr
Ervin Wedgewood of Lowell. Mass,, in the
Leonard & Barrows shoe factory, has leased and
with his family will occupy the E S. Pitcher
house. No. 1 Northport -venue. Mr and Mrs. |
Peters have two sons.
Mr. and Mrs. Pitcher
will spend the summer in their cottage at the
Battery and will move thpre next Saturday.

! SKeS^in^moreoftom^

^BE2EE3EZE2ai^

I

Mrs. A, B. Spencer of Waterville has been
spending a few days in the city visiting friends
and looking after business interests.
The Hospital Club
Misses Maude E and
Clara Steward entertained the members of the
H tspital Club last Friday
night at the home of
Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury, 4 Court street. Some
20

Chenery received word Satur- I A New Bridge at Little River Last Tuesing from the State Fishery depart- day afternoon Mayor Charles R. Coombs and
t 14 cans of trout fry had been orAlderman Bertrand L. Davis, representing the
the streams in this vicinity, and they
city of Belfast, and B. R. Mclntire, Isaac S. !
or more were present and the
evening was deand Irving S. Hills, selectmen of Northport, 1
ted this week.
lightfully spent ii sewing and playing bridge
a
had
conference
with
to
the
Parker
S.
A.
regard
building
inos Clement and Mrs.
The affair was one of the
popular “dime’'
new bridge at Little River to replace the
pedal committee for a party of 8 or 9 of
parties and one of the largest given during the
present unsafe and inadequate structure, and ^
,; bridge at the Woman’s Club room
winter. At eight o’clock refreshments were
o’clock. Ice as a result a steel bridge was ordered of the
,; ursday, evening at 7.45
served in the dining room,
including fruit
cake will be served and a prize will United States Construction Co. ol Albany, N.
cheese crackers, little cakes,
etc., Mrs.
Y. It will be 20 feet in the clear, with steel punch,
red, Admission 35 cents,
Hills and Miss Anne M. Kittredge poured, the
frame, granite abutments and concrete floor,
will
j hostesses serving. The table was
te.ma White Barker Tent, D. of V.t
daintily ap-i Memorial hall at 8 p. m. Wednesday
The certificate of organization of the F. S. i pointed, a large bowl of
pale pink roses and
There will be a special Pendleton &
of
was
recordr,^. May 5th.
Islesboro
Company
carnations forming the centerpiece.
under the direction of Mrs. Belle ed in Waldo County Registry of Deeds, April I
The Corn Canning Outlook. Edward Evrson. patriotic instructor, on “How to
22d.
The purposes of the corporation are
j ans, local agent for the Saco Valley Canning
honmore
to
our
sacred
Memorial Day
broad enough to cover all kinds of business ex
Co, has received a letter from Mr, Fenton
cept banking and railroading The amount of \
ored dead.”
Tomlinson, president of the company, saying
•ut-of-town alarm was sounded last capital stock is $50,000; common stock, $50,- j that it would be
agreeable to them if the
forenoon for a fire on the Lizzie A. 000; par value of shares, $100. S. L. Fogg of I farmers who furnish the
corn to the factory
and
Pauline
Lowell
of
Hallowell
have
to
back
road
on
the
Augusta
;i tarm
Searsport
should select their weigher. In past seasons,
one
share
each
of
common
stock
and
E.
M
and
brush
E
..ighl from a pile of burning
B
Lunt, L. F. Simpson and Arthur W.
Leavitt of Winthrop and W. J. Barnes of Man- j
The firemen re.•aching the woods.
Coombs have done this work, Mr Evans is
The above are diand soon put the fire out with but Chester two shares each.
receiving pledges of small acreages of corn
rectors. Bowdoin N. Pendleton is clerk And
image to the trees
j but the total to date is not up to the requireMise Leavitt is president and treasurer.
ments of the company. After three unfavordieting of Seaside Chautauqua Circle
The class of young ladies taught by Mrs. W able seasons it is reasonable to
.-id with Mrs. Chas. A. Townsend, 55
expect a good
j
-: reet,
Monday afternoon, May 3rd. The F. Sturtevant at the Baptist Sunday schoo- ! corn crop here this season, and it is hoped that
from the C. L. S, C., book, “Your had a supper in the church vestry last Friday ; additional acreage may be pledged at once.
To-day and To-morrow”, chapters evening. A few invited guests were present Mr. Tomlinson is expected here the last of this
id ten. Roll-call: Current Events; topic and about twenty-five were seated at the week or first of next and the question will be
tables for the supper, which consisted of
e Independent, The Story of the Wees.
definitely settled whether or not the factory
salads, mashed potato, hot rolls, olive?, cake will be opened this season.
of
of
class
Robertson’s
young girls
and coffee. After supper flinch, pit and other
Community-Building. A movement is on
aptist Sunday school had a may basket and games were played, then some amusing confoot in Belfast to start work in community
de at the church last Monday aftertests were tried and charades were acted. A
building under the direction of the Y. M. C. A
evening. The girls also had a pic- very
pleasant social evening was enjoyed. The This will
require the services of a trained man
members of the class
■>-r at which 21
supper and games were in charge of the social who will be
provided by the State organization
-esent. In the evening they had a socommittee, Miss Grace Hayes, chairman.
to devote all his time to Belfast and vicinity.
und played games. The sale netted
From Subscribers. In a personal note Mr. The program is to include work along the lines
:heu; $6.50.
F. W. Gray of Whittier, Calif., says: “I have of physical, social, educational and religious
-unal note from Mr. Charles W. Fredretired as superintendent of the Leffingwell improvement.
This is not pioneer work. It is
ier date of St. Augustine, April 24th,
Rancho after serving in that capacity for the proposed to adept a plan that has been tried
.1 they are finding Florida delightful,
past fifteen years. I was superintendent of and proven a success in other towns of the
nmer weather in the early spring. They
the El Molino Rancho twelve years, and of the
State. The first step will be to make a careful
folweek
the
visit Jacksonville, F'ia.,
McNally Rancho about two years—about 29 survey of the city to discover the actual numA(-ril29th and the first two weeks of
I have now
ber of men and boys and record their preferenyears service in that capacity.
at the New Clarion Hotel, Atlanmoved to my own ranch near the Leffingwell
ces in regard to music, athletics,
religion, etc*
N. J., on their way home.
Rancho and shall take a rest.'visit the fairs, After the survey it is purposed to beam work
and possibly take a trip to the good old Stale
il Lord was the hostess of the Octaalong the physical lines by the organization of
■i.i
dub Friday evening.entertaining of Maine. 1 want to make the trip by auto
baseball, tennis, basketball, cricket and other
With best wishes for The Journal for the com
’harles Braabury.who is in New York.
out-of-doors sports with the new
athletic
field as a base. This line will also include agriury sent the tally cards, fancy hat ing years,” etc.
>race

|

...

■

iti

nri-zPB

thp

»

ailvpt*

call heil and

a

ards. Miss Carrie E. Giirnore won the
Irs. Bernes O. Norton, who substitutEugene R. Conner, the cards. Mrs.
*e substituted for Mrs. Bradbury..
u.il meeting of the D. A. R will be
lay evening, May 3d. Mrs. Frank R.
ai

k

d Miss Alice E. Simmons will be

program will be as follows:
"Brave Women of the Revolution;"

and the
•f

dicers; election of officers; "Echoes
Congress," Mrs. Ida Maiding, selection frum the D. A. R.
Mrs. Fred Rackliffe.

Continental

Accident
and
el

his

on

Main Street.

Charles

stepson, George Robbins, of

fast, aged

about 12 years, were ridC Main street about noon last Saturday
the horse became frightened by an auto

bolted throwing out both occupants
of the store of H. E. McDonald. The

id
n

thrown

'A;,H
Lr-U

against

a

loaded cart and

was

about the face and body and one
feared, may be seriously injured. Mr.
ier held on to the reinB and
was dragged
distance before he stopped the horse,but

y cut
is

1;

with some bruises and a severe shak11-r up, ana was
quite lame Monday, Mayor
tubs and Mr. C. E. Sherman took the

boy

tr,e

cared for him and later he
Adr- ta*t€n
to Dr. H. L.-Kilgore’s office and Dr.
'ilgore called. Upon examination it
found that no bones were broken, and
,’r ''is
bruises had been bathed and bandc
he was taken to his home.
store and

'“

«
1

Ol li PRICES 151 FORE YOU
V. WE ARE AGENTS FOR

STOTTS* PEERLESS ANI>
‘STOTTS* FANCY J’ATENT.

Kerry’s

Cash

CUT IN

At the

1
1

regular

work

the

following

program
Mrs. Belle Nick-

was

given under the direction of
erson, patriotic instructor: Singing by the
Tent, “Just Before the Battle;" reading,
“Grant’s Boyhood," by President Annie M.
Frost; paper, “Sketch of General Grant’s Life,"
Mrs. Dora J. Bridges; vocal duet, “Flow
Gently Sweet Afton,” Mrs. Frost and Miss
Alice E. Simmons; “The Burial Service of
Grant," Past President, Mrs. Etta P. Savery.

100

to

corn

raising,

and

poultry clubs. Clean games and sports will be
introduced into the recreation hours of the
school children. The social work will include
musical clubs, reading and debating clubs, hikes
to the country,

points of

trips

interest.

to

the cities and other

Educational work will pro-

evening classes for the men and boys,
gymnasium work, etc. Religious work will promote clean speech, a high standard of morals,

mote

sports, and all that counts in a high standcitizenship. This, in brief, is the plan
and the public help is
needed. Everybody
must teel an interest in the boys and girls of
Belfast, those who will in a short time become
clean

ard of

city.
$2,500 annually

the citizens of the

be. about

The cost of the

project

and to meet

this

will be

expense the committee needs: ,10 contributions
of $100; 10 contributions of $50; 12 contributions

May

5th with

Benefit Fair

an

interesting

program

Waldo County Hospital.
At the meeting of the Woman’s Hospital Aid in the Women's Club room Friday
afternoon there was a general discussion in regard to the mid-summer fair as a benefit to
the Waldo County Hospital.
It will be held in
Memorial hall the third week in July and the
Hospital Club will unite with the Aid in making it a success in every particular. Mrs. H.
H. Carter was made chairman of the general
conimittee and the following chairmen were
selected for the sub-committees: pitcher booth
Mrs. C. S. Webber; towels and fancy work
Mrs. Haraden S. Pearl; caps, Mrs. Maire
for the

Hills; candy,

High School Baseball. B. H. S. won the
first base ball gaaie of the season from Rockland High at Rockland last Saturday. The
score was 10
At the beginning of
to 5.
the 9th inning the score was 5 to 5, bot
Belfast got in five runs.
They made the
trip with Captain William A. Decrow in his
launch Louise with their coach, Charles W.
Wheeler. There were 13 in the party. Next
Saturday B. H. S. will play Camden High at
Camden, and May 5th will play the Castine
team in Belfast on the
Congress street
grounds. Robert Keating is manager of the
B. H. S.
Patriots Day Program. The regular meetof Thomas H. Marshall Circle was held
last Tuesday afternoon. At the business meeting Mrs. Ida M. Anderson of Freedom was
initiated into the order.
Then Mrs. Dora

ing

Gilmore and Russell Smith; reading. Mrs.
Lulie Nichols; remarks, Mrs. Dora Bridges and
Mrs. Fletcher; song, “Promise that you will
be kind to mother while I am gone," Comrade
Smith. The next meeting will be held May
11th, when Mother’s Day will be observed. All
Sisters and Comrades are invited to take part.
Electrical Storm. Sunday there was
an easterly wind and a chill in the air that
called for fires indoors and warm clothing out
of doors. It rained in the night and some time
between midnight and daylight distant peals
An

of thunder

heard.

was

There

were

showers

Monday evening and

in the night a heavy
prevailed all over the
State, putting telephones and electric lights
out of commission in many places. The light-

electric

storm

that

Shoppers should
the three announcements of
the enterprising firm of Carle & Jones. See
prices of the lot of suits they are closing out.
They are headquarters for summer dress
fabrics, white and colored, and have white
goods in various grades suitable for brides and
graduates. Have you tried their $1, 50 and 25
cent Gordon dyed silk hoisery, in white and
New

Advertisements

not fail to read

to do

ttee of

their willingness

so.

Road Machinery. In looking
over the equipment for work on the roads and
the expense of this necessary work, the city
officials were convinced that better work could
Improved

cost, by improved machinery, and laat week they had a conference
with Messrs. Edwards and Dempsey, representing the International Harvester Co. of
Chicago, with regard to a traction engine and
road grader. Friday Aldermen C. W. Wescott
ar.d B. L. Davis and Cou ncilman E. C. Gross
be

done,

and at less

22C.
5c.

they

last.

Yours truly,

CARLE & JONES

finance committee, be and they are hereby authorized to make such purchase, the sum to be
charged to the appropriation for highways and
bridges.
Ordered, That the city of Belfast purchase a
Giant Road Grader and that Charles R. Coombs,
mayor, and C. W. Wescott, chairman of the
finance committee, be and they are hereby au-

thorized to make such .purchase, the same
be charged to the appropriation on highand bridges.
Monday the representatives of the Inter*
national Harvester Co. were in thiB city and an
order was placed with them for one International Harvester Mogul kerosene engine, to
be delivered *in ten days, or as soon thereafter
as possible. The price is $2266, less 6
per cent
for cash in ten days. Tuesday the Committee
bought the grader, as authorized by the above
order.

to

ways

|

Telephone 2

Dr.

Carl

H.

Stevens, who is taking

Dress Fabrics

1

White and Colored.

WhiteGoods

Market i

in various grades.

|

Suitable for
Brides and Graduates.

The Travellers Club.

postThe annual meet- !
graduate course in surgery in the New York inK ot the
Travellers’ Club was held Tuesday
Post Graduate and Medical Science school, ;
j
evening with Mrs. James H. Howes, with all
will finish' his work there on Saturday and remembers present except two who were
turn to Belfast to resume his practice.
ill.
Mrs- Amos Clement of the State
Federation
The Sick and Convalescent.
Dr. F. M.
committee read an interesting and instructive
Adams is improving from a very critical illpaper on the .“Woman’s Federation Moveness with gall stones_Dr. Elmer Small has
ment."
Reports of the officers were read and
been confined to his home on Miller street the
accepted The records show much' philanpast week,ill with a severe cold...Mrs. Wm. K.
thropic work done during the past year, inMacNeil, who has been critically ill at the
Gliding donations to the Red Cross Society. I
home of her sister, Mrs. Nina Wentworth, in |
the Longfellow
Association, tjie Belfast Home | 1
is
Mr.
Mac Neil,
slowly improving.
Knox,
for A*ed Women, individual
charity work, and
who has been with her, expects to return home
j many floral offerings to the ill and bereaved.
in a few days-Mrs. Ralph H. Howes is
The club has lost one charter member in
the
about her home after an attack of grip borderpast year—Mrs. Ella A. Small, for whom an
ing on pneumonia... .There are fewer cases of
a

Very truly yours,

|

Carle & Jones
r__

1

|

impressive

James H. Howes, Mrs. Haraden S. Pearl. The
will be a seco id year of the British Isles. Mrs. Howes served delicious refreshments and Mrs. John R. Dunton
poured.

E.

made

trip, the vessels starting out together and making port almost in
company, honors being even. The time made,
43 days, compares very favorably with the
runs usually made between the two ports by
the "square riggers.”... .The schooner Martha
E. McLain landed 15 barrels of large herring,
caught off shore, at Portland April 21st, the
first brought in this season.. They were sold
for $3 a barrel-Steamers F. J. Lisman and
Seaconnet, which have just been repaired at
the Bath Iron Works, have been chartered at
$20,000 a month by a newly organized steamsailing

was

on

seed!

Many

j

OATS!
IF

study topic

Palmer and Singleton Palmer, which
left Norfolk March 8th, coal laden, arrived at
Rio Janeiro April 21st.
Remarkably even

Mary

given.

Dunton, Mrs R F. Dunton, Miss Elizabeth"A.
Kelley; benevolence. Miss Grace H. Hall, Mrs.

The Portland schooners

Shipping Items.

memorial has been

excellent papers have been read and several
sent to the Federation’s Bureau of
Reciprocity. Mrs. Fred W. Brown was elected presiMrs.
Charles M. Craig, first vice president,
dent, Miss Margaret A. Dunton, second vice
president, Mrs. George E. Brackett, secretary
and treasurer; topic committee. Mrs. John R.

better.

the

1

Henry,
T°“n.
George,

Molly.

jjj

crop and avoid
the loss of your labor
and yield caused by sowSO-CALLED seed
on

giving

dealer

you

your
the

genuine

.W.B.Co.

of the Young Citizen’s
Club.)
Doodle Jones,”
John Durham |
Albert Fogg
Charles Wrieht
Russell Knox
Katherine Brown
Ava

want to be sure of

good

oats, insist

lowing cast;
(Members
"Yankee

ou
a

ing

Patriotic Peanut Stand.”
The
members of the 8th and 9th Grades of the
mty
schools will give a public supper in
Memonal
hall next Friday,to be followed
by a two act play
"The Patriotic Peanut Stand,” with the fol"The

self very

BRAND.

Burgess

These afe natural oats,
grown in a latitude that
makes them adapted to
climate

our

and soil.

Your dealer will

supply

you.

topic
Composer.”
of

livery at their convenience, with a discount of
26 cents per ton for cash in 30 days from date
of delivery-At L. J. Pottle’a 5, 10 and 25
cent
a

Hay ford

store,

good

and

per

only
pairs
Jersey lisle 50 cent
to

two

a

sash

will

you

of curtain

assortment

yard

block,

find

scrim at 10

rods

5

and

10

Boyineton,

eye

summer

weight

a

his

specialist.Special

sale

on

“■

«•

uu.

Louise Ellis, and
dleton.
and

com-

Hope Dorman played “The Happy
Peasant”, Grace Hazeltine “A Little Romance”,

closed with

kowski,

on

then handed

slips

of paper which bade them
places in the house until

found

something bearing

After many trips upstairs
ber found a tissue paper

their

names

and down each

May Day sale this week, Saturday, in the
Unitarian church parlor, where home-made
food and candy and useful articles will be for
sale and a free entertainment will be given by
the

the members.

Better Paint.

comes-down.
Better paint than

never

Devoe? There isn't any.
had waited 20 or 30 years ago
than Devoe; how long
for a better paint
would he have waited" How long would he
still have to wait?
The price a gallon makes some difference;
yes, but not much; it’s the paint that counts;
one

quality

counts.

It's the go-far that counts.
property counts more yet.
Better

Protection of

paint

by Lucy Pen-

:

I

Is Inc Best Custom-Made Corset on the Market and are

r—

What

or

WE ARE

a

full line of

Telephone

169-12

MRS. C. S. WEBBER,

| Closing

Bell Street. Belfast, Maine.

FOR CHOICE

1 Lot Suits

Sweet Peas
and Nasturtiums

$5.00

GO TO

1 Lot Skirts

CHARLES

$6.00

and

F.

SWIFT’S,

Masonic Temple.

Values $8.00, $7.00.

3wl5

$5.00,

LET US

$3.00

DEVOE

Mason & Hall sell it.

Salt Pork
(FRIDAY ONLY), HEAVY

and

MEDIUM

10£c.ib.
BROOMS 4“^. 28c.

1 Lot Waists
Send us pour eggs and the
chicks will be returned

Value 68c.

>

at 25c.
Very truly

///

tAf/ICOOi

Circulars giving full directions will he mailed
2wl6
on request.

Free

yours.

THE FERGUSON POULTRY FARM

Carle & Jones

BELFAST, MAINE

PERRY’S CASH MARKET

Strawberry Plants
FOR SALE.

!,
The clogged air-tubes directly affect your lungs and speedily lead to
pleurisy, pneumonia, consumption.

Choice varieties. Prices reasonable. Apply to
M. O. WILSON, Poor’s Mills.
2wl7

SCOTT’S EMULSION overcomes
bronchitis in an easy, natural vray.
Its curative OIL-FOOD soothes the
inflamed membranes, relieves the
cold that causes the trouble,
and every drop helps to JPgl
TW*OV
strengthen your lungs.

VACUUM
CLEANING
We have the largest vacuum hand power
made. We clean carpets, furniture,
nattresses, etc. We use an electric machine
deaner

Tllf

J} Ig

against break

year

known to many of my customers and
am ready to take orders.

congh tears down
your strength.

All Dnvfitf Hava It
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES
14-44

one

I have received

rust.

Spring samples of the above Corsets

The prostrating
;

for

guaranteed

Values $25 and $20,
a*

Better paint this year if your property needs
it. Mistaken men have been waiting for paint
to come-down. The cost of their job has gone
up nqf. down; it always goes-up by waiting;

the

vocal solo

mem-

package containing
her arm emblem, the mark of honors won by
keeping certain rules of the organization. These
emblems are to be worn for the first time at

Suppose

a

—___

“Homage to Schumann”, by Mosthe player piano. The girls were

look in various odd

they

pirella

piano solos by Julia Littlefield, Alice Sanborn

sketch of his life and

of the best known of

p >sitions.

union suits

lobsters at Bramhall’s market Saturday, May
1st. Alive, 22 cents; boiled, 25 cents... .Strawberry plants for sale by M. O. Wilson, Poor’s
Mills-For sale at? half price, one gas stove,

<n>

some

customer, and women’s

for 39 cents_See appointments of Dr. E. H

MAINE.

BFLFAST,

piano trio;

She read

and Julia Littlefield,“Traumerei.” An explanation of Heine’s poem, “The Two Grenadiers,’
followed.and Schumann’s musical setting for it
The program
was sung by Rev. A, E. Wilson.

are now

ury,

WHOLESALE D1STRIBUTORS,

dignified,

Jat
(,,ircus C£"p»

stockings, once considered a luxalmost a necessity, and when you
buy you should buy the Holeproof. They are
not expensive and are guaranteed. Sold only
at The Dinsmore Store-The Consumers Fuel
Co. announce special coal prices subject to de-

suits... .Silk

Swan-Whitten-Bickford Co,,

Jennie Roberts
Jersey
; Miss Mason, Jennie’s sister and Miss Spencer’s
I
intimate
Pearl Gilchrist
friend,
The Junior Alliance met at the Unitarian I 1st
Schoolgirl,
Hazel Perkins
with fourteen 2d Schoolgirl,
parsonage Friday afternoon
Mildred Thomas
After
the
Schoolboy,
members and six guests present.
Avard Craig
!
: 2d Schoolboy.
Ivan Havener
opening devotional exercises and transaction
Carroll
Parker
I
of business, the chairman of the day's pro- ! fortune Teller,
Bessie Allen
(School Boys and Girls.)
gram, Mi9S Charlotte Wadsworth, announced
The entertainment wrill include a
as “Robert Schumann, the Great
the
coast.

spoke

PAPERS

j

! BramhalFs

Summer

I

22 Cents,
25 Cents

colors, the best goods they have ever placed
Attention is also called to
on their counter?
their Forest and Essex mills vests and linen

will

commi

I

the

cents

the

Alive,
Boiled,

FOR

....

cants.The Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.
announce a reduction in coal prices on and
after May 1st for coal delivered within the
city limits and put in on a level. A discount of
26 cents per ton allowed for cash in 30 days_
James H. Howes, Odd Fellows’ block, offers
two specials for Friday and Saturday onlywomen’s 39 and 50 cent stocicings for 29 cents,

$25; 50 contributions of $10; 40contributions
of $5. No more worthy object than this will be
presented to the citizens of Belfast and it is
hoped that those who are willing to contribute

1

Headquarters

/

Busie,
Myrtle Simpson
Jennie,
Barbara McKenney
ship concern known us the inter-ocean Trans- Nellie,
Marian
Thurston
I
ana Mrs. nan, ineir son, ana Mrs. nan s agea
portation Co. of America, with offices at New I Mamie,
Sadie Bowen
Bessie,
Bernice Harriman
father, Mr. Peavey, were sitting in the kitchen York and Boston, which will charter steamers
Sam, a colored
Truman Roberts
and all were stunned by the shock. Mr. Peavey to load at both ports. The Lisman will leave Silas Philander boy,
Stubbins, who joins the circus,
Dr. F. C. Small lioston on may isi ior notieraam, me oeaconwas rendered unconscious.
Harold Bradford
was summoned and revived him and no serious
net on May 5th for Havre, while the M. E. Tommy Perkins, a back-country youth,
Howland Pendleton
consequences are expected. On Mr. P^avey’s Harper, which has also been chartered, will
Sally, his “best gal,”
Annabel Curtis
feet were livid marks, although neither his leave Boston on May 15th for Swedish ports
Mr Farnum, the showman,
Horace Webster
Uncle
his
nor
shoes
showed
marks
of
clothing
any
Jerry Slocum, town constable.
The six-master Edward B. Winslow arrived at
Tolford Durham
the lightning. The roof and boarding of the
Bath last Sunday, in tow, from New York and
1 Deacon Podger, a widower,
Frank Downs
ell were considerably shattered, although not will receive extensive repairs at the hands of Miss
Nancy
an
“old
Blodgett,
;
maid,”
set on fire. No other damage in this vicin- Percy & Small, having been badly stove in for- !
Dorothy Ingalls
Miss Spencer, Molly’s sister, who thinks herity has been'reported.
ward in a recent collision with a battleship off I
ning struck the house of Frank Hall, situated on the road from Citypoint to Waldo. Mr.

of

assure

Lobsters 1

Bridges, patriotic instructor, presented the
following Patriots Day program: Duet, “Just
Before the Battle, Mother," Mrs. Minnie Gay measles among the school children and the
and Mrs. Lottie McDonald; poem, Mrs. Au- grip colds are also less in evidence.... Herbert
gusta Fletcher; article on Memorial Day, Mrs. S. Morey, who has been ill for several weeks
Julia McKeen; poem,“The Last Fierce Charge," from the effects of a very severe cold, went
M rs. Nettie Merrithew; poem, “Sweethearts to Bangor Monday for medical treatment....
and Wives of ’61," Mrs. Arvilla Downs; George Mrs. Levi M. Clay and Mrs. R. T. Newell of
Washington, our first and greatest-patriot Citypoint have been confined to their home
Thomas Gannon; remarks by Comrades John for several days with grip. Both are a little

Miss Margaret L. Keene; aprons,
Julia G. McKeen; food, Mrs. William K.
an oak dining table, iron bed, etc.
Apply to
Keene; dolls, Mrs. Carl H. Stevens; ice cream, went to Skowhegan, where this equipment had
W. B. Woodbury, 108 High street_Light
Mrs. Frank I. Wilson; tea, Mrs. Everard A.
been used last year, and found that it had given
a
at
bargain at the Wind?or
buggy for sale
| Wilson; decorations, Miss Anne M. Kittredge; perfect satisfaction and that everybody spoke
House stable-This is housecleaning time
entertainment, Mrs S. A, Parker; fir pillows, well of it. In 60 days j.65 of
176
Skowhegan’s
and W. B. Fletcher is ready to help you with
Mrs. Giles G. Abbott. Other attractions will
miles of road had been gone over at an averthe largest vacuum hand-power cleaner made,
! b
added and their committees announced
cost
of
and
the
$10.62,
roads were in
age daily
or with an electric machine iji houses that have
There will be a joint special committee ) fine condition this
later.
|
spring. The engine and j
nave uuwer,
eiectuoujr.
! of the Aid and club in the Woman’s Club room
as
much work in a day as six
grader will do
farm and garden seeds of the best varieties,
tomorrow, Friday, afternoon when changes, if pairs of horses and two road
machines, and do all pure, fresh seed Ask for their
catalogue
necessary, will be made.
better work. The grader does work that the
-Salt pork, i Friday only) 1( 7 8 cents a
road machine cannot do; gets farther into the
pound at Perry’s cash market. Brooms, 40 cent
ditches and rolls the road, leaving it in better
value, 28 cents.... Mrs. Walter Upham and
condition. After inspecting the work done in
family and Mr. and Mrs J .tines Upham publish
Skowhegan the committee returned home feel- a card of thanks.
infir that we should not only have better roads
but at less expense with this equipment, and at
a special meeting of the city ccuncil last Satur*
PRICES OF
urday evening, after hearing the report of the
committee, the following orders were passed:
Ordered, That the city of Belfast purchase
a traction engine and that Charles R.
uoombs,
mayor, and C. W. Wescott, chairman of the
Mrs.

Patterns,
"

while

potato and

will

new
members responded briefly when
called upon for remarks. The next meeting

fa addition to our regular line of 5c.
papers we have
marked one entire sample book REGARDLESS OF

C0S7

for

The

Height of the Season,

Lot 20
“

the

cultural clubs

ville, Fla,, 21-2 years ago) and the operation
He hopes to be discharged in
a few days.”
was a success.

.•

Market.

WALL

Observed. Emma White Barker Tent observed Grant day at their meeting
April 21st. Comrade George W. Patterson cf
Thomas H. Marshall Post was obligated and
Mrs. Georgia Wentworth Juan, president of
the S. of V, Auxiliary, was initiated. After
Grant Day

Are

was no

The Journal has received the following note
from a nurse in the Manhattan Eye hospital,
210 East 64th street. New York city: "Mr. E.
J. Morison had his right eye operated on (his
left one having been operated on in Jackson-

Guaranteed for
Three Months without holes or
*
new hose free.

who

meeti ng of the Heading DeWoman’s Club last Tuesday
evening.and Mrs. Amos Clement, the president,
who was to have reviewed "The Turmoil” by
Booth Tarkington, will give the review next
Monday afternoon at the annual meeting of
the Club.
There

["SPECIAL
j
I Saturday, May 1st, I rWen
SALE

partment of the

not expen-

sive.

Members of ftie B. H. S class of 1915, accompanied by Miss Melvina V. Parker, teacher, were present at both sessions of the suThe pupreme Judicial court last Friday.
pils of Grade VI were excised from noon
April 19th until last Monday morning on account of the illness with a severe cold of their
teacher, Mrs Mildred Clary Neal,
A.

once

Holeproof

nature of the fish.

ters

Mr. H.

were

their cottage.
Dr. Ernest S. Webber returned Saturday
from Boston, where he had taken a private
course in plate making, and has resumed his
dental practice. During his absence his rooms
in Masonic Temple were thoroughly renovated.
on

sidered a luxury— now they
are almost a necessity. And
when you buy the Guaranteed

ed 54

also of the

Mr and Mrs. Byron Graaklaw and William
Greenlaw spent the past week at Temple
Heights,where they have been making repairs

SILK

L. A. Payson has been elected business manager of the Belfast Farmers* Union. The sales
of the Union for the months of February and
March amounted to $9,726.19. and $275 were
added to the capital by new members.

—

..

e

Grange Hall, Waldo. Saturday evening, May
1st. Music by Townsend's orchesta. Tickets
to hall 85 cents.
Stabling free.

n

;

houses that have

3wl7p

electricity.

Apply

to

W. B. FLETCHER,
27 High Street,

RECENT

Spring Fever.
be seen
Among the signs of spring to
is more ineven in the city streets none
fallible than the annual display, in the
windows of the apothecary, of sulphur,
and Rochelle
sulphur and cream of tartar
more potent
sait, or of those presumably
because more mysterious mixtures sup-

All Distances

and
plied in shapely, beautitully colored,
blood
elegantly clothed containers, the
which are
purifiers” and “nerve tonics
“good for spring fever.”
And what is spring fever? Why, when
all other animate things are actually
springing into new life and expressing
themselves with appropriate joy, should
caresses of
man languish and lament the
all other

BY LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
To the

the climbing sun? Why, when
life revels in the out-of-doors, should
air and
man seek out the poison-laden
darkened confines of the house of drugs,
of
and carry thence with him a package
seems the
“Bpring medicine?” Spring
finest of tonics, and even of stimulants,
need to
to other life; why should man
counteract its influence with nauseous

loss of appetite, impure
blood, nervousness, and general listlessness.” Coming from one whose preparation has “proved unfailingly reliable for
this must be authoritative.
The makers of medical mixtures are
forced these days to be less esoteric than
label
formerly, and we learn from the
that among the ingredients of this parfor
the
ticular concoction are “dog-grass
kidneys, hops for general tone, sarsaparilla to clear the blood” (without it no
such mixture would be quite complete),
senna
“ginger to stirup the stomach, and
and cascara for the bowels.”
But sulphur and cream of tartar are
less complex and more impersonal, and
have been vastly longer on the market
than proprietary preparations, and when
interrogated they tell a simpler story as
to the nature of spring fever. So far as
cold science can make cut by all sorts of
investigation, the only effects of these
substances when taken internally is to
hasten the movement of the food through
the alimentary canal, and to prevent kb
too long residence in the reservoir of
waste matter, the large intestine. In
other words, they are, like the senna and
cascara of the more complicated cure,
mild laxatives.
They do not directly
affect the “nerves” or the appetite, but
they do affect them both indirectly by
ridding the body of accumulations of
putrefying material in the large intestine, from which poisons that depress the
nervous system are sure to be absorbed
into the blood.
The effects of the time-tested, as well
as of the more modern, spring remedies
are those of a mild laxative, which incidentally help tp keep the blood pure and
the nervous system free from depressing
poisons. Reasoning backward from this
fact, the condition present in spring
fever is an overloading of the digestive
tract, the cause apparently being the inBut
creasing warmth of the season.
what connection is there here between
cause and effect?
To explain this, one must go back six
months, to the time when the sun begins
to travel southward; when woolen things
become agreeable companions, and the
bodily fires carried on in the continuous
tonic contraction of the voluntary muscles, are quickened. We then turn to
i---1

noL'pc

similarly heavy foods, with a zest impossible in July and August. With the
rising mercury of April and May, conditions are reversed. The fires in the
muscles are checked, and there is con-

J. W. Emerson is the guest of relatives in Bangor.

Miss Bowden ot South Brooks is working for Mrs. Lela Higgins.
Mrs. Jennie Richardson spent Sunday
with her mother, Mrs. Adeline Wescott.
Pearl Crockett and Mrs.Millie Emmons
UpaaI/c

nraro

SnnHav rallprs

at

R

T.

Aborn’s.
Mrs. Mertie Bailey is teaching the
Patterson school in Thorndike, and Miss
Helen Philbrick at Thorndike Station.
George Leonard passed away at his
home April lifth, after a long sickness
from Bright’s disease. He was loved
and respected by both young and old,
and will be greatly missed by the entire

community.
Henry Marden and little daughter of
Dorchester, Mass., Allen Leonard and
son Walter of Union, and Wesley Woods
of Rumford Falls, were called home to
attend the funeral service of their rela-

tive, George Leonard.
The schools in town began April 19th
with the following teachers: Mrs. Maude
Boulter at Knox Corner, Miss Clara Ingraham at Knox Center, Miss Clara
Jones of Jackson at East Knox, Miss
Stella Berry of Morrill, Ray.

“I Don’t Feel Good”
That is what a lot of people tell us.
Usually their bowels only need cleansing.

of Nathan Walker, former sheriff
of Hancock county. The family moved
to Ellsworth from Orland when Mr.
Walker was elected sheriff. Frank Walker went to Washington more than fifty
years ago, and had for years been emsons

To the salesmen who arrange their tours, make
appointments, or effect record sales of goods;

lilftUuH in

|

To the executives or travelling men who keep in
touch with the home office or the folks at home,
when [in other

the]

|

men

and relatives

and

ingother

W on

eir

The schools here were closed for a
time owing to the case of scarlet fever.

cities;

women

Edward Avery has the grip. He is
by Dr. Emmerson of Bucktport.
attended

W. D. Harriman and Evander Harrivisited relatives in Sandypoint April
15th.
man

Miss Grace Clifford of Stockton Springs
visited her sister, Mrs. G. B. Harding,
April 17th.

who do not lose track of friends

Several from this place attended the

towns.

in Bucksport last Saturday afterand pronounced them fine.

pictures
noon

Mrs. Cleveland Hooper and two children of StocKton Springs are visiting
Mrs. H’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Holbrook.

a

Little Miss Eleanor Harding has scarlet
She is attended by Dr. Foster of
Bucksport and at this writing is improving. Every precaution will be taken to
prevent the disease spreading.
The many friends of Miss Evelyn
Avery wish to offer congratulations on
I her marriage to Percival Mills, which
took place at the Methodist parsonage
in Bucksport April 17th, Rev. H. W.
Webb officiating and using the ring service.
Mr. Mills is ore of the firm of B.
C. Avery & Co. and during his stay here
has won many friends. Mrs. Mills has
always lived here and is beloved by all
who know her, and we all wish them a
long life of happiness together. After
the ceremony Mr. and Mrs. Mills took
the train for Bangor, where they spent
several days.

fever.

Everv 'Bell

Telephone is

Long Distance Station

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

I

WHITE’S CORNER.
MRS. MARTHA BABBIDGE, 92.

by Children at Conclusion of her
Winter’s Visit in Brockton, Mass.

honored

The many

friends

UNITY.

j

SANDYPOINT.

Miss Mildred Rollins, who is teaching
in Vassalboro, spent the week-end with
her mother, Mrs. Linnie Rollins.
The many friends of C. E. Stevens,
who went to Bangor for treatment, are
very pleased to hear that he is much im-

Thee.
Besides the joy she derives from caring for her own .house, Mrs. Babbidge
gains pleasure in reading, sewing and
mending. She iB troubled with a slight
lameness, but is able to go about more

jtexaB&fltdett&iea,
will do the trick and make you feel fine.
We know this positively. Take one
tonight. Sold only by us, 10 cents.
eJOi8 BnjQ X»io

Eczema spreads rapidly, itching almost
Irivea you mad; For quick relief, Doan’e Ointment la well recommended.
60c at all • tores

girls.

Ironton, Ohio.—“ I

women, too.

Mr. and Mrs. G. H. York visited Mr.
and Mrs. Walter York in Monroe April

SsssSS:

NOTICE
of the
City ,,f „
has determined that the folio
portions of streets, in raid Ciu
sprinkled this year, in whole, at t!i(. aha'! r,
the abutters thereon, viz:
Churc'
,^en8*of
entire length; High street,
from' Nim’ u
avenue to Green street;
North|.f,rt lh|JOrt

and

from end of the
square to

could not

sleep nights.

Now she looks

so healthy that even the doctor
speaks
of it. You can publish this letter if you
like.”—Mrs. Rena Bowman, 161 S. 10th
Street, Ironton, Ohio.

u

1

Kansas.

The whist club held its annual turkey
supper, which is given by the losers, at
the Central House last Saturday evening. Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
C. W. Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. B. Moulton, Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Chase, W. P.
Higgins, Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Gregory
and Mrs. A. L. Ward.
The school committee of the towns of
Albion, Unity and Troy met in Adams’
hall Friday to elect a district superintendent and H. B. Arey of Litchfield
was chosen for the position.
Mr. Arey
was educated at Colby College, has had
seven years’ experience in teaching and
two years as district superintendent in
the towns of Bowdoin, Litchfield and
Wales. He is very highly recommended
by those acquainted with his work in educational lines.
OAK

George L. Harvey has
with the Belfast Water Co.

City

of

Belfast.

City of Belfast.
Any person desiring to bid on
for sprinkling city streets for
municipal year may get full sp
to the amount to be done by

t

j
!

Mayor.
CARLETON DOAK,

2wl6

FOR SALE
boarding and lodging
new and up-to date.
This the best in the city, within thru
walk of postoffice, railroad stati*
ries. This is a bargain. Come earls
i it over and get price.
For terms enquire at 6 Miller p?r«.
M
R. Knowlton’s real estate < ff
block. Main street.
3*9|
12-room

v. u..

everything

<-

Ore. L1BBEY.
DENTIST,
3 9 MAIN STREET,

BELFAS:. MAINE

Massachusetts Bonding & lusur.tn
pany, Boston, Mass.

/x

--—-—

Assets December

(confidential) Lynn, .Mass., for ad-

vice.

\ our letter will be

estate... $
Collateral loans.
::
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank.

read and answered by a woman
and held in strict confidence*

Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable..

$ 69.000 OC
20,000 01

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.

500 000 0C
150.588 62
51,455 1C
203 9^i
6,278 9(

Agents’ balances.
Suspense accou its.
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

$797,526 4(
6,085 82

Admitted assets.

$791,440 6c

19

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

$6.'.t

;».•

Liabilities December 31, 1914.
| Net unpaid losses and loss expenses.

$ 64i

Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital...
Surplus over all liabilities.

1,47

liabilities and surplus
$4.tli
Bonding and Burglary Insurance I
F.rr
&
ments—Micomber,
Whitten,
Agents for Maine, Augusta, Maine
Industrial, Accident and Health I
Total

$ 26,716 9t
164,373 8'
7,556 72
‘300,000 0C
292,793 01

...

_1

Hit...

H *

-1_"

employment

Mrs. .Edna Harquail and daughter,
Miss Avis, came from Castine Saturday
morning, Aprii 17th. and remained at
their home over Patriots’ day.

Daisy Berry has gone to Augusta t ,
Insane hospital.
Mrs. A. R. Wellman and Mrs. C. E.
L. J, Wingate has bought the Solomon File s Bartlett were in Bangor Saturday and

Miss

work in the

TT__

on

_

farm in

Thorndike and will

kia Karri! Pink ham

the birth of

a

move

Mrs. Wellman made a short visit with her
sister, Mrs. B. C. Ames, in Orono.

there soon,

working

nlaaa

mKara Via

young man.

Miss Laura Holmes began school in
district No. 9 April 20th and school in
district No. 8 began April 26th with
Miss Turner of Palermo as teacher.

Libby’s Sunday.

John Pierce has sold his farm to Fred Bagley and intends later to goto New Hampshire
where their

daughter

Erdeue is

a

MacFarland, who was ^operate 1
upon last Wednesday at the Lewiston hospitt 1
for appendicitis, is reported as getting alon (

nicely.
The schools in town are in session with th 5
following teachers: Green’s Corner, Flora My
Corner, Marguerite Danfortl
Corner, Georgia Woods; Troy Centei
Wilhelmina Cunningham; Rogers’Corner, Clai
Linscott; Webster district, Lurline Hillmar ;

SHIPS

NOT BUILT RIGHT.

;

May American Magazine Lin- Baker district, Maude Hawes.
coln Colcord, who knows the sea as few
Much regret is telt that our pastor, Rev
people do, writes a remarkable letter in James Ainslie, will not return to Unity an 1
which he claims modern ships are not
Troy, as was hoped and expected, but as hi s
built for safety.
An extract from his home is to be in the beautiful village of Sears
In the

letter follows:
‘A fearful thing when a steamer
breaks in two. But we of the sea have
always known that those tank steamers,
with the machinery all aft, aren’t fit for
the Atlantic: they have been put on because
some
wants
to
corporation
squeeze out a few more dollars; and
now, as if that weren’t enough, they go
one better, cut down on the specifications, build them cheaper, and one of
the poor things falls in two. A sordid
romance at best; all quite unnecessary.
Dollars and'cents, my masters! I know
the men, too, who navigate them; men
without proper experience, with no responsibility, sleepers at night on the
bridge. Even poor old Smith, of the
“Titanic,” a man trained to better ways,

had been caught by it.’
PITTSFIELD

PERSONALS.

B. E. Kinney of Bnrnham
caller in town last Thursday.

Mrs.
ness

was a

busi-

Ralph Morae, Esq., of Belfast wss a recent
visitor at the home of Dr. W. L. Cargill.;
Mrs. Kate Decrow, who was called here on
account of the death of Mrs. Angelia Brackett,
returned to her home in Brooka
morning,—Pitta field Adveratier.

Wedneaday

port
us

we

will be his gain;” so Je 1
Searsporc is surely to b

trust “our loss

not be

selfish.

congratulated,
ual talent and

large place

for he is

a

young

man

of

unus

education, well fitted to fill

in the

city,

where he will

17th.

Mrs. Pearl Wellman was hostess for
the Ladies Club Wednesday afternoon,
April 14th. After the customary game
of whist, ice cream and assorted cake
were served.

HUMPHREYS’

Gerrish

Cook's

MODERN

Prof. W. E. Hebard, who has been a
guest at the home of Hon. C. M. Conant
during the Easter recess, returned to his
school duties in Royaiton, Vermont,

April

teacher.

Miss Mabel

rick;

N.

went to

Mr. and
Libby from Ben.on an 1
Mr. and Mrs. Davis from Burnham visited a t
James

Bartlett and C. O. Whitney
Belfast April 19th to serve as
and
traverse jurymen, respectivegrand
ly, at the April term of court,
E.

mill

his family.
Mrs. Will

Clarence Nickerson lost one of his
work horses recently and much sympathy is expressed for him as he is a hard-

—

rv.

L-i.

iiieiu,

uiieii"!,

..

Delmont Gerry of Unity has bought the Ab

»(..

*;<

...

14th.

ceiving congratulations
daughter.

^

$4,641.:,

Admitted assets.

Liabilities December 31, 1914
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

9;

Interest and rents
All other assets

31, 1914

Mortgage Loans.
Collateral loans..

;
1

..

The Automobile Ins. Co. of Hartford, Conn.
650 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.
Assets December

31, 1914

Real

opened,

—.

Bradford from Auburn returne
to her home Saturday.

Harry Knowlton of Belfast was a
guest of James Webster April 13th and

1

’tay

J

Mrs. Edwina

KILL, (Swanville )

=

J

The contract for the support of ,,
will expire thia year.
Any person
see the new specifications can d.
suiting the Mayor.
2wl6
CARLETON DOAK. , (

Street, Lewiston, Maine.
Orilla Shute arrived Saturdaj fron , 18th.
W. S. Keed, District Manager, 64 V
Camden and opened her home for the summer !
Total liabilities and surplus.
$791,440 6c
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Jewett were guests
3wl7
Bangor, Maine.
CARLETON
DOAK, Agent,
Mrs. John Littlefield came from Portland las | of Mr. and Mrs. W. N. York in Monroe
Main*
3wl5
Belfast,
16th.
April
week and is having her house repaired whil
People’s National Fire Insurance
here.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealley were
pany of Wilm.n&ton, Del v\
London & Lancashire Fire Insurance Comguests of Mr. and Earle Nealley in MonThe writer found; strawberry and dandelio:
Assets December 31. 1914
pany, Ltd., of Liverpool, England.
roe Sunday.
blossoms last week—several days earlier tha:
Real estate.
5
Assets December 31, 1914.
Misses Bartlett and Annie Ritchie rejast year.
Mortgage loans.
turned to Winterport High school Mon- Real estate.$ 300,000 0( Collateral loans..
Miss Fostina Griffin returned to Brewe r
Stocks and bonds
3,071.070 3<; Stocks and bonds
1
day afternoon, April 19th.
657.521 31
Cash in office and bank.
Tuesday of last week after spending the holi
Cash in office and bank.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
George Hopkins of Mon- Agents' balances. 567,089 91 Agents’ balances.
day and Sunday at home.
Bills receivable.
roe visited at the home of their daugh1,368 01 Interest and rents..
Mrs, Lizzie Lord, who has been employed a 1
46.314 51
Interest and rents.
ter, Mrs. Walter Bickford, recently.
All other assets.
469,886 31 I
F. F. Perkins for the past few months, lef L
Gross assets
Augustus Clark and Charles Ritchie,
Deduct items not admitted.
Tuesday for her home in Addison.
Gross assets.$5,113,250 6(
who have suffered from the prevailing
The Ladies Social Circle met last week wit]
Admitted assets.
$i.
epidemic, are improving at this writing. Deduct items not admitted. 1,181,642 21
Mrs. Fred Black. A baked bean supper will b :
Liabilities December 31, 1914.
Several ladies from this vicinity atAdmitted assets.$3,931,608 31
held this, Thursday, evening at Griffin's hall.
tended a meeting of the Monroe W. C.
Net unpaid losses. ?
Liabilities December 31, 1914.
Mrs. Edna Cousins, who has been in Bango r T. U. at Mrs. Lida Fishers' in West
! Unearned premiums
Net unpaid losses.$ 220,974 5'
All other liabilities.
with her daughter and family for severs 1 Winterport
17th.
April
Unearned premiums. 2,791,005 6c
Cash capital.
months, arrived Saturday and will spend sev
67.408 9
Misses Louise Libby and Laura Bick- All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities.
eral weeks at her home here.
200,100 0C
ford, students in Bangor High school, Deposit capital.
over all liabilities.
652,219
Surplus
Total liabilities and surplus. *1
were at their homes from Friday to Mon3wl6
Surplus as regards policyholders... 852,219 2f
day afternoon, April 19th.
TROY.

1

L

fit.
Dated this 21st day of April, 1916

Miss Bertha Connor has returned from
Dr. King’s hospital, Portland, where
she underwent a very successful surgiHer sister, Mrs. May
cal operation.
Connor Lawrence, who accompanied her,
has returned to her home in Pittsburg,

Mrs.

1

J .,0

see

Why will women continue to suffer
day in and day out and drag out a sickly,
half-hearted existence, missing threefourths of the joy of living, when
they
can find health in
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound?
If you
hay® the slightest doubt
that Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetal>le Compound will help vou, write
I.vilm K1 DinM.
ni
~

I
'l

ce,ra8t* 'or the purpose of
deterirmm
amount to be assessed on the estat.■.
on said streets
to defray the
sprinkling, at which time and plac.
interested may appear and be he;

I

A

she

n
,!r

...

Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound enough
for I know I never would have been as
well if I had not taken it and I recommend it to suffering women.

thirteen years old.
She was in
school and was a nervous wreck, and

Wight str,

street, from the westerly line of 1^,.
lot to Front street; Front
street fr,',
street to the Maine Central
depot \\ Vi
street, to Davis’ blacksmith shop;
the westerly side of shoe faJt
street, its entire length.
Notice is hereby given that the
Officers will be in session on the
ao'k
April, 1915, at 3 o clock in the after;
office of tne Superintendent f.f

Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound I
could not sit up.
I
had female troubles
and was very nervous.
I used the
remedies a year and
I can do my work
and for the last eight
months I have
worked for other
I cannot praise Lydia E.

was

!

IThe City Council

enjoying bet-

Daughter Helped Also.
“I gave it to my daughter when

ai«i

eafin„

before and after each meal nr;.'
obtain prompt relief. (Sold onl
City Drug 8tora.

ter health now than I have for twelve
years. When I be*
gan to take Lydia E.

Interest and rents

Mrs. G. H. York visited her niece,
Mrs. Harold Moody, in Monroe April
17th.

employei I

am

heartburn

distressed feeling after

at

actively than many women years her
Her eyesight is remarkably
junior.

good. For 70 years Mrs. Babbidge has
been a member of the Baptist church at
Islesboro. She was left a widow at 40,
with a family of five boys and three

Now Doe* Her Own Work.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound Helped Her.

troubled with

proved.

guests, Mrs. Josephine Bake, 82, Turner
F. E. Littlefield of Waldo has been
street, this city, and Mrs. Sarah J.
loading cars at Sargent’s sidetrack and
Hackett, 78, of Rockland.
A feature of the program was a post- the farmers in this vicinity have been
card shower, arranged by Mrs. Wood hauling potatoes for which they received
for her 92 years old guest. A total of 35 cents a bushel.
150 congratulatory cards and letters had
been sent and, when Mrs. Babbidge
pulled a streamer attached to one of the
bells, the tokens, each lied with a yellow ribbon, fell one by one about her.
She was remembered with other gifts,
including a basket of red roses from Mr.
and Mrs. Wood, and a bouquet of violets
from another friend.
Four generations were represented at
the party, with Mrs. Babbidge, the
greatgrandmother, Mrs. J. W. Totman,
the grandmother, and MrB. Thaddeus
Totman, the mother of another guest of
honor, little Gladys Natalie Totman, one
and a half.
Mrs. Babbidge has a remarkable mem
ary, and entertained her guests by reciting her earliest arithmetic, geography
and grammar lessons, which she learned
as a little girl.
She recited also the
seven verse poem, “The Rich Man and
the Poor Man,” and sang all the verses
of Rock of Ages and Nearer, My God, to

is

(Winterport.)

Miss Gertrude Conant has been chosen
valedictorian of her class at the E. S. N.
S.

Hardie Morin of Boston is here on a visit.
The grip has several victims at this writing
Schr. Maud S. loaded kiln wood here recentl;
for F. F. Perkins.
Miss Angie Sleeper of Camden
Mrd1. Fred Perkins,

If
are
a

WOMAN GOULD
NOT SIT UP

PROSPECT FERRY.

T o the mothers and fathers who retain the home
influence over sons and daughters at college;
To

nonoion ilonorlmont

Walker served as deputy sheriff under
his father. He went West about 45 years
ago, locating at St Joseph, where he became prominently identified with the
shoe business. At his death he was known
as the oldest shoe salesman on the road.
His wife died twenty years ago. Two
brothers of his family survive—William
F., of Lincoln, Neb., and George, of
New York. The late Austin B. Walker,
of Ellsworth, was a brother.

To the order and shipping departments ot the live
selling houses which save time between factories
and customers;

of Mrs. Martha
sequently less use ior fuel in them. This Washington Babbidge of Islesboro will
means a diminished hunger, as the im•ead with interest the following account
mortal inventor of the spring remedy which
!
appeared recently in the Brockton
has truthfully told us. All this fortu- rimes
describing a reception tendered
of
our
;
nately goes on beyond the control
ler at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
wills, but we are fools enough through R. C. Wood, with whom she has been
our fondness for feeding to believe, just
spending the winter:
as the
spring-remedy maker teaches,
Downy, day-old chicks made “comfy”
that this loss of appitite is a bad thing.
n
a
big nest of crepe paper and surWe persuade ourselves that nature has rounded
by Easter eggs were a decoramade a mistake in taking our hunger.
tive novelty used at a reception tendered
We ar*1 sure that she meant we should
and evening at the
afternoon
Friday
enjoy ourselves all the year round as we lome of Mrs. J. W. Totman, 9 Waverly
and
have during the winter months,
itreet, to Mrs. Martha Washington Babthat we should continue to load up with
Didge, 92, of Islesboro, Dark Harbor,
the same quantities of heavy foods.
Maine.
Therefore, we follow our it-tastes-soMrs. Babbidge has been passing the
the
Meanwhile
digestive
good appetite.
winter with her daughter, Mrs. John W.
organs have more innate gumption than
rotman, 9 Waverly street, and as she
to digest the unneeded food forced upon
eaves April 25 for her home in Maine,
them. The undigested stuff accumuthe reception by her Brockton friends
reach
lates, the poisons from it promptly
was in the form of a farewell party. The
the nervous system, and we have all the
reception was from 2 until 5 in the afterfamiliar symptoms of spring fever, as noon and from 7 to 9 in the evening.with
described on the handsome wrapper of Miss
Marjory H. Totman and Miss Pearl
the spring drug.
R. Massison acting as ushers.
Of course senna and cascara, sulphur
At 92 Mrs. Babbidge looks upon life
and cream of tartar, rid us temporarily with the zest of a young girl. She is anof these conditions, make us feel better
ticipating the return to Islesboro, where
for the moment, and help us along until she “keeps house,” doesiher own washfood
of
intake
our
we learn to diminish
ing and ironing, sews and cares for her
and to change our diet to make 't suit- fowl. She was born, married and has
able for the season. If, at the same Drought up a family of eight children in
time, we cautiously rid ourselves of Islesboro.
superfluous clothing, the “fever" is
“You may have your pianos, victrola3
cured, and we are fairly adjusted to the ind operas up here, says the little lady,
heated term.
“but for real music I’d rather hear my
Spring remedies are, then, the out- Did rooster crow on my own back doorof
his
and
ot
man’s
love
come of
eating
Another saying is in response to
itep.
mistaken ideas of the meaning of appe- the
question how she happened to live so
tite. He has no more need of them than
“Because I took good care of myong.
has any other animal, provided he ob- self and minded
my own business,” is her
serves his instinctive leadings in the matravorite answer.
wirs.
rsaDDioge nas
ter of feeding and clothing himself.
aeen in Brockton several winters.
tone
of
Aside from the slight relaxation
Mrs. Babbidge, as guest of honor, was
of the voluntary muscles, he ought, if seated beneath an archway of white,
he has not abused himself, to feel re- formed of Easter
Jilies with potted ferns
freshed and invigorated after the suc- as a background. White bells were suscessful six months’ campaign against oended from the archway and the color
cold, from which he issues again tri- scheme of green and white was further
umphant, into the abundance of pure air leveloped with green and white streamand ample sunlight of the out-of-door ers. Seated beneath the archway with
James F. Rogers, M. D.
existence.
Mrs. Babbidge were two other special
KNOX.

Two brothers, former residents of
Ellsworth, died recently within a few
days of each other—Frank Walker of
Washington, D. C., aged 79 years, who
died April 2, and Henry A. Walker of
St. Joseph, Mo., aged 77 years, who died
April 6. They were natives of Orland,

%

ottH frittora

cr

jobners who make good

To the managers who Keep their forces humming
at the factory or their salesmen busy in the field;

are

l—

the

trades;

concoctions?
As defined by one wh has become immortalized by having his name blown
in the bottle of one of these remedies,
spring fever is a “real ailment, incident
Its
annually in the life of every person.

symptoms

mei chants or

SttAESMOMT

■AST

Edward J. Peters, the last survivor of
Edwin C. Heal has gone to Houlton,
the large family of the late Andrew and
where he has employment.
Sally Jordan Peters, and brother of William B. Peters of Ellsworth, who died on
Victor Woodbridge and wife have reFebruary 6th last, died suddenly Satur turned from a visit in Massachusetts.
day afternoon,Apr.l7th while on his way
Alonzo R; Elms and wife and children
from the U. S. sub-treasury in New
of
Washington, are in town,
York, where he had been employed many the Republic,
guests of his brother, W. N. Elms.
He was
years, to his home in Brooklyn.
Leslie Marriner is agent for the Uniteighty-four years of age. For many
years he had been employed in the sub- ed States Separator and has already sold
treasury, but prior to that time, with his two machines with more customers in
brother Charles, under the fi m name of view. Anyone in need of a separator
C. & E. J. Peters, he was for years in will do well to call on him.
the ship brokerage business on South
street, New York. He leaves one son,
Andrew.

Short

are

deaths.

Witch Hazel Oil
Fop

(COMPOUND)
Piles op Hemorrhoids,

External

or

Internal, Blind

or

Burning.
One application brings relief.
Two sizes, 25c. and $1.00, at
all druggists or mailed.
Bleeding, Itching

Send

or

Free Sample of Oil to

I

probabl;

locate before long.
The Shoe Situation,
i

improvement is apparent in th B
-footwear situation, general conditions are fa r
from satisxaccory ana only in a very few in
stances are plants running close to capacitj
Current orders in most cases stipulate immedi
ate shipment. There is a fair traae in reta 1
While

some

lines, the more seasonable weather havin l
stimulated the distribution of oxfords fo r
men’s wear, while many pumps and balmoral 9
in fancy leathers for woipen have been moving
Only a partial resumption of the export deman j
for leather is reported and, as domestic buy in
continues limited, business, on the whole, re
mains quiet. The recent contract for Russia
army shoes created a call for both sole leathe
and splits, and of late France and Italy hav
taken some quantities of sole, while offal is i
good request from English and Continent! 1
buyers. Apart from the trading on foreig 1
accounts, there is Very little doing in any di
rection, but in spite of this, tanners are less in
dined to grant concessions than heretofore.Dun's Review, April 24th.

;

|

ITumphreys Romeo. Medicine Co., 156 William
St., New York.

surplus. $3,931,608 32
BENJ. F. COLCORD, Agent,
Searsport, Maine

Total liabilities and
3wl5

cester, Massachusetts.
31, 1915.
Bonds.$359,320 U( 1
Cash in office and bank. 150,836 51
6,558 41
Interest.
assets.$516,714 9< 1
5,472 4Deduct items not admitted.

MISS EVIE HOLMES.

j

Gross

1

Interest and rents.
All other Assets.

...

Gross assets. *3
Deduct items not admitted.

Admitted assets. ;
assets.$511,242 5! !
Liabilities December 31, 1914
December 31, 1914.
Net unpaid losses. .$
Net unpaid losses and expense of
Unearned premiums.
settlement.$ 83,360 l.
Unearned premiums.. 104,710 31 All other liabilities.
All other liabilities.
17,326 81 I Cash capital. L'"
Cash capital.
100,000 0< Surplus over all liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities. 205,845 2!
Total liabilities and surplus. $3.
CARLETON DOAK, Ag>
Total liabilities and surplus.$511,242 51
Admitted

Liabilities

3wl5

Belfast, M

3wl5

Indiana Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Co.
Indianapolis, Indiana.

United States Fidelity & Guaranty
pany, Baltimore, Md.

Assets December 31, 1914.
estate.$ 29,500 01
Mortgage loans. 269,350 Ot
Bonds. 150,000 0(
Cash in office and bank. 32,276 21
Agents’ balances. 19,156 7i
6,668 21
Interest and rents, accrued.

Assets December

Real

Gross as ets.$506,951 2!
Book value of bonds over market
55 0(
value.

j
j

31, 191

'•

Real estate. *
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
1.
Cash in office and bank
Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.
Gross assets.

assess.$506,896 2.
) Deduct items not admitted.
Liabilities December 31, 1914.
Admitted assets..S''
Net unpaid losses.$ 11,172 4(
Unearned premiums. 203,105 31
Liabilities December 31, 1914.
All other liabilities, accrued taxes...
6,088 81 Net
unpaid losses.
Surplus over all liabilities. 286.529 5( Unearned
premiums.
Voluntary reserve for contingen2]
Total liabilities and
Admitted

surplus.$506,896

3wl5

cies.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

1

2,U“

liabilities and surplus.$?v*
JAMES PATTEE & SON. ABelfas
3wl5

1

Total

of diseases of Horses,
Cattle, Sheep, Dogs and Fowls, is given in
Dr. Humphreys’Veterinary Manual, mailed
free. Humphreys’ Veterinary Remedies,
156 William St., New York.

32tt

31, 1914

Mortgage loans. £
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Bills receivable and suspense acct.

Assets December

Sick Animals

Guaranteed work In Chiropody, Manicur
ng and Shampooing. Alto Facial Work.
Fall line of all kind* of Hair Work at my
parlors over Shlro’t Store, Phconlx Row.

Assets December

The Masonic Protective Association, VVor

The treatment

NOTICE.

The Aetna Accident and Liability.
650 Main St., Hartford, Cot

v“

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection

Coming. Apply

surance

to

Abstract of

Company.

Statement, January 1, 1

Cash capital.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Total assets.
Reserve re-insurance.
For losses unadjusted.

^2,331

^

^1

Surpluses regards policyholders... 3,l’i‘‘.■L. B. Brainerd, President and Treat'Ui^r
C. S. Blake, Secretary.
Boston Office, 101 Milk Street; C. E. Ro*>e'1
J*1
Manager and Resident Agent.

..

for

new

catalogues.

*

Literary

I

The

News and Notes.

People Ask

"Maine in Verae and Story” is the title
of a volume just published by Richard
G. Badger, Boston. The author, George
A. Cleveland, is a resident of Boston,
Mass., and Bangor, Me., _a man who,
through his literary activities, is known
among his friends as "the fisherman
philosopher.” The poems in the book
have been referred to as "sermons in
verse,” while the stories are mostly
weird tales of the great Maine wilderness, written for the campfire or the
family circle. The volume is a timely
contribution to the distinctive literature
of the Pine Tree State.

Range that MakeaCtoking Easy

is

The war, in all its phases,
discussed,
and depicted by numerous authentic ilMechanics
Magalustrations, in Popular
zine, but the great volume of space ordinarily devoted to discussion and pictures
relating to developments in science, invention, and discovery, is ot appreciably
reduced. The May magazine contains, all
told, 251 articles and 316 illustrations. An
important article on “Directing the War

Buy Good Things
f.lenwood Ranges are the product of New England’s largest and best known foundry.
They are designed by makers of life-long experience. They weigh more, are put together better and burn less fuel than most ranges. The castings are wonderfully

!

smooth and easy to keep
clean.

Owing to their sturdy construction and fine workmanship, they will stand
hard usage, do better work
and last much longer than
the ordinary kind.
They

are

handsome,

con-

venient and mechanically
right—no modern features
lacking. Smooth cast, Colonial design, plain finish,

compact

structure,

j

by Wireless,” by Geo. F. Worts, gives

jj
jj

big

ing grates and countless
other features.
They certainly do “Make
Cooking and Baking Easy”
see

them

Mitchell & Trussell, Belfast
xafarer's Reminiscence.

Maine

Man

Makes

Good.

FARMERS AND ADVERTISING.

The following actual happening came
to the ears of the writer the other day.
Journal.
A physician with a large and growing
near the water’s edge on
family decided to move out into the
country to save expenses. In order to
li most extensively naviout his income he started in poulthe State of Maine, the
u
“The most popular man in the State,” help
try raising. He had had no experience
a North Dakota newspaper in speaksays
ibseot, as well as from a
whatever at it and the farmers of the
of Professor Edwin Fremont Ladd,
at him.
hirers—grandfather, father ing
They
who graduated from the University of neighborhood laughed
he would soon retire from the
a talk was the gist of conMaine in 1885.
Professor Lrdd is a na- thought
competition with more experience and
mi in our younger days, so tive of Maine, born on a Maine farm,
fewer dollars.
receiving his education in the backwoods.
inir saturated with the idea
The doctor, however, made quite a
I After graduating from here in the chemof scientific poultry raising. One
_• a sailor long before we were
study
he
went
to
the
New
istry department,
of his ideas was to use printer’s ink
even handle an oar. It was
York Experiment Station as assistant to
freely. He inserted with his deliveries
to listen to the yarns our Chief Chemist Babcock, famous as the
of tggs a printed circular telling the
after returning from a voy- inventor of the Babcock Milk Test.
public about his methods. He emphatuing settled down in home Three years later, in 1890, he went to sized the cleanliness and
sanitary condivessel was ready for an- North Dakota to help found the State
tion of his poultry houses.
He spoke of
The reader will notice I Agricultural School and Experiment Stahis care to feed the fowls a well-balancdarns;” while we believed tion: His first work in the West was to ed ration of both grain and vegetable
.rst told us, we have since
analyze a brand of widely known fertili- food. He told of the care taken to sort
Here is one zer which was costing the manufacturers
truthfulness.
the eggs for size, color and cleanliness
The reader can judge for a dollar and a half a ton, and which was
ana he guaranteed a given weight per
its possibility,
put on the market lor $30, the farmers dozen.
r mere was no canned food
paying the freight.
The farmers of the town were selling
Professor Ladd put these figures in the
motony of salt and dried
their eggs to the country store for a
is rlie only way to preserve
hands of the legislators who made it a
small price.
Probably the store had to
Beans, peas, rice, and law that fertilizer manufacturers should sell to a wholesaler
and they may have
itter, had much to do with label each product, putting on the label had to
The
go through several hands.
i-rowling so often, as they the name and proportion of each ingredoctor, selling at a little better price j
To prove our parent’s dient used. Thereafter fertilizers which
than the farmers were getting at the
nourishment contained in did not fertilize were put out of the
store, soon picked up a good trade in the
story of a vessel he was in North Dakota market.
nearest large town.
At the present time Professor Ladd
martian before the mast,
In a short time he was cleaning up the !
castaway on a desolate teaches Chemistry in the State Agricul- whole product of his poultry yard at
lural College, is chief chemist of the j
•die Ocean. She carried
better prices than the men were getting i
all told, who were saved Agricultural Experiment Station and
who had monkeyed with chicken raising
othes they stood in owing also State food commissioner and a foe
all their lives.
king up and the wreck- to every kind of fraud. He is paid $4,Probably his simple little printed I
st to sea with the excep000 a year by the State of N. Dakota.
statement of his methods had more to do
In 1895, Professor Ladd made an at”el of rice that washed
with it than anything else. No doubt
condition. This was the tempt to have a pure food law passed
of the old farmers had equally I
Not a mem- many
bad. Eight of the crew by the State legislature.
good methods. But they took no pains
would sooner starve to ber of the house would introduce the bill to
tell the public about them.
It makes |
and two years later he tried again. The
prolong their existenc
little difference how good a man’s meth.: the cussed, tasteless stuff. | bill passed the Senate but was killed in
ods are. how well produced his goods
the lower house.
re wasn’t, a chance of
But with the people
are, how low they are selling, if he
men off that barren island,
with him, in 1901, the bill became a law.
never takes any pains to tell the public
they died the better. The Too late he discovered the appropriation about it.
for its enforcement had been cut out.
The moral is too obvious. Any farm: who ate rice died within a
He was at once appointed pure food comer who raises staples like
eggs, butter,
a
h other in about thirty missioner and began business. The board
vegetables, and whose food products are
se that ate
nothing lived of trustees granted him $150 as enforce- attractive, can get all the business he
tiler the last of their ricement fund, and Boon after ms tour was
wanat
in
me
ueaieai
gwu
|.'iiwcD
lies passed away, when a ended, Experiment Station Bulletin, No.
large town by spending a little money
sight and they were rescued, 53, was issued. The bulletin listed brands on
advertising.—Sanford Tribune.
referred to a younger of canned catsup, colored with coal tar
myself were nearing the dyes that were being sold in the State,
■■ uld make
WHITE MAN WITH BlACk LIVEH,
ourselves useful also brands of fruit that were preserved
aster. Our parent, well in saccharine, diluted with water and
The Liver is the blood purifier.
It wsb
a
desire, rather encouraged were sold a3 short weight.
thought at one time it was the seat of the
a talkative mood he would
and
adulterated
Manufacturers
of
pois;
*Ut he termed “horse sense” oned foods who believed that the teeth passions. The trouble with most people is that
which 1 remembered 6omeand of the pure food law had been pulled their Liver becomes black because of impurprofited by it. For instance, when the appropriation was defeated, i ties in the blood due to bad physical states
asion he said, “Now boys, became active at once and entered a hun- causing Biliousness, Headache, Dizziness and
t older, before
signing arti- dred thousand dollar suit against Ladd. Constipation Dr. King’s New Life Pills will
''
ihe a voyage off shore make it At the same time they sent word to the
clean up the Liver, and give you new life. 25c
"--a to go on board the vessel
commissioner that if he would retract at
your Druggist’s.
the pump-brakes; if you statements in Bulletin No. 53, they would
1
well worn, walk ashore and not press suit.
I repeat all I
whose pump-brakes have
“I’ll retract nothing.
SOME PLANTING SUGGESTIONS.
! Your chances are much said in the bulletin—and half the truth
as
as
hasn’t
been
was
Ladd’s
well
much less
told!”
'fety
reply.
The beauty of a shade tree depends
'J shun a. leaky
ship, and The pure food law was attacked as un- upon its normal and symmetrical growth.
is the best
Diswhen
the
Federal
to
constitutional
and
way
In order to insure this, before planting
prove
trict Court ruled for Ladd, the case was cut off the ends of all broken or mutilight or leaky,
r;lung I want to impress upon appealed to the Supreme Court which lated roots; remove all side branches save
you ever become officers, also upheld the law. The libel suit upon evergreens so that a straight whipy "Urselves to take anything never came to trial.
like stalk alone remains. Dig holes at
lhat doesn’t belong to you,
Professor Ladd’s work comes nearer least 3 feet in diameter and 2 feet deep
t have.
For instance, it affecting every individual in North Da- in good soil; and make them 4 feet across
'd rule on shipboard that kota than the work of any other citizen in
poor soil. The sides of holes should
useless bits of rope and or official.
He has been instrumental in be perpendicular and the bottom flat.
:■
te’s perquisites. He giving the State a pure food law, a Break up soil in the bottom of hole to
li ur barrel or as many strong drug and patent medicine law, the the depth of the length of a
spade blade.
m 111is stuff, where it
best paint law in the nation, a cold stor- Place 12 or 15 inches of good top soil in
Ironi day to day, and on a long age law, an honest advertising law, and the bottom of the hole and use the fine
And they top soil, free from sods or other decom\ m’ulates to a considerable an effective sanitary law.
“ever allow anything like a have proven real laws as they are ena
posing organic matter, about the tree
of rope or canvas to get into forced by the man who wrote them.
roots. On top of this bottom layer place
K i’.™l'1'
In fact, know its contents
In the course of his fight against fraud, the roots of the tree, spread them as
at you would not be afraid to Professor Ladd has had to defend himevenly as possible over the earth, put in
evil in the presence of your self eight times before the Supreme and cover with 2 or 3 inches of fine
Kyr
top
ltle going
price isn’t over $2 Court of the United States; but he has soil. Tramp firmly with the feet and fill
n|any a good mate has lost won out each time. In the last issue of the hole with good earth, leaving the
hiirn allowing a good rope to be the Btudent annual of North Dakota Ag- surface loose and a little higher than the
bottom of his junk barrels, ricultural College each member of the surface of the surrounding soil. When
iti d
lhe junkmen hy weight. faculty is credited with his favorite say- the work of planting is
completed, the
'n
1
days was allowed ing, and opposite Professor Ladd’s name tree should stand about 2 inches deeper
e., pot skimmings and all appears: “I won’t budge an inch,” a than it stood in the nursery.
nib 0<
not fit for use in cook- statement which his career has proven.
In order to insure symmetry of growth,
|.
lf he
sold by the pound also,
trees must be allowed unrestricted area
U»
P°und
of
on.
clear, fat pork has MAN TAKES HIS OWN MEDICINE IS AN for.development. At leaBt 40 feet should
be allowed between trees intended to
; way into the slush barrel
OPTIMIST.
ei)°k’B
dishonesty. When
•Uhl, i:
occupy the ground permanently. Quickmis theft he had to walk the
Be has absolute faith in his medicine—he growing nurse or
it,
temporary trees may
knows when he takes it for certain ailments he be planted between the long-lived ones
leB8°ns told at the fire- gets relief. People who take ur. King’s New to produce immediate results, but as
Younger male members of the Discovery for an irritating Cold are optimists these are seldom removed as soon as
ibnj ad? Invaluable to them in after —they know this cough remedy will penetrate they should be to prevent interference
maeh to do in making of the
with the development of the permanent
k«rlca mariners
the linings of the throat, kill the germs, and
«r
of cities and villages
plantations, the practice is not to be
if,,.
6eacoa8t the honest, earnest, open the way for Nature to act. You can’t recommended.
•S
that they were in the destroy a Cold by superficial treatment—you
!<Hch “W before the foreigner with must go to the cause of the trouble. Be an
For croup or sore throat, use Dr. Thomas
factor n the“"'fy beeame the dominat- optimist. Get a bottle of Dr. King’s New Dis- Eclectic Oil. Two aises, 26c and 60c. At all
forecastle as he is today. covery today.
drug stores.
L.

Norton in

the

Prof. Edwin Fremont Ladd a Diacluate of
U. of M., Instrumental in Working Pure
Food Reforms and Discloses Fertilizer
Swindle.
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N JTICE. The subscriber herebeen duly apand testament

EXECUTRIX’S
by gives notice that she has
executrix of the last will
pointed

In the May Woman’s Home Companion 134 moving picture films are recommended as being thoroughly wholesome
and worth while. Along with these recommendations Helen Duey writes an interesting article entitled, “Better Films
rUiU-A.,

»»

11

nenatiiml

liuwyoc

tions to parents. This is all a part of
the movement for better films which this
periodical is carrying on. In the same
issue Ida M. Tarbell writes a stirring
and thought-provoking article entitled,
“The Twenty-Cent Dinner”; William
Armstrong presents a character sketch
of the young woman who will some day
he Empress of Austria; Anna Steese
Richardson contributes “Mrs. Larry’s
Adventures in Thrift”; Charles E. Jefferson, pastor of Broadway Tabernacle in
New York City, writes a nature sermon
entitled, "Behold the Birds”; Albert Lee
contributes another article in his series,
‘Made in America’ Vacations”; Roger
H. Dennett writes on “The Diet of
Young Children”; Paul J. Meylan contributes “The Man Who Wanted to Die”;
and several other articles on various
family and household subjects are included. Fiction of rare interest and distinction is contributed by Sophie Kerr
Underwood, Mary Heaton Vorse, Mary
Hastings Bradley, Izola Forrester, and
Elizabeth Newport Hepburn. The regular Fashion, Cooking, Young People’s,
Handicraft, Better Babies, and Housekeeping departments are full of suguestions of great interest and practical
value to housekeepers everywhere.
PASSED

THE

CENTURY

MARK.

IWIR .E. 3.

of

CATHERINE SULLIVAN, late of Searsport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given

Falls.

Kezar Falls, April 20, “Aunt Sally” Pillsbury, after reaching almost 101

years of age, was laid to rest in her
grave in this village this afternoon.
Mrs. Pillsbury would have been 101 had
she lived until next June. The funeral
this afternoon was attended by many of
the residents of both Kezar Falls and
Parsonsfield, for she had long been a
prominent resident of this section of the
State, one to whom the other inhabitants referred with pride.
Mrs. Pillsbury was born here during
the closing days of the War of 1812. She
passed the greater part of her life in this
section, though part of her time in later
years was passed with her'children in
Boston. During the past few years of
her life, she lived with her son John of
Kezar Falls. Her daughter, Miss Abbie
Pillsbury, also lived with her. Her other
two children, Jacob and Oliver, made
their homes in Boston.
Even up to her death Mrs. Pillsbury
possessed all her faculties. Her memory
was reiuamauie auu

»nc

wao

tu

interest in the old firm of Goldsmith

Co., Boston, Mass., who for
many years have been heavy receivers of
fancy hennery eggs. Mr. Stockwell has a
large following among people who buy fancy
eggs, and he feels sure all his many friendly
egg shippers in and about Belfast will ship

instrument, purporting to be the last
testament of Chandler Swift,
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on thelsecond
Tuesday of May next, at ten of the does
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
wiiy Hie same should not be proven, approved

Acertainand

him their eggs.
Ask for

and allowed.

Mr3. J.
teach the

It

a

Probate t’nnrt held at Belfast

I

within and

for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of April, A. I). 1915.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
t\. will and testament of Clara P. Parsons,
ate of Belfast, in said County of. Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
April, A. 1). 1915.
L. TKUWORTHY of Unity, in said
County, guardian of Daisy M Berry, a
minor, having presented a petition praying for a
license to sell and convey certain real estate belonging to said minor described in said petition
and for the purpose therein set forth.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pub
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, witlun and for
said County, on the llth day of May, A. D.
1916, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
said
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
petitioner should not be granted.

Acting Register.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of April, A. 1). 1916.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Mary A. Coombs,
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, de
ceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of May next, at ten of the
clock befoie noon, and show cause, if any they
Pave, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Acting Register.

eiven

Camps]

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Acting Register.

give opportunity to those desiring to
a change in location for a new start

make
in

life.

|

Undeveloped JJWater

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the llth
au>
day of May next, and show cause, if
the said account should not be

AND

Good

allowed.

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine,

Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive ettentions

when

addressed to any agent
or to

of

the

MAINE CENTRAL,

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

MAINE

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to he held at Beltast,on the llth day
of May next, and show cause, it any they
have, wliy the said account should not he allowed.

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

WALDO
fast,

;

are

ance.

A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine,

Farming Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

Acting Register.

IITA LDO SS.—In Court ot Probate, held at Belyi
fast,on the 13th day of April, 1916. Frai k
A. Cushman, executor on the estate of Geneva
A, Y rney, late of Belfast, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and final account of administration of said estate tor allow-

I

Power

Unlimited Raw Material

they have, why

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

Acting Register.

The most, economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics is

SS—In Court of Probate, held at Belthe 13th day of April, 1916. Charles

Stephenson, late of Belfast, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Chester H.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a ProDate Court,to be held at Beliast,on the 1Ith day
of May next, and show cause, it any they
i,ave, why the said account should not be ailowJames LIBBY,Judge.

three

weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County. Hint all persons interested may attend at a
’rebate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
lth day of May next, and show cause if any
;hey have, why the said account should not be
Allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas, I’. Hazkltink, Acting Register.

A

ruecopy^

Actum

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed,
\

K-tf.Mr.

Imld at HfltttAI.DO SS—In Court or I’roDrtte,
.eonre
fast..in the 18th day of April.
..'tat.- <>(
u
I* itter.son. administrator on
in
'aid
of
Hrdlast,
late
Andrew M. Patterson,
Ins list
County, deceased, liavnm presented
estate
of
said
administration
of
and final account
for allowance.
three
Ordered, That, notice thereof be given,
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
in said < ounty,
in
Belfast,
a newspaper published
roa
a
that all nersons interested may attend
tile 11th
hate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
if
they
any
day of May next, and show cause, not
be aithe said account should
have,

\\

1Y7 A LDO St*.—in Court oi debate, held at BeiVV fast, on tlie 13th day of April, 1915. Amos
<\ Carleton, administ rator on the estate of David
V. Porter, late of Winterport, in said County,
leceased, having presented his first and final
recount of administration of said estate for atovvance.

Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal.
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
‘hat all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
bf May next, and show cause, if any they
lave, why the said account should not he allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judue.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. 1*. IIazkltine,
cting Register,

J

lowed*

j

j

WA

1

As a medicinal antiseptic for douche*
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia 13. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
it is “worth its weight in gold." At
druggists. 50c large box, oi by mail.
The Paxton Toilet Co„ Boston, Mass,

why

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Acting Re.ist-r.

!
j

tttALIM) SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BclV?
last, on the 13th day of April. 1015.
Samuel <t Norton, guardian of Alfred \V. Pul
len of Freedom, in said county,having presented
his fifth and final account of guardianship for
allowance, together with his resignation as

LIH) SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 13th day of April, 1916. Alice :
A. Warren, executrix on the estate of Charles A.'* I
Warren, late of Monroe, in said County, deceas- j
ed. having presented her first and final account ;
I guaidian.
of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, j
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
said
in
Couuty,
a newspaper published in Belfast,
that all persons interested may attend at a Prothat all persons interested may attend at a Brobate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
bate Court, to be he la at Belfast, on the 11th day
of
May next, and show cause, if any they
bf
May next, and show cause, if any tliey have, why the said account should not be alhave, why the said account should not be al- lowed and resignation accepted.
lowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy, a ttest:
A true copy. Attest:.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Acting Register.
Chas. B. Hazeltine. Acting Register.

For fitted stove wood, building sand and

gravel, and

a

small

quantity

of hard wood

GILES G. ABBOTT,

lumber.

Lincolnville Avenue

Tel 137-2

26tf

Caution

Notice

Whereas my wife, FLORENCE E. JAMES,

has left me without just cause, this is to notify
that I shall pay no bills contracted by her after
this date.;
Belfast, Maine,'April 14, 1915.
JAMES H. JAMES.
3wl5

ESTABLISHED 1829.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

MONTVILLE.

The Journal

to

Will continue the

Carl Adams and wife have been on the
sick list for the oast few days.
Mrs. Law of West Appleton is caring
for Mrs. Twiss, who is helpless as the result of a shock.
C. S. Adams is running his mill night
and day, employing about twelve men
and they are hustling out staves at a
sapid rate.

H. L. Jackson recently bought

been and will be
the term.

munity.

FOR SALE
FIVE-PASSENGER CHALMER DE*troit auto, all in good running order. New

ONE

ARTHUR E. COLSON,
Searsport, Maine.

It

is

a

1915

for

past. It has
home paper in the fullest acceptance of

policy

it has followed in the

the work

of home

people

and devoted

to home interests.

OUR CLUBBING OFFERS,

some

real estate of C. S. Adams in Muntville,
adjoining a piece sold to him by Adams
one year ago.
F. F. Phillips was in town over Sunday
April 18th, and supplied the deBk at the
church. Elbridge Davis supplied the
desk last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Randall lost
their little babe of a few weeks of age
last week by pneumonia. They have the
heartfelt sympathy of the entire com-

4wl5

and

ance.

ITT ALDO SS.—in court of Probate, heid at Belli fast, on the 13th day of April, 1915. Volo:ia E. Coombs, administratrix on the estate of
£dgar a. Bunker, late of Islesboro, in said
'ounty, deceased, having presented her Hist and
inai account ot administration of said estate for
tllowauce.
lie

Farms,Sites

for Summer Hotels

on

thereof

Locations

Mil! Sites,

WALDO

ROBERT

That. notiee

Quarries,
Factory

'!

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelSilas
fast, on the 13th day of April, 191f.
E. Bowler, administrator on the estate of Emma
said
dein
of
County,
Palermo,
S. Bailey, late
ceased, having presented his first and final ac
count of administration of said estate for allow-

At a Probate Court.held at Beltast. within and
for the‘Countv of Wa.do, on the 13thdayfof
April, A. 1) 1911.

Ordered

li

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

•
A true copy. Attest:
Chas .P. Hazeltine,

A

F. DUNT()Nf administrator de bonis
non on the estate of Mary A. White, late of
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, with
the will annexed, having presented a petition
praying that the actual market value of the
property of said deceased, and the persons interested in the succession thereto and the
imountof the inheritance tax thereon may be
ieterinined by the Judge of Probate.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
ill persons interested by causing a copy of this
inter to be published three weeks successively in
l'he Republican Journal, a newspaper published
it Beltast, that they may appear ala Probate
•ourt. to be held at oelfast. within and for said
Jounty, on the 11th day of May. A. 1). 1916,
u ten of the clock befoie noon, and show cause,
f any they have, why the prayer of said petition:r snoiiid not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Acting Register,

_[_

i

HARRY

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
by capsing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
nay appear at a Probate ('ourt,to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
ruesday of May next, at ten of the clock
jetore noon, and show cause if any they have,
,vliy tlie same should not be proved, approved
ind allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
Interested

published

A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine,

if

iuuuauy

Q. Adams has been engaged
spring term of school.

tires all around.
Telephone 14-11

shipping cards.

JAM.ES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chap. P. Hazeltink, Acting Register.

the center of many neighborhood groups
when she would tell of the early days of
the settlement, recall when residents
went to the wars and of the early settlers who had long since passed away.
Summer visitors to the section never
failed to call on her when they could and
they were always well repaid for their
visits.
SOUTH

of

Wall

\

Dealli of “Aunt Sally” Pillsbury of Kezar

STOCKWELL, formerly

Chapin & Adams Co., has disposed of his
interest in that firm and has purchased an

as
the
law
directs.
All
persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the sa ne for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately to John H. Sullivan of Searsport, Me., my authorized agentJULIA B. SULLIVAN,
Waltham, Mass April 13,1915,—3w 17

bonds

will
late of

In the May American Magazine Jerome
D. Travers, four times afnateur golf
champion of America, writes a highly
entertaining and instructive article entitled, “The High Cost of Golfing.” More
money is now spent in the United States
on golf than on baseball. There are 1,300
clubs and 700,000 or 800,000 players
Cleveland Moffett, writing undei the
title, “Deeds of Daring in the Movies,”
tells some wonderful true stories of extraordinary adventures that moving picture
managers and actors have had in the preparation of films. Ida M. Tarbell writes
another article in her business series entitled, “The Golden Rule in Business.”
Captain Granville Fortescue tells his experiences with the Russian army. Hugh
S Fullerton, writing under the title,
“The Jitneys are Coming,” gives the
facts about the new transportation development that is spreading over the country. George Fitch, the Illinois humorous
writer, begins, a new two-part love story
entitled, “Cupid vs. Geegraphy.” Ellis
Parker Butler tells another story of real
boys entitled, “Swatty.” David Grayson
goes on with “Hempfield." Other fiction
is contributed by Lucy Stone Terrill,
Lincoln Colcord and Lucine Finch.

Read This!

PROBATE NOTICES.

great European conflict. “Hundreds of
miles of roaring battle line, hostile warships roving the remotest wastes of the

the invisible hand of the wireless.
The
May number contains sixteen consecutive
nao-es of war vieu/c— remarkable nictures.
every one. There are also the following
articles relating to the war;
Firing the
Fuse to Blow Up a Steamer; “How an
Army ‘Fires on the Clock’;” “Monitors
Operating along the Belgian Coast;”
“Torpedoes and Bombs Used in Aerial
Raids;” “Incendiary Mediums Used by
the Germans in War;” etc.

jj

City Drug Store.

At a Probate Court neia at Keitast, within and
for the County ot Waldo on the second Tuesday of April, A. D. 1915

aeroplanes and Zeppelins soaring
high above the earth, and even the stealthy submarines, lurking in the depths for
victims,” he says, “are subservient to

jj

Egg Shippers

the safest, surest and most satisfactory. Sold only by us, 10 cents.

as

vivid idea of the part played by this most
modern means of communication in the

sea,

roomy ovens, easy work-

Call and

a

Us

What is the best laxative? Year* of
experience in selling all kinds leads us
to always recommend

I

1

The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,
The publications included in our clubbing offer

$2.00
2.10
2.25

may be sent to different addresses.

Subscription Terms: One
three months, 50 cents.

year,

$2.00; six months,; $1.00;

subscription now.
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Send in your

Belfast, Maine.
■

i

halldalk.

SEARSPORT.

with friends

Belmont^

There are three entirely different kinds of baking powder,

namely:
from grapes ;

(2) Alum, a mineral acid; and
(3) Phosphate of Lime.
(1) Baking Powders made of

Barge Cumru finished discharging 3,000 tons
of coal at the Penobscot Coal & Wharf plant
4

York to take ccmmand of the steamer L. V.
Stoddard.
John B. Black died at the home of his son-inrranx

later.

Mrs. George B. Delano, who has been quite
ill with an attack ot indigestion, is very much

improved.
Mrs.

and

the Eastern Steamship Corporation will begin their six trips per week MonSteamers of

day, May

quite ill

Mrs. E.

daughter,
Ephraim road.
of her

at the home

L. Savory,

on

Mount

next
general cleaning up is in order for
back yards and other places where
rubbish has collected the past winter.
A

Montara, Capt. Wade, arrived Saturday from Philadelphia with 3,000 tons of
coal to the P. C. & W. Co. at Mack's Point.
Steamer

for

contest there will be a short program. Homemade candies will be served. Admission ten
cents.

in the market at 4 cents
river, and fresn shad from
the Delaware are retailing at 50 cents each.
The Ladies’ Guild of the First Cong’l church
will hold their annual Bummer sale and enter-

Fresh alewives

orders at Bangor. April 21£t, the tug
Swatara arrived for water and sailed for Fort
Point. [April 24th, barque Kotka arrived light,
to load lumber.
April £6th, steamer Millinocket arrived with general cargo from New
York.

headgear; it i6 possible that they
may have ideas along the line in which the
money should be invested. The working out
of these ideas will prove very interesting.
Come and order a hat! Beside the millinery

WHITES CORNER.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

returned to their house

nr

Mrs. G. H, York was hcstets for the Ladies
Club last Friday afternoon.

on

cuperating

c

—

rapid

0. Sawyer.and C. A. Eames of Searsport and Alvah Treat of Stockton Springs last
Week.
Mrs. Joseph Kallock, who was taken to the
Waldo County hospital in Belfast last week
with typhoid fever, is reported better at this
autos to C

writing.
See Cong’l

particulars

of
on

church notes for

aie

ed his first

sermon

Orrington,

his

|

at the M. E. church

Rev. O.

April 25th.
for

pastor, preachSunday,
Barnard
left Saturday
G.

new

pastorate.

Keep your valuable dogs at home as three
passed to the great beyond last Monday and
supposed

are

illness

wa8

to have been

of short

poisoned,

as

a

by all lovers of piano playing.

Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Nealley of Newburg
recently spent several days at the home of
their daughter, Mrs. C. M. Conant.

their

duration and the town is

$3.45 out of pocket by their sudden departure.
Sarah Nickels Griffin,
died in Medfield, Maes., April 19th, arrived here April 21st and were interred in the !
family lot in Bowditch Cemetery at Park. Rev.
The remains of Miss

who

i

C. H. McElhiney of the First Congregational |
church offered a prayer at the grave.

|

Isaac

Thomas Heagan, a native of Prospect, died
at the home of his nephew, William D. Smart,
Mount Ephraim road, April 20th of bronchial
pneumonia, aged 82 years and 28 days. Mr.
Reagan had made his home with his nephew
Mr. Smart, since the death of his wile several
huneral services were held at his
years ago.
late home Saturday, Rev. C. H. McElhiney of
the First Cong’l church ^officiating, and interment was in Maple Grovfe cemetery, Prospect.

on

Saturday.

cord, Mill street.

dents of this town,

Congratulations
“,o'

was

young townsman
situation

_„

e

rinm

r>

at

Thnmaa*nn

Sharpness, Eng., April 20th, stated that
not Know what me windup would be.

returning

to

as a

order of the

Mr. Milton
r

station

agent,

and

papering

riaay

into

in

iormer

nome

ox Mrs. unarles

Paintings
Clipper Ships.

Oil

of ships to
V. B. M., Boston Transcript.

names

4wl4

[

The many friends of S. L.
Bagley and family are glad to know they are to leave Thomaston the first of May and return to their farm
here.

Ormond, the little
T

--*

was
was

ing

the

opening of
general

ton is the

our

railroad.

Mr. Houghthe

passenger manager of

B. & A. road since leaving here.

fc.From Cape Jellison piers the following shipping report was telephoned Monday afterooon: April 19th, steamer Millinocket sailed
with paper cargo for New York and Philadelphia. April 20th, sch Seth M. Todd sailed,
light, for Bangor, and tug Hugh Rosa sailed

son

__•.

D-

not

grandchild
grandparents,

Old

|

true

|

Cushman returned Saturday night
with Sheriff Cushman in Belfast.

visit

a

Mr. £nd Mrs. R. M.
Carter, of Belfast were
guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs, C. P. Carter, Saturday and Sunday.

are

—

B.

C.

from

J. Goodere moved bis family last

me

The Ames Grocery Co., Kenouf and Pink“mock wedding” of the following wee but proMiss Orilla Ademinent members of society
ham, proprietors, are placing a modern gasolaid Whitcomb and Mr Reginald Powers JVlcline pump upon a concrete founaation to supply
Elhmey, both of Searsport. The ceremony
will be performed promptly at 7.30 by Mr. automobiles from their tank, buried below
George Renfrew Wilson in the Congregational ground in front of their store on the Souih
The
Church, Saturday evening, May first.
side of Main street. A great convenience tj
bride will be attended by her « cousin. Miss
j
Dorothy Lovett, as maiil of honor, and by the the traveling public, whose cars are often
Misses Marjory Towers, Gladys Rose, Marian ! thirsty.
Hughes and Valerie Croce as bridemaids, and
Mr. and Mrs, Herbert Mixer, Sylvan street,
by little Alice Gray as flower girl. The groom |
will be a*tended by Mr. George Dean Little- are expecting a visit during the coming warm
field. The miniature wedding party will be weather from their
daughter and husband, Mr.
becomingly attired in correct evening dress. and Mrs. Lewis Barrett, and little
daughter,
All arrangements for the happy occasion are
under the direction of Miss Mabel Griffin and born since their residence in Ecuador, S. A.
Ada
ission
tickets
Pattee.
C
Mrs. Summer
This only
is of the deepest interest
may be secured from children of the Junior
to these fond
and other near
Department of the S. S. or purchased at the
door for the sum of ten cents. The proceeds are relatives of the young mother.
to be deposited upon the Vestry Chair Fund.
Mr. and Mrs. G. M.“Houghton of Bangor arOn Thursday evening, in the upper vestry,
Miss Harriette Erskine and Miss Maude Smith rived in town Saturday afternoon and were the
will act as hostesses at the Christian Endeavor
of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East
sociable to be given for the same purpose. It guests
is rumored that the gentlemen attending will Main street, until? Monday afternoon. They
be given the opportunity to demonstrate their are always welcome visitors in this village,
skill in millinery art. Usually men have only where
they made hosts of friends during their
the privilege of paying the bill for the
two years' residence here, immediately follow-

of

Arno of 1

Olin Harriman got home
Saturday night
from a trip to Portland and Hudson, Mass.

are

hanging out their richly hued blossoms,
harbingers of summer's foliage. April
has been a delightful month—full of sunshine
and unusually mild weather. Shall we have a
comparatively fine Ma>?

Notes.
The
Congregational
public is cordially invited to be present at the

Wanted to Purchase

Mrs. J. L. Bean is very ill.
ethel is visiting his sister,
Mrs. C. B. Cushman.

The grass is green on every southern exposure of terrace or lawn, and the red maples

Church

Write

Rev.

J.

church

were

united in

officiating,

SHIP NEWS.
AMERICAN

PORTS.

New York, April 21. Ar. sch Manie SaunderB, South Amboy for Mount Desert; sld. schs
John
Bossert, Georgetown; Eagle Wii g,
Charleston; 22, ar, stm Ohian, Boston; 23, sld’,
schs Harry W Haynes, Port Beading for Seai
Harbor, Me; N E Ayer, do for do; 24, ar, stm
Seaconnet, Boston, to lo d for Rotterdam;
schs Edith McIntyre, Stockton; Seguin, Sullivan; Susie H Davidson, Sargentville; sld, stm
Millinocket, Stockton; cld, stm Kentuckian,
Los Angeles and San Francisco
25, ar, schs
Methebesec, Jacksonville for Providence; Normandy, Owens Ferry; 26, ar, schs Annie P
Chase, Sullivan via Newport, R I; Pochasset,
Long Cove; Ira B Eilems, do; City of Augusta,
Philadelphia for Camden, Me.
Boston, April 20
Sld, schs Gov Powers,
Philadelphia and Porto Rico; Mary E Lynch,
Stonington, Me; Hume, Camden; Mary E Pennell, Bangor; 21, ar, schs John J Perry, Rockport; Fannie F Hall, Bangor; sld from the
breakwater sch City o'f Augusta. Camden, Me;
26, ar, sch James Slater, lngrahamport, N S.
Philadelphia, April 20. Ar, sch James Rothwell, Biddeford; 23 ar, sch Gov Powers, Boston; cld, sch Horace A Stone, San Juan P R
Baltimore. Md, April 18. Sld, Bch Robert H
McCurdy, Puerto Cabello; 22, sld, sch Elisha

Ar.

sch

Marion

vuuu, ueaie, MHCOTIS.

Port Reading, April 21.
Cld, Bchs Harry
Haynes, Mazrall, Seal Harbor; N E Ayer, Wil-

son, do.

Brunswick, Ga, April 22. Ar, last night,
ech Edward H Blake, Crockett.
Key West (and
sailed today for Owens Ferry.)
New London, April 24.
Ar, sch Luther T
Garretson, Brunswick.
Femandina. April 21. Ar, sch Gladys, San

Juan,
Seattle, April 25. Ar,

v**"

of Mrs. Cora B.
r,

uuiiuaj

...

UIgUV

dllU

severely hooked by the animal. One eye
badly injured. It is hoped the sight is

lost.

stm

York.

Hawaiian, New

Boston.

Stockton, April 24. Ar, bark Kotka (Nor)
Mandal, Norway; to load deals for United
Kingdom; 26, ar, stm Millinocket, New York,
Searsport, April 21. Ar, barges Cumru.
Philadelphia; L N No.704. Carteret. N J;
22, ar, stm Masaasoit, Boston (and sld e stward) sld, barge Boylston, Weymouth, Mass;
23, sld, barge Cumru, Philadelphia; 24, ar, stm
Montara, Norfolk.
Winterport. April 22. Ar, sch Florence &
Lillian, Portland.

a

sch

The Nd"w Method—>a modern

of

Old

Miss Hannah Heagan was in Searsport last
Saturday to attend the funeral of her brother,
Thomas Heagan. Mr, Heagan was formerly
of this place and lived for many years in this
vicinity and his many friends here were sorry
to hear of hiB death, which occurred at the
home of his nephew,W, D. Smart, in Searsport,
where be had lived for the past 4 years. He
leaves three sisters, Mrs. M. A. Littlefield,
Miss Hannah and Miss Ellen Heagan, all of
this place.

BRIGHTEN-A LI

No

and

a can

•

“

•

“

of Varnished Surfaces.

Water does not spot it white.
Heat
does not affect it—and it dries hard,
ready to use, in 6 to 8 hours—giving a
hard, mirror like surf ace that will last

•

!

|£

Triangle Polish Mop

Carpet Sweepers
$1.98 to $3 00

aged

38 years.
Dwyer In Winterport,
Dwyer, aged 53 years.

Fish.

Bissell’s Vacuum
and Cleaners,

April 20, John W.

John Fish.

Gray. In Oriand, April 14, Fred A. Gray,
aged 69 years, 6 months and 11 days.
Griffin. In Medfield, Mass., April 19, Miss
Sarah Nickels Griffin, formerly of Searsport,

FOR OIL CLOTH

aged

57 years, 6 months and 7 days.
In North Bucksport, April 26,
Hanson.
In Searsport, April 20, Thomas
neagan.
Heagan, formerly of Prospect, aged 82 years
and 28 days.

Hanson.

njamin

B

Higgins, formerly

of

Camden, aged about 80

years.

The

Kimball. In Bucksport, April 12, Henry
Kimball, aged 84 years and 10 days.
Myzrall. In Dover, April 23, Dora J., wife
of Thomas M\zrall, formerly of Bangor
MllRCH. In Boston, Mass April 17, Ludolph
Murch, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 67 years.
Stone. In Troy, April 26, Abbie, wife of

Medium Size Polish

Large

Mop,
Mop,

Size Polish

Medium Size

$1 00
1.50

Dry Mop,

FOR LINOLEUM

1.00

The Home Furni shing

|

Such a Fresh
Clean Sensation

Augustus

Mop that “Gets-in-Ihe-Corners”

Reaches everywhere—to nearby corners,
corners under beds and tables, to
top of
doors and high moldings. Reaches and
beautifies all in one short, easy sweep.
Fine for polished floors as well as for oilcloth and linoleums.

7 montns and 18 days.
True. In Readville, Mass., April 18, Jennie,
wife of Col. E. A. True, formerly of Hope,
aged 76 years.
Upham.
In Belfast, April 25. Walter J.
Upham, aged 41 years, 4 months 8 days.

BELFAST
Visit Our

the mouth after you take a Dyspep-let. Just try one. Crush it between

slowly.

your
You

teeth
can

and

swallow

MAINE.

Carpet Department, S :cond Floor, Largest

in

--iii mi

i

MORRILL.

Catarrh

it

almost immediately

Mr, G. L. Edmunds has his mill up, boarded

feel its beneficial effect.
Your stomach seems to say “That’s just the help
I needed for my big task of digestion.”
Dys-pep-lets sweeten and

and

machinery

There

Heltast
T

and

be quite

painting

a

general time of

about town.

Miss Annie Paul is teaching in Montville
Miss Irma Thomas in Searsmont.

mote the natural functions.
In no
other way can you ensure so much
stomach comfort as by buying and
using a ten cent box of Dys-pep-lets.

and

Mr. Ernest Higgins, teacher of the High
school, passed the week-end in Old Town and

Urono.

There is a shortage of water and several of
farmers find their w ells dry and have to I
haul water for their stock.

our

j

l

Mrs. D. O, Bowen wishes through The Journal to thank her friends who so
kindly remembered her on her birthday.

$7.85
7.85
8.10
6 60
7.25

Belfast, Maine.
(■

Schools began this week.

village primary

Mrs. G. W. Dow
and Miss Sadie

Achorn teaches in the Cross district.
Mr. Frank Weymouth was seriously ill
pneumonia last Sunday and there is much
ness about town from colds and
grip.
James Higgins and Mrs. Daniel Higgins
i)oth been ill recently.

j

with
sickMrs.

have

d

AT HALF PRICE
Gas stove ; round, oak, hand-rubi
table, iron bed, etc.

■

W. B. wOOuBUKY,

2wl7p

108

Hgt

CARD OF THANKS

®
W

the

ht

For Sale

large force of men have been at work u pthe buildings being erected for a parsonage on the old J. R. Mears stand.

on

teaches

Cannot

with LOCAL A PPL
ICATIONS,»,
reach the sent of the
blood or constitutional disease
cure it your ust take intern.;
Catarrh Cure is taken interna
rectly upon the blood and
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is no: a
It was prescribed by one of the
in this country for
years and
scription. It is composed of
known, combined with the best i
acting directly on the mucous
perfect combination of the t a
what produces such wonderful
catarrh. Send for testimonials
F. J CHENEY & CO
Props.,
Sold by Druggists,
price 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for eon:-.

diseas’

moved in.

seems to

repairing

the
strengthen
stomach,
prevent
sourness and gas inflation and pro-

CONSUMERS FUEL CO..
Tel. 38

Company

In

We wish to thank the friends and
neighbors,
tvho have so kindly aided us inouf recent sickness and bereavement,
especially the Odd Fellows Lodge and Encampment, and other friends
for flowers.
MRS. WALTER UPHAM and FAMILY,
MR. and MRS. JAMES UPHAM.

|

5J

One light buggy tor
bargain at the Wind'
stable.

*

'

{

FOR A COLD

•

Take

J
•

;

Quick Relief Cold Tablets

THE

YELLOW TABLET IN THE YELLOW BOX.

FOR A COUGH

X

9I

J

at

Sweepers

$8.50 to $10.00
Electric Cleaners.
$2" no
Let us demonstrate at your hurt

In Hope, April 19, Adeline, wife of

CHESTNUT,

*

-ci

BISSELL’S

Crabtree. In South Hope, April 17, Abijah
Crabtree, aged 78 years.
Dow. In Freedom, April —, Florence Dow,

EGG,
STOVE,

39 Water St.

Rack, Adjustable

Without Easel RacK,

M.

A

same.

.t

Alree.

past favors we hope for a continuance
Scours respectfully,

of the

L

Curtain Stretchers
With Easel

WIZARD

A discount of 25c. per ton is allowed for cash in thirty
from date of delivery. Discounts will not be a 1 low
ed after the expiration of thirty days.

Appreciating

Actii

food, it will benefit and p
life of the finest finish.
PaG
various sizes, to suit your cover
nish

think of it.

Albee,

PEA,
OTTO COKE,

{days

problem at minimum
Dirt, dust, fly .-j,,

smoky appear u
renoved, restoring and leaving a
polished, dust-free eurfac**
liant and FREE EROM THAT tv.\
STICKY E'EELING. Brighten
a Varnish, but a Beautifier ;,t„j

SLEIGHS, RESTAURANTS, etc., where
quick drying result is desired.

In Machias, April 23. Leverett A.
a veteran of the Civil War, aged 70
years, 1 month nd 12 days.
Bennett In Oriand, April 1, Loring B. Bennett, aged 72 years and 11 months.
Black.
In Searsport, April 2.?, John B.
Black, aged 85 years, 1 month and 8 days.

labor.

marks and that

a

DIED.

brilliancy.

Solves the

indefinitely.

Company’s Lehigh

LEHIGH

called home from
her brother, Thomas

The sick people in th is vicinity are all im
There are no new cases of scarlet
fever and the danger is considered past,

and

expensive brush, no expert
of Uncle Hiram's Varnish,
a piece of soft cheese cloth, and the surface is transform*^ and the original brilliant varnish surface restored. Especially
adapted for AUTOS, CARRIAGES,

of Sullivan and Miss Julia W. Macomber of

Coal
Prices
j
|

was

proving.

do it.

help, just

tM,„.

problem how to restore the former

—

A

of Bangor is visiting

Mrs. M. C, Littlefield

Bangor by the death
Heagan.

can

in

and

dull, AUTOS. ,
AGES, etc., become gray and
S|„utwj
from mud, water and soajt used
iuff. And to the average per-.-

brush required
Applied with soft
cheese cloth as easily as if one were
washing or dusting his furniture. A child

Franklin.

SPECIAL

business.

School began in this district last Monday,
Miss Wing teacher.

di-covery

varnished surfaces

cloudy, blue,

no

J

Pierce

All

destroyed, lime and
applying to your

UNCLE HIRAM’S VARNISH

daughter.

On and after May 1, 1915, we shall make the following prices on coal, put in on the level within the city limits.
Morrill; Halldale, Miss Addie Palmer; King- ™
These prices made subject to delivery at our cond cm, P. C. Allen; Vose, Miss Roberta
Wiggin; 9
venience. The reason for reserving the privilege to deW hite’s Corner, Mrs. Olive Stewart.
liver at our convenience and reducing the prices is for the
PROSPECT FERRY.
'purpose of moving coal during the summer months.
Prices as follows:
Dale Hainson was in Bangor last Monday on
Helen
here.

or

money can be saved by
furniture or wood work

•MHtm tn mmMfNtm

S

CLOTH

WAY

Where the varnish surface has been

Robertson Macomber In Bangor, April 14,
by Rev. Richard H. Moyle, Harvey E. Roberteon

MODERN

scratched, marred,

Winterport.

terson of

a

THE

Cummings-Hopkins. In Rockland, April 17,
by Rev. E S. Ufford, Sumner W. Cummings and
Miss Blanche Hopkins, both of Vinalhaven.
Knowlton-Eaton. In Deer Isle, April 12,
by Rev. O. J. Guptill, Karl K. Knowlton and
Beatrice Laura, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ;
Oscar D. Eaton, botn of Deer Isle.
Lurvey-Whitten. In Rockland, April 16,
by Rev. E. S. Ufford, George W. Lurvey and
Mrs Lizzie Whitten.
Patterson-Raymond
In Winterport, April
20, by Rev. A. J. Lockhart, Hiram Stanley Ray- !
mond of Ripley, Maine, and Charlotte J. Pat-

Norfolk.

|£

Mrs.

VARNISH

MARRIED.

Windsor.

Pernambuco, April 17. Sld,
Babcock, New York.

TIME

14. Wheat Meal,

Guy Ware,

Cristobal, April 20, 7.30 p m. Ar, stm Virginian, Hall, New York for Los Angeles, (and
proceeded.)
Walton, N S, April 14. Ar, sch Anne Lord,

H

Articles for

HOUSECLEANING

7
40

Charleston, April 25. Ar, sch William E Israel Stone, aged 62 years, 6 months and 23
Litchfield, Port Reading.
days.
Richards. In Boston, April 24, Mrs. Carrie
Jacksonville. April 26
Ar, schs Thelma,
Boston; Helvetia, Providence.
Shuman Richards, formerly of Belfast, aged 63
Mobile, April 23. Ar, sch Lucinda Sutton, years.
Port Spain.
Tolman. In Warren, April 19, Mary L, (BurBangor, April 24. Sld, sch Gilbert Stancliffe, ton),-wife of Nathan B. Tolman, aged 68 years,

Part of the schools in town began
Monday.
T he others will open next
Monday. Teachers
have been assigned by Superintendent J. J.
Clement as follows: Center, Mrs. Everett
Clement of Waldo; McFarland’s.Corner, Miss
Oracia C. Luce; Carter, Miss Annie Paul of W

friends

160

holy matrimony,

N. Palmer, pastor of the Methodist

FOREIGN TORTS.

CENTER MONlVILLE.

Ivan

C. Park, West Main street, recently purchased
by him. School street misses them, their
home having been upon that highway since
their arrival in town some years ago.

Gardiner Monday.

and

riusneia, iormer resiupon the birth of a son,

this

day
every household at
present. The gardens, either flower or vegetable, are engaging the attention of men and
women both now-a-days.
Sweet peas and
nasturtiums are already in th^ ground.

Dodge’s Corner. Mr. and Mrs. George
Webster of Wakefield, Mass., and Mr. and
Mrs. B. O. Perry of Chelsea, Mass., arrived
April 20th for a week at Sunnyside, the Webster cottage_Mr. and Mrs Charles McKenney of Winterport are staying at the Matthews Camp through the fishing season. .Fishing at the lake has been exceedingly good this
spring and many large catches have been reported... Ira Veazie was in town over Sun-

day,

serving

8j Shorts,
20a22 Sugar,
25a 9 25 Salt, T. I.,
4 00 .Sweet Potatoes,

Pease. In Troy Center, April 24, to Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Pease, a daughter.
Piper. In Rockland, April 21, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank M. Piper, a daughter
Roberts
In Belfast, April 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. B. C R >berts, a son.
Rogers. Iu Norihport, March 31, to Mr. and
Mrs. Milton Rogers, a daughter.
Wellman. In Rockland, April 20, to Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney b. Wellman, a daughter.
Ware In Camden, April 20, to Mr. a d Mrs.

Mrs. Charles C. Park moved a portion of her
Kingston, April 20. Ar, sch J Manchester
furnishings last Thursday into the rooms in the
Percy Knowlton had an eye badly injured Haynes, Richards, Norfolk.
Rio Janeiro, April 21.
Britto house—formerly the late Capt. David 1 last week while handling brush.
Ar, schs Mary E j
Palmer, Norfolk; Singleton Palmer, New York j
N. Berry’s place—West Main street, that she
Mrs. Marcia Greely of Freedom is with Mrs. and Norfolk; 22. ar, sch Florence M
j
Peoley,
is to occupy curing the summer, taking htr i
Norfolk; 23, ar, ech Marcus L Urann, Farrow,
Volney Thcmpson for a few days.

the

did

extended to Mr.

are

DMueu oi

C. S, Stetson.

promotion to a better
the Bangor & Aroostook railroad,
on

Housecleaning, painting

W..

he

on

which he is

Ogeechee, Capt.

had been taken in to Sharpness, England, by a
British cruiser and her cargo confiscated. The
Ogeechee took a cargo of cotton £rom Savan
nah to Bremen, which she discharged in good
order aid loaded a full cargo of German products for New York. A cable received by the

”•

Owing to the prevalence of bad colds and April 24th.4
the hurry and rush of housecleaning among
Mr. and Mrs, A. C. Edwards, who were rethe ladies, the meeting of the Ladies Aid Socently married, held a reception at the Pythian
ciety of the Universalist parish, has been post- hall, Ellingwoods
Corner, on the evening of
poned this week.
April 20th.
Mrs. Maria F. Blanchard returned Monday
Several families from this vicinity attended
night from a ten days’ stay in Bangor and is the Odd Fellows memorial
services at the
witn her sister, Mrs. Herbert Mixer, Sylvan
church in Monroe, Sunday. The speaker was
for
a
few
She
will
soon
street,
days.
open her Rev. Mr. Whitcomb os
Bangor.
own house for the summer.
A. G. Lai by, E. E. Ritchie and A.ITWeliMiss Emma Hichborn has returned to Bel- man
are hauling ash timber for shovel handles
fast, after being several weeks with her sister to
Winterport station for the Cooley Bros,,
Miss Nellie Hichborn in their home, West
who are operating in this
vicinity.
Main street.
Miss Emma is a saleswoman in J.
G, H. York, grange deputy for North Waldo
H. Howes' dry good store.
Pomona jurisdiction, and Mrs. R. L. Clements,
Miss Emily S. Overlock left April 21st, after
master of Morning Light
grange, Monroe, attwo
with
relatives in the upper j tended a
spending
days
meeting of the subordinate grange
pirt tof the town. Many friends in Stockton ! masters in
Brooks, April 22nd, for special inofLen remember her in her loneliness in the
struction in the secret work by State Master
home bereft of the beloved

meals out.

received last week that the steamAmos A. Dow, which sailed
from Bremen, Ger., April 4th, for New York,
News

Lincolnville,

port
Morgan City. La, April 20.

The Auxiliary Aid of the Utiiversalist parish
was entertained Tuesday afternoon for the
customary faneywork by Mrs. Edgar M. Col-

first land-locked
placed in
Swan Lake were received in June, 1885, from
E
L.
Stillwill.
were
commissioner
They
placed |
mother.
in the lake by J. A. Clement, J. H. Sullivan and
F. E. Whitcomb. There were ten cans of the
Elden H, Shute has been transferred from
an
inch
in
and
about
were
which
length
fish,
Alton to south Sebec. Congratulations to our
came from the hatchery at Enfield, Maine.
salmon to be

The

er

impressive home wedding

Atkins, Tampa.
Newport News, April 22. Sld, sch Henry F
Kreger, Santiago; 26, ar, stms Penobscot, BanMrs. R. L. Clements and Mrs, L. A. White gor: William Chisholm, Boston, (both sailed
for Bangor )
were guests of the
Jolly Twelve Ladies' Club
Norfolk, April 21. Sld, sch Montero, Searsof West
Winterport at Mrs. Sears Littlefield’s

P. Park, after seeing his mother
in her summer quarters, took Saturday’s boat for boston, en route to his home in
Revere, Mass., bis patients being anxious for
his return.

on

new

well known

Dr.

Considerable complaint is made by teamsters
and others of the bad condition of the road to
Belfast near the Otis stock farm and the T. P.
Leaman residence.
James Ainslee, the

her

settled

Saturday night.

Rev.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Arey of Thorndike made
short visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Marcus Littlefield last week.

readiness to take music pupils
at her residence. Her capabilities as a teacher
announces

-.«««-

Christian Endeavor sociable to be given
Thursday evening, and the May Wedding

C. E. Bartlett, who is at work for his brother,
W. J. Bartlett, in Etna for a few weeks, was at
home for the^week-end.

complete.

and

Mrs, Fred Bean.

and

Mrs. Hosea Kenouf, Sea View street, is refrom an ill turn of quite a serious
! nature. Friends hope her recovery may be

East Main

»
p.

t.

and very

place Sunday, April 25th, at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Peavy.when
theirdaughter
Mabel and Mr. George Alexander, both of

(Winterport )

Capt. Frank A. Patterson, East Main street,
W. J. Bartlett, proprietor of Camp Etna horecently shingled his house and ell.
tainment at Union hall, Thursday, July 15th.
Mrs. Charles O. McMann, Church street, left tel, was in town recently for a business visit.
Sch. Dorothy Barreit, Capt. Hopkins, arTuesday for an indefinite stay in Bangor.
Mr. 8nd Mrs. C. B. Jewett were guests of
rived Tuesday frcm Philadelphia with 3,600
C harles Drake and family in Frankfort, April
Last week gave us five consecutive days of
tons of coal for the P.C.W.Co, at Mack’s Point.
sunshine, Friday ar.d Saturday bringirg dull 21st.
Capt. and Mrs. Joseph D. Lweetser arrived I skies and some'rain,
Masters Bertrand and Kenneth Jewett spent
Saturday from Philadelphia, making the trip
Mrs. George C. Fletcher, Church street, is
Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. W. N. York kin
in their auto with stops at different places en
( just recovering from a severe, grip-like cold. Monroe.
route.
! Nearly everyone is having a touch of this apMr. and Mrs. M. A. Haley spent Thursday in
Capt. and Mrs. Amos Nichols, who spent parent influenza.
Dixmont, guests of Mrs. Haley’s parents, Mr.
the winter in the True house on Main street,
street.

quiet

were

each from Taunton

have

I

took

ull ■

feminine

week of

lOiRye Meal,

1.18
4

Maude.

CENTER LINCOLNVILLE.
A

Useful

14

Pork,

Carver. In Rockport, April 20. to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Carver, a daughter.
Linton. In Belfast, April 19, to Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth A. Linton, a daughter, Thelma

The schooner, Marcus L. Uran Capt. H. M.
Farrow, arrived in Rio Janeiro last week after
a passage of 43
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose F. Hatch were in
Belfast last week while Court was in session;
also Mr. Frank. W. Hatch, who was on the
Traverse Jury.

7

BORN.

J. W. Peabody and son of Brookline,
Mass., were in town a few days last week.

New York
-i

Seed,

be—1

to

12al3

The day of harsh physics is gone. People
want mild, easy laxatives, Doan's Reguk-ts
have satisfied thousands. 25c at all drug stores

Mr.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.;

Ma’)el I. Meyers, Capt. C. N.
Meyers, arrived at Bahia April 25th after a
passage from Boston of 43 days.
Barkentine

W. G.
Lard

ISLESBORO.

the names of the ingredients
printed on the label and know
what she is using.

3d.

Mrs. Emma Mason is

the season, Automobiles
here every month for a year.

24

I Let Us Furnish the Home

fc
8

180 Plaster,

“Measles" is the prevailing mode.Many have
had them, with more to follow.

A Cream of Tartar powder never contains
Alum or Phosphate.
Every housekeeper should read

Arthur Hopkins of Brewer
on
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Clement
Main street.

Capt.

Medl.
Cheese,
CottonSeed,
Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
8
Flour,
Corn

early in

1 If

Onions,
64jOil, kerosene,
84' Pollock,
89

..

have been run
The same is doubtless true in many Maine
towns, but it is something unusual.

(3) Phosphate of Lime is made
from rock or by burning bones
which by chemical action are
changed into a white, powdered
It is used in baking powder
acid.
only because it is a cheaper
substitute.

moruana, ouuuaj uiuiuiug.

i,

Butter

RETAIL MARKET.

orned,
18, Lime,
Salt, 14lb.. 18a22|Oat Meal,

Corn,
Cracked Corn,

of the farmers in this section have
been plowing and preparing their ground for
seeding the past week, something not often
so

<

Beef,

Some

possible

PRICE.

RETAIL

received here last week of the

was

leath,April 16th,in Grelton, O., of Mrs. Cynthia
Smery, the widow of the late T, B, Emery,
rhey were former residents of this place and
frequent visitors here ^nd had many friends in
this vicinity.

(2) Baking Powders made of
Alum add to the food some form of
Alum or Aluminum, a heavy metal,
wholly foreign to any natural
article of food.

James D. Stevens are receiving
Mr. and
congratulations on the birth, April 21st, of a
daughter.
Capt. Isaac Carver left Tuesday for New

law,

Word

Cream of Tartar add to the food
the same healthful qualities that
exist in the ripe grapes from
which Cream of Tartar is derived.

day.

uary

)

(1) Cream of tartar, derived

Mass.

Mrs. D. W. Nickels returned Friday'from
Portland, where she spent the winter.
O. C. Atwood and M. £>. Dolliver made a fine
catch of salmon and trout at Swan Lake Fri-

v
Mrs.

Woman Should Know

Every

Mrs. A. T. Shute left Saturday for Boston to
visit her son, Eugene N. Shute.

Friday.

Ur. M.loon of Woterville boo bought the
PRODUCE MARKET.
PAID PRODUCER.
will take poeaeeaion
10 001a40G
about Uajr. Ut, He was a former resident of I Apples,per bbl.I.OOr&OO Hay,
13
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
this town.
8 25*8 60 Lamb,
Beans, pea.
)8
Y.
8
75
A cow end a bull moose here been seen here Beans.
Lamb Skins,
E.,
76
28a30 Mutton,
Batter,
8
recently.
42
Beef, sides,
8}al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
The town schools began Monday.
81 Potatoes,
The Beet, forequarters,
S5a40
60 Round Hog,
10
Halldale school is taught by Miss Addie Palmer Barley, bu,
24 Straw.
Cheese,
7.00
>f this town.
18
26a3C
Chicken,
Turkey,
C. V. Stevenson completed last week abuildCalf Skins,
2
18;Tallow,
Duck.
12al3
20'Veal,
ng for the Turner Center Creamery Co. at
20
22
Eggs,
Wool, unwashed,
Ihorndike Station. He spent Friday and Sa16 Wood, hard,
Fowl,
6.00,
turday with his son Stanley in Waterville.
18 Wood, soft,
3.60
jeese,

Georgia Harding place and

f Barge Exeter sailed April 26th for Philadelphia.
Austin C. Shute is visiting Mr. and Mrs. R*
L. Weymouth in Belfast.
Chester Clark has employment at the CoeMortimer plant in Belfast.
Mrs, E. L. Savory has returned from a visit
in

BELFAST PRICE CURRNET.
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

;

#

Take

Syrup

White Pine and Tar.

J

FOR YOUR KIDNEYS
Take Dewitt’s Kidney and Bladder

I

FOR YOUR LIVER
Take Our Wonder Midgets.

J

;

Pills

OLD CORNER DRUG STORE CO

j

